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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A MICROFABRICATED SENSOR FOR

BIOCHEMICAL DETECTION

ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the design and development of a highly sensitive sensor based
on micromechanical resonating elements which would be suitable for routine application in
molecular probe chemistry for biological research. The sensor will work by monitoring the
changes in the resonant properties of the device, mainly resonant frequency, due to the

accumulation of reaction product at the sensor surface.

The motivation behind this work was the desire to develop a sensor capable of overcoming
the limitations of the technology available. Until recent years the research has been focused

on optimising piezoelectric crystal-based gravimetric devices, the practical limitations
encountered suggested the need for an alternative approach. These limitations can be

overcome by oscillating cantilevers, the design of which will depend on the nature of the
application.

A first generation of devices were designed and microfabricated successfully. Basic
mechanical analysis was used to optimise the dimensions in order to achieve the required
force constant, and finite element analysis was used to further refine the geometry. The
chosen route involved actuation of the sensors via tiny magnetic elements adhered to the
surface of the resonator, and detection via piezoresistors placed in the cantilever legs. A

prototype measurement system was constructed which would be suitable for application in
a portable device capable of being used in challenging environments. This system was

subsequently used to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, and some preliminary
examples of dynamic reaction monitoring were undertaken.

Major consideration was given to the actuation mechanism. Since it is fundamental for
mass-produced sensors to be fabricated reproducibly, the magnetic elements needed to be
implemented within the process, necessitating the study of several different approaches.

Electrodeposition was chosen as the technique for the growth of high-aspect ratio magnetic
particles, and their magnetic properties were carefully characterised.

The work undertaken has demonstrated the feasibility of this approach to chemical
detection, and forms the basis for future development work in electronic integration,
instrumentation and optimisation of device morphology for specific chemical sensing

applications.
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Chapter 1

Chemical Detection Review

1.1 Introduction

The ability to exclusively identify the presence of a particular chemical species is an extremely

powerful tool in fields as diverse as biomedical diagnostics, environmental monitoring, gene

probe chemistry, agriculture, forensic science, counterfeiting and chemical defence.

However, the increasing demand for medical diagnosis has implications on health care

costs. As the demands of diagnostic laboratories increases, the health cost rises and the

necessity for rapid and non-expensive medical tests is becoming increasingly apparent [1, 2,

3, 4], A reduction in sample and test reagent volumes along with the improved detection and

increased ease of automation are necessary to both reduce the cost of diagnosis and increase

the speed in obtaining results.

The implementation of microfabricated devices in the research laboratory has raised these

issues in all areas of laboratory testing, from sample preparation [5] to sample reaction, sep¬

aration and detection [6, 7, 8, 9]. As a consequence of the miniaturisation of the diagnostic

test environment, the reaction chamber, the sample to be studied and the detection appara-

1
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tus are minimised. A reduction in the sample to be studied means that less of the potentially

infectious specimen is necessary, translating into smaller samples taken from patients. With

smaller reaction chambers, a faster reaction [10] is possible using only nanolitre to femtolitre

volumes of reagents. A smaller detection apparatus leads to a reduction of the reacted

sample needed for measurement. The combination of these three microsystems on one mi-

crofabricated device will create a single micro total analysis system (pTAS) performing a

task of several large instruments [11]. This approach presents a number of new challenges,

for example the difficulty of mixing fluids in micro-vessels [12]. There is thus a requirement

for novel actuators and sensors that are compatible with this emerging technology.

1.2 Biochemical Detection

Until very recently, particularly in the field of biochemical analysis, the number of approaches

to highly quantitative detection of a particular species were very limited. Indeed, a great

many methods are concerned with an end-point determination, that is, whether or not the

species is present, measured relative to some threshold sensitivity. In terms of quantitative

methods the use of conjugated dyes and fluorescent labels, which are activated by specific

chemical reactions, are now extremely important. In the case of an antibody the label may

for instance be fluorescent, radioactive or enzymatic, which is either directly attached to a

primary antibody or attached to a secondary antibody which recognises the antigen.

A typical example is the ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay), dyes are com¬

monly employed in ELISA, which exploit the specificity of antibodies in order to detect tiny

amounts of a specific protein. In these reactions antibodies with a highly specific affinity for

a given antigen are immobilised on the walls of a PVC microwell plate. Addition of a bio¬

logical sample will cause the target antigen, if present, to bind to the immobilised antibody,

and any unattached molecules are subsequently washed away. A second antibody specific
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to a different site on the antigen is then added, which becomes attached to the immobilised

antigen, as can be seen illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic of an ELISA reaction for the specific detection of an antigen.
The binding is detected by the activation of a dye.

If the second antibody has previously been attached to an appropriate enzyme, such as

alkane phosphatase, this can be activated with a substrate into a coloured or fluorescent

product [13].

Gene probes, to identify a specific DNA target sequence, can be labelled in a similar

manner, and can be extremely sensitive if combined with an amplification technique such

as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [13]. The PCR reaction, for which Mullis won

the Noble Prize in 1984, allows the selective amplification of sequences of DNA (or RNA),

called amplicons, provided that short sequences either side of the amplicon are known (the

primer sequence). PCR allows extremely large numbers of copies of the amplicon to be

made in vitro, thus allowing the easy detection of target sequences initially present in tiny

amounts. By combining this approach with the use of a fiuorogenic label, it is possible to
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confirm the pressure of tiny amount of target material. Nevertheless, precise quantification

of actual concentrations is difficult, since it involves extrapolation of signal obtained from

measurements of high numbers of binding events and careful calibration of the system. This

approach ideally also requires a dynamic monitoring of the amplification process, rather than

a single 'end-point' analysis.

Direct detection of small amounts of antigen or target DNA sequence is also limited

by sensitivity, particularly due to the signals arising from non-specific binding products.

High specificity sensitive end-point measurement techniques, such as the Southern blotting

method which combines gel electrophoresis with radioactive labelling for detecting specific

DNA sequences, are both labour intensive and difficult to automate. This precludes their

routine application in many situations especially where cost is an important consideration.

More convetional gel electrophoresis techniques, which separate DNA fragments according

to molecular weight, are also subject to uncertainty as specificity is only implied indirectly

from the fragment size. Similar arguments apply to melting point determinations of reaction

products.

Both the ELISA and PCR reactions can be highly automated using modern commercial

devices such as plate readers, which automatically examine large arrays of microplate wells,

or sequentially interrogate small glass capillaries in PCR machines such as the LightCycler™

[14]. The latter represents in some sense a dynamic measurement, in as much as the quan¬

tity of material is assessed after each cycle. Yet the development of truly dynamic reaction

monitoring is of increasing importance, particularly in view of innovative approaches to un¬

derstanding biomolecular function in terms of kinetic and affinity constants e.g. [15]. In this

context the development of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) studies of species immobilised

on membranes is a particularly promising approach to label-free dynamic specific detection

[15].

There are some general requirements on an ideal specific detection system for //TAS and
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other applications. High sensitivity is obviously important, but this is not only dependent on

the physical detection system. In particular, non-specific adsorption or adhesion can lead to

a background level, below which it is not possible to detect target species. This relies heavily

on appropriate biochemical protocols to 'block' sites where unwanted species might attach.

Approaches to solve this problem obviously depend critically on the particular detection

mechanism and reaction type. Ideally, probes should also be capable of operating in fluids.

As in the case of the SPR mentioned above, the ability not only to measure small masses of

product but also to operate in small volumes is useful, particularly in a pTAS context. A

move to automate and miniaturise conventional approaches is one option. For instance, while

modern PCR machines such as that in [14] operate on modest yet mascrocopic volumes, the

successful operation of a rapid-cycling micromachined silicon PCR chip has recentely been

demonstrated. The use of microfabrication to develop pTAS systems naturally raises the

possibility of using micromechanical elements as detection systems.

Specimen
Procurement

Nucleic ackJ
„ TetrSetup J — Analysis j "

Reoortrna

* ►
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♦ *■
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Figure 1.2: Operational scheme of a molecular diagnostics laboratory [16].

In the attempt to create a portable and cost effective specific chemical detection sys¬

tem, there has been a need to converge expertise in molecular biology and engineering.

The challenge remains to design miniaturised laboratory components that can be produced

economically, are very small, and have performance superior to macroscale systems. Micro-

electromechanical systems (MEMS) are one potential solution since the silicon processing
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industry allows a decrease in the production cost, while permitting the exploration of new

principles of sensing not possible with conventional techniques. Fig. 1.2 shows the opera¬

tional schema of specific chemical detection, including the sample collection.

1.3 Sensors Review

MEMS provide a means to make microminiaturised devices that do physical work such as

pumping, valving, and oscillating, that could serve as actuators. Physical sensors are the

primary commercial application of MEMS, although new approaches towards combining

the mechanical features of MEMS with biological materials are laying the foundation for a

whole new class of biosensors. MEMS systems can be configured into highly portable and

inexpensive instrumentation.

The manufacture of MEMS involves processes common to IC technology, such as pho-

tolitography, surface machining, deposition of thin films, and bulk micromachining. These

techniques are explained in detailed in Chapter 4.

True MEMS sensors have only recently been shown to also function as biochips. MEMS

devices take advantage of certain mechanical properties of structures that have analogues in

the macroscale world. Examples of macroscopic piezoelectric devices are the so-called quartz

crystal microbalance (QCM) [17, 18, 19], the surface acoustic wave sensor (SAW) [20, 21]
and acoustic plate mode (APM) [22].

In 1959 Sauerbrey provided a description and experimental proof of the mass-frequency

relation for foreign layers deposited on thickness-shear mode crystals that are still widely

used today for determination of mass changes at the surface of shear mode transducers [23].

This mass sensing format is commonly known as the QCM. The derivation of the mass-

frequency relation implicitly relies on the assumption that the deposited foreign material
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exists entirely at the antinode of the standing wave propagating across the thickness of

the quartz crystal, so that the deposition could be treated as an extension of the quartz

crystal. The QCM adapted to the liquid medium may give a direct response signal which

characterises the binding event between a sensitive layer, grafted onto the surface transducer,

and the analyte to be detected [24],

Piezoelectric mass detection can also be accomplished with other vibrational modes. SAW

devices generally comprise two pairs of closely spaced interdigitated electrodes separated by

a region of piezoelectric substrate. An alternating electric field applied by the transmitter

pair of electrodes produces a periodic strain that launches an acoustic wave. The interaction

of the surface wave with a foreign mass in the region between the two arrays results in a

change in the SAW velocity and amplitude. This can be sensed by the interaction of the

SAW with the interdigitated electrodes at the receiver end as a change in the signal intensity

produced or a change in the arrival time of the wave with respect to that in a reference SAW

device or both. The mechanical properties of the material on the SAW device influence

the correlation between mass and the velocity or amplitude of the SAW. The researchers

who constructed SAW devices using thin film piezoelectric materials also exploited specific

chemical detection [25]. In this case, biomolecules are immobilised on a planar surface and
set into oscillatory mode by a microfabricated transmitter. An oscillatory signal is sent across

the piezoelectric devices and is detected at the receiver at a known time, which is dependent

on any attenuation of the transmitted signal, such as that caused by bonded DNA.

Acoustic plate mode (APM) oscillators that rely on flexure Lamb waves or shear horizon¬
tal waves have also been reported. The flexure model devices [26, 27] comprise a piezoelectric

substrate, for example, zinc oxide (ZnO) on silicon (Si), that is thin enough so that the mode

propagates with minimal energy loss. In contrast with SAW devices, excitation by the in-

terdigited electrode array induces motion in the entire substrate. Shear horizontal acoustic

plate mode (SH-APM) devices use thin quartz plates without an inert support [28]. In
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this case an alternating field causes particle displacement parallel to the surface and nor¬

mal to the propagation direction. The mass-frequency relation for the fundamental mode

is identical to that of the flexure mode devices, but operation at higher harmonics affords

better sensitivity [22], Wang et al. [29] demonstrated the utility of the APM sensor for the

detection of serum-based proteins.

Recent years have seen a growth in the use of scanning force microscopy (SFM) probes

as miniaturised sensors for a number of chemical detection applications e.g. [30, 31]. SFM

probes are essentially microfabricated cantilevers, and for application as chemical sensors can

be operated in two basic modes: static bending and resonant oscillation. In the static bending

mode material is selectively adhered to one surface of the device leading to a differential

surface stress. The resultant bending of the cantilever is thus a measure of the amount

of deposited material. This mode of operation is ultimately the more sensitive [31]. The

bending of an array of specially fabricated cantilevers has even been used to detect a single

base mismatch between two oligonucleotide sequences [32], This technique can, however, be

subject to difficulties due to drift, long equilibration times and fluid turbulence [32], The

alternative mode of operation is analogous to the QCM, in that the cantilever is resonated by

an externally applied signal and the resonance frequency monitored as a function of surface

absorption. The resonant frequencies of SFM probes are typically a few tens of KHz, implying

much simpler operation and, due to the reduced importance of hydrodynamic effects, a

more straightforward interpretation. Theoretical considerations suggest that microcantilever

devices have sensitivities that are competitive with other gavimetric devices such as the QCM

[30], and carry the advantage of being suitable for use in liquids and having dimensions

appropriate for /iTAS environments.

By design, many of these approaches can be adapted to a variety of test types. Table 1.1

shows a comparison of the most promising miniaturised sensing technologies at the moment

[16]-
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Type of chip Technical Principle
Microcapillary Elctrophoresis Separation of analytes by electrophoresis

in a microfabricated capillary l-30yum in diameter
DNA hybridation chip Synthesis or site-directed fixation of oligonucleotide

probes onto chip surface; detection by laser-induced fluorescence
of hybridised PCR product

Surface acoustic wave

sensor (SAW)
Detection of change in the propagation of a surface

wave from transmitter to receiver through
a molecular binding domain

Surface plasmon
resonance (SPR)

Detection of the evanescent wave propagated from
the interface of a reflecting metal to which is bound

a hybridised analyte
Electromechanical MEMS

sensor

Detection of mass loading, either by shift in
resonant frequency or by static flex of a piezoelectric transducer

Porous silicon interferometer Silicon is 'roughened' to increase the surface area;

oligonucleotide probes are fixed to the surface; light reflected
from the surface will shift in wavelength as a function of

the change in the optical thickness attributable to sample binding
Artificial biomembrane sensor A phospholipid bilayer containing a synthetic protein, e.g.

gramacidin, over a gold electrode creates ionic pores that permit
a current to cross the membrane; distortion of the pores because
of binding of a ligand to a 'tethered' receptor decreases the ionic

current, which is measured by a galvanometer

Table 1.1: Comparison of miniaturised sensing technologies by McGlennen [16].
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1.3.1 Summary of Micromechanical Sensors

Detectors with resonating piezoelectric crystals used to determine the physical and me¬

chanical changes at nanogram scale, have the advantages of low detection limit and wide

working range. Although mass sensitivities obtained with piezoelectric resonators are good,

the stress and thermal sensitivities are low due to their large size. In addition, there exists

a limit beyond which piezoelectric resonators cannot be miniaturised. However, various au¬

thors have observed a discrepancy between the mass estimated from the frequency shift of

the QCM, through the Sauerbrey equation, and the biomolecule mass loading measured by

other analytical techniques [24, 33, 34],

Until now, most DNA biosensors previously reported are based on substrates which

are either fiberoptic probes, glass or silica plates. These are externally connected to a

photosensing system, which generally consist of a conventional detection device, such as a

photomultiplier, or a charge-coupled device. Although the probes on the sampling platform

are small, the entire device containing excitation laser sources and detection system (often

a confocal microscope system) is relatively large, e.g. table-top size systems.

We propose a cantilever based biosensor. The resonant frequency of an oscillating can¬

tilever /o oc yjk/m depends on both the effective mass m of the loaded device and on the
force constant k. Since k can change due to the surface layer absorbed onto the cantilever,

care must be taken to properly account for the separate contributions to the shift in /0. By

designing devices in which the absorption is localised to an area at the end of the cantilever,

the contribution from the change in force constant can be minimised [31]. The narrow V-

shaped design of commercial SFM probes are not necessarily well suited to this type of

application, and specially design cantilevers are necessary, such as the paddles discussed in

the following chapters.
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1.4 Excitation and Detection Mechanisms in Silicon

A cantilever is a mechanical structure designed to vibrate at its resonant frequency. Microme-

chanical cantilevers are miniature structures with dimensions typically varying between a few

microns and a centimeter. The frequency of the vibrations of the structure at resonance are

extremely stable, enabling the cantilever to be used as the sensing element of a resonant

sensor. In each application the behaviour of the cantilever is of fundamental importance to

the performance of the device.

The properties of a cantilever sensor are modified by the material adhered to it [35].
This typically alters the stiffness, or mass of the cantilever, causing a change in its resonant

frequency. The other major components of a cantilever sensor are the vibration drive and

detection mechanism. The drive mechanism excites the vibrations in the structure, while the

detection mechanism monitors these vibrations. The frequency of the detected vibrations

forms the output of the sensor, and this signal is also fed back to the drive mechanism via an

amplifier maintaining the cantilever at resonance over the entire measurand range. Fig. 1.3

shows the diagram of a typical sensing components.

Measurand

I Coupling mechanism

Amplifier

Figure 1.3: Block diagram of resonant layout showing essential device components
[36].

There are many potential excitation and detection mechanisms possible in silicon. Many

of these mechanisms can be used both to excite and to detect a cantilever vibration, either

simultaneously or in conjunction with another mechanism [37]. The mechanisms best suited
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for driving or detecting depend on a number of factors. These include the drive forces gen¬

erated, the coupling factor, sensitivity of the detection mechanism, the effects of the chosen

mechanism on the performance and behaviour of the cantilever, and practical considerations

related with the fabrication of the cantilever and the sensor's final environment [38, 36].

1.4.1 Electrostatic Excitation

The electrostatic excitation of a resonator relies upon electrostatic forces between two elec¬

trodes. These electrodes can either be separated by an air gap, with one electrode being

located on the cantilever and the other one on the surrounding structure, or by a three

layer sandwich, consisting of two electrodes separated by a dielectric layer. The associated

vibration detection mechanism relies on the change of capacitance between the electrodes as

the cantilever deflects.

A useful analysis of the relationship of applied drive voltage and deflection in a mi-

cromachined cantilever was worked out by Petersen [39]. From his work it was deduced

that the normalised load versus the normalised deflection shows a nonlinearity between the

cantilever deflection and applied voltage. It was also demonstrated that once the voltage

produced by deflection exceeds a threshold, the position of the cantilever is unstable, and

the beam spontaneously deflects all the way down. This makes electrostatic actuation rather

unsuitable.

1.4.2 Magnetic Excitation

The force resulting from the interaction between a magnetic particle placed on the structure

and a magnetic field has been used for resonator excitation [40]. Applying an alternating

current to the resonator results in alternating forces, and hence vibrations are induced in the

resonator. A magnetically driven system allows high performance actuation within a variety
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of environments.

1.4.3 Thermal Excitation

A current passing through a patterned resistor located on the surface of the cantilever creates

a temperature gradient across the cantilever's thickness, with the top surface at a higher

temperature than the bottom. The induced thermal expansion of the material results in

a bending moment on the cantilever, deforming the structure. By modulating the current

through the resistor vibrations can thus be created.

This approach will result in localised periodic heating and a rise in the temperature

of the cantilever as a whole. None of these heating effects are desirable. Nevertheless,

electrothermal excitation is widely used and can be found in different resonant devices [41,

42],

The thermal drive technique described previously can also be achieved using the heating

effect resulting from a light source incident on the cantilever. A modulated light source will

induce a periodic thermal expansion on the surface of the cantilever, inducing vibration in

the structure. This method can conveniently be combined with optical detection techniques.

Optical excitation techniques are attractive since no integrated vibration mechanism is

required. Optothermal techniques are immune to electromagnetic interference and their use

with passive resonators can allow cantilevers to be used in harsh environments. However,

the accurate integration and alignment of the optical system onto the cantilever is difficult

to achieve.
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1.4.4 Piezoelectric Excitation and Detection

This approach uses a deposited layer of piezoelectric material both to excite and detect the

resonator's vibrations [43]. The piezoelectric material, typically zinc oxide (ZnO), is formed

in a sandwich between two electrodes, creating a piezoelectric bimorph. An oscillating

voltage on the bimorph causes a periodic deformation, exciting the cantilever. Detection is

provided by the corresponding potential generated by the deformation of the bimorph.

Due to the very strong piezoelectric coupling efficiency of the ZnO, it is a very attractive

material for excitation and detection of the vibrational motion of a cantilever. Nevertheless,

the high d.c. conductivity preventing the build-up of an electric field means that special con¬

figurations are needed at low frequencies, complicating the fabrication process and making

the composite resonator more susceptible to temperature fluctuations as a result of differen¬

tial thermal expansion effects [44], Furthermore, ZnO is not an IC-compatible material and

therefore especial precautions need to be taken.

1.4.5 Optical Detection

There are several techniques for monitoring the vibrations of a cantilever using optical de¬

tection, such as intensity modulation by means of a shutter controlled by the resonator [45],

use of an optical proximity or displacement sensor [46], or interferometric techniques [47, 48].

The interferometric techniques rely on two interfering reflections, one from a fixed arm

and the other from the vibrating cantilever. The combination of the reflected light results

in interference fringes, which give a direct measure of the amplitude of the displacement.

In intensity modulation techniques, the intensity of the reflected light varies as a function

of the amplitude of the cantilever vibrations.

There are some disadvantages inherent to the optical detection techniques. On one
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hand, the cantilever needs to be coated with a reflecting material in order to reflect back

the beam from the cantilever to the photodiode. This problem can be avoid using optical

fibre systems. However, the accurate integration of the optical fibre onto the sensor chip

is difficult to achieve. On the other hand, depending on the environment the laser beam

possibly has to pass several interfaces and different media, which can cause significant loss of

intensity. The laser probe can also cause an important heating of the cantilever and induce

unwanted bending due to the temperature gradient.

1.4.6 Piezoresistive Detection

Piezoresistive detection in silicon is very attractive from a technological point of view, since

it uses the inherent piezoresistive nature of silicon. Standard IC processing technologies can

be used to fabricate the resistors, either by diffusing or implanting them or by depositing

polysilicon resistors on the top surface of the cantilever. The value of the resistor will change

sinusoidally with the vibration of the cantilever. The frequency change of the changing

resistance forms the output of the sensor and hence, the actual value of the resistance and

the behaviour of the resistor becomes largely unimportant. Furthermore, the resistor only

needs to be connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit to read the output.

This approach is simple to achieve and is widely used in many resonant sensors [42] and
can easily be used with other excitation techniques.

1.4.7 Capacitive Detection

Capacitive detection is based on the fact that an a.c. current will flow through a d.c.

biased capacitor if the distance between the capacitor plates, and therefore the capacitance,

fluctuates. This scheme is very attractive from the technological point of view as it is

relatively easy to fabricate [49, 50, 51]. However, if the electrical feedthrough and/or parasitic
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loads are too large, these effects will mask the detection signal of the cantilever. To overcome

this problem, an on-chip buffering and amplification is used, along with a polarised d.c.

voltage for proper operation. This voltage will reduce the dynamic stiffness of the structure

and will therefore result in a lowering of the resonance frequency [52].

1.5 Conclusions

There is an impending need for novel actuators and sensors to be used in pTAS context,

since it will both reduce cost of diagnosis and increase throughput.

With the current technology two major disadvantages are encountered. On the one hand,

until very recently, most methods in the biochemical analysis held are concerned with end-

point determination. On the other hand, dyes and fluorescent labels directly attached to the

analytes are widely used to activate specific chemical reactions. These dyes not only modify

the analytes, but can also denaturalise them.

Different MEMS sensors have up to date already been used as biochips. Examples of

proven utility are the QCM, SAW or APM. Nevertheless, the frequency of these acoustic

devices is typically of the order of several hundreds of MHz, which requires sophisticated

electronics. The sensing area of such devices is macroscopic, comprising a few mm2 up to

cm2 in order to achieve measurable frequency shifts and to avoid problems in densely packed

resonating systems. Furthermore, viscoelasticity and acoustic coupling effects can cause

significant difficulties in data interpretation for measurements under liquids and response is

complicated in a complex way to mass changes under solution in general.

It is therefore tempting to use oscillating cantilevers similarly to QCM devices, i.e., to

monitor the analytes on a cantilever by following the change of its resonant frequency. One

of the advantages in using cantilevers is the simplification of the electronics and experimental
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arrangement, since they operate at lower frequencies of the order of a few KHz. Such a small

and simple setup is of high interest for practical applications as well as for economic reasons.

A crucial point in the case of dynamic monitoring of reactions is the driving mechanism

required to oscillate the cantilever. Cantilevers are most commonly driven acoustically or

thermally. Nevertheless, acoustically driven cantilevers have several modes excited at once.

If the driving force is directly applied to the cantilever a single mode can be excited. This can

be achieved by applying a magnetic field to a magnetic coating or a magnetic particle fixed

at the end of the cantilever. Such magnetically driven cantilevers display several advantages

compared to other driving mechanisms. The response of the cantilever is simpler, and there

is a substantial improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio for operation in a dynamic mode.

Another important point is the sensing mechanism. Optical detection is predominantly

used to detect cantilever deflection. There are some inherent disadvantages to the optical de¬

tection. Piezoresistors are an alternative sensing technique which do not show the drawbacks

of the optical detection system. Having piezoresistors incorporated in the cantilevers legs,

the whole device can be operated in a complete opaque environment or in diffuse scattering

liquids. Due to its small dimensions it could also be integrated into a larger system.
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Chapter 2

Cantilevers Design Criteria and

Selection

2.1 Introduction

The cantilevers should meet some criteria in order to achieve a maximum sensitivity. For a

resonating cantilever to work with high sensitivity needs a low force constant, high resonant

frequency, high lateral stiffness and high mechanical quality factor Q.

At low frequencies the effects of thermal drift are more pronounced. Furthermore, as the

ultimate aim for these cantilevers is to use them in a liquid, which due to its high density

will reduce the natural frequency, a relatively high frequency is desirable.

The cantilevers must possess high lateral stiffness so that they cannot move in the trans¬

verse direction. All the strain will then be flexural and there will only be normal modes.

The resolution of a frequency output is mainly determined by the mechanical quality

factor. The higher the quality factor, the sharper the resonance peak, and thus the higher

the resolution of the frequency output.

22
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These criteria are studied in this chapter with the aim to determine the optimal features

of the cantilever for its best performance.

2.2 Geometrical Design

In the past, the piezoresistive cantilevers used in the literature were usually designed with

two parallel legs [1, 2] or even by a single beam [3, 4]. In order to improve the stability of the

cantilevers and to prevent it from swinging laterally and/or torsionally during measurements

in dense surroundings a V-shaped cantilever paddle is used [5]. As described in chapter 3 this

will also have an effect on the frequencies of the normal modes, making them more difficult to

mix. Depending on the angle, the lateral stiffness will change, the bigger the angle the higher

the lateral stiffness, but at the same time, sensitivity in the device is lost when increasing

the angle of the arm, as the piezoresistive coefficient decreases (see Section 2.5.2).

As will be demonstrated later in this chapter, the width of the legs should be as small

as possible, but always wide enough to integrate the strain gauge resistor at the root of the

cantilever. The thickness of the cantilever is fixed in the process, as it is determined by

the type of wafer being used. Therefore, the only remaining parameter is the length of the

cantilever paddle.

2.3 Mechanical Properties of the Cantilevers

The resonant frequency and the force constant affects the response of the cantilevers. Both

are defined by the mechanical properties of the material, the geometry of the cantilever

and the forces exerted on them. V-shaped cantilevers have usually been treated as two

rectangular beams in parallel to estimate their mechanical properties [6], but this only leads

to an approximate solution.
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The force constant of a V-shaped microcantilever paddle is derived from basic mechanics

theory. The maximum deflection of the cantilever is determined from the differential equation

which describes the deflection. Once the maximum deflection is known the force constant

can be determined by definition. These calculations assume that there is no lateral twist,

i.e. that the cantilever only bends in the direction of the force. This approximation is the

so called zeroth order approximation [7], which can be applied since the width is far smaller

in magnitude than the length.

2.3.1 Force Constant of a V-shaped Microcantilever Paddle

Based on basic mechanics theory [8], the differential equation of a cantilever beam under a

single force at the free end is given in Appendix A.l (Eq. A.l) as:

Figure 2.1: A sketch of the cantilever paddle.
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x = L1, g = 0
(2.2)

X = Li, y = 0

where E is the Young's modulus; Iz the second moment of area with respect to the neutral

axis Z; L\ the total length of the cantilever paddle and F a single force at the end of the

cantilever. A V-shaped cantilever paddle structure is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The second moment of area of the cantilever is defined by,

This integral should be solved for the two different geometries, when x goes from 0 to L

(square paddle), and for when x goes from L to Li (cantilever legs). Therefore we have,

where L, t, and u>, are the size of the paddle, the thickness and the width of the cantilever

respectively.

Therefore, Eq. A.l, is also solved considering these two regions. The maximum end

deflection of the cantilever paddle under a single force at the free end of the cantilever is

then given by Eq. 2.5, the detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.l,

w

(2.3)

x e (0, L)
(2.4)

_ 2F(2LUL2 + L\- L3) (2.5)
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Now, by definition,

(2.6)

Therefore, the force constant k is given by Eq. 2.7,

K
2(1? - I+ 2) (2.7)

From this it can be seen how the force constant depends on the cube of the thickness and

on the width of the arms. Furthermore, it is inversely proportional to the cube of the length

of the cantilever and the paddle. Therefore, the longer and thinner the cantilever, the smaller

the spring constant and therefore the more sensitivity the devices will have. Nevertheless, it

should be highlighted that the longer the cantilever the heavier it will become, and therefore

the relative change Am/m is smaller. Hence, it is needed to achieve a compromise between

all the different parameters defining the sensitivity of the cantilevers.

2.4 Natural Frequencies

A mechanical wave may be defined as the propagation of a physical quantity (e.g. energy

or strain) through a medium (solid or fluid) without the net movement of the medium. The

form of wave will depend upon the nature of its source and the material through which

it travels. The speed of a wave in a solid depends upon the mechanical properties of the

material, and its wavelength is a function of the frequency of the wave source.

When studying the phenomena of natural frequencies, reflection of a mechanical wave

at a system boundary becomes important. If the reflected wave coincides exactly with the

incoming wave, then a standing wave is created. The superposition of these waves results

in the amplitude of each wave combining to become twice that of the initial wave, assuming
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perfect reflection. The standing wave phenomena will occur at specific frequencies known as

the natural, or mode, frequencies. In the case of a string, for each natural frequency there

will be a characteristic distorted form, or mode shape as shown in Fig. 2.2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2: First three normal modes of vertical string with upper end fixed [9].

Points of zero displacements are called nodes, and the points of maximum displacements

as known as antinodes.

2.4.1 Harmonic Oscillation Theory

The cantilever can be treated as a one dimensional oscillator. Therefore the equation which

describes the motion of a cantilever with damping in the system and actuated by an external

force, will be that of a forced damped oscillator Eq. 2.8. The most striking feature of a driven

oscillator is the way in which a periodic force of a fixed size produces very different results

depending on its frequency. In particular, if the driving frequency is made close to the natural

frequency, then the amplitude of oscillation can be made very large by repeated applications
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of a quite small force. This is the phenomenon of resonance. A force of about the same

size at frequencies well above or well below the resonant frequency is much less effective; the

amplitude produced by it reminds quite small. It is typical of this type of motion that the

driven system is compelled to accept whatever frequency the driving force has. Its tendency

to vibrate at its natural frequency may be in evidence at first, but ultimately gives way to

the external influence. These are the so called, transient and steady state motions and are

described by,
d2z dz . .

m——r = — kz — b— + h0 cos cot. (2.8)dt2 at

Before trying to solve and interpret Eq. 2.8, it would be helpful to understand the problem

when no damping is in the system. In this case the motion equation becomes Eq. 2.9.

cfz
m—rrr = — kz + Fq cosuit. (2.9)

dt2

Or written in complex notation,

m~ + kz = FQe>"t (2.10)

Assuming that the motion is harmonic, and that the natural oscillations of the system

are not present (i.e. steady state solution), the solution can be of the form,

2 = AeJUJt+a. (2.11)

Differentiating Eq. 2.11 twice with respect to t, and substituting in Eq. 2.10, gives,

(~muo2A + kA)e^t+a = F0e** (2.12)
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which can also be written as,

{<jJq — lo2)A = —e 301
m

F(j Fq . /o 1 o\
— cos a — j—sin a lc>)
m m

This contains two conditions corresponding to the real and the imaginary parts on the

two sides of the equation,

K2 - "V

0

These two equations shows a dependence which is shown graphically in Fig. 2.3

The amplitude, A, switches abruptly from large positive to large negative value as u

passes through u>0. The resonance phenomenon itself is represented by the result that the

magnitude of A, without regard to sign, becomes infinitely large at u> = u>o exactly. It can

also be deduced that a can only be either 0, or ir, with the discontinuous jump at co =u>0.

The result of a system like the one described but with damping shall now be considered

. In this case if we rewrite Eq. 2.8 changing the notation to complex, the it becomes,

cos a
m

Fn
sin a

m

(2.14)

&zdz2 Fo m 1 =\
— +7— +ulz =—(2.15)at2 at m

where 7 is b/m, the reciprocal of the time required for the energy to decrease to 1/e of its
initial value.

Now, assuming the following solution,

z = Ae"1'5 (2.16)
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(b)

0

Figure 2.3: (a) Absolute amplitude of forced oscillations as a function of the driving
frequency, for zero damping, (b) Phase lag of the displacement with respect to the
driving force as a function of frequency.
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where 5 is a positive phase angle by which the driving force leads the displacement. Solving

Eq. 2.15 in the same way as for the previous case, the following conditions can be obtained,

(cJq — Li)2)A = — cos<i
m

F0 (2-17)
^yu)A = sin 5

m

Therefore,

A{u) =

tan5(cu) =

Zh.
m

[{u% - U,*)* + fa)2]*
7u) l^Toj

U>n ~ iO2

The interpretation of which is the same as before, as it is shown in Fig. 2.4. These curves

have a clear resemblance to those in Fig. 2.3 for the undamped oscillator. As can be seen

for tan 5 in Eq. 2.18, the phase lag increases continuously from zero (at u = 0) to 180° (in
the limit u> —> oo); it passes through 90° at precisely u>q. Less obvious is the fact that the

maximum amplitude is attained at a frequency un somewhat less than cj0. However, in most

cases the difference between urn and lo0 is negligible.

2.4.1.1 Effect of Varying the Damping Term

From the foregoing analysis, it is clear that the damped oscillator is characterised by two

parameters, uq and 7. It is useful to define a parameter called the quality factor (Q-factor)

which is given by,

Q _ 2~(maximUm stored energy) (2 19)
energy lost per cycle

Substituting the maximum stored energy, which is the elastic potential energy, and the
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Figure 2.4: (a) Dependence of amplitude upon driving frequency for forced oscilla¬
tions with damping, (b) Phase of displacement with respect to driving force as function
of the driving frequency.
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energy lost per cycle, which is the dissipated energy, in terms of frequency and displacement,

the Q factor can be also described as Q — cjo/ 7- The larger the value of Q, the less the

dissipative effect. Therefore, studying the dependence of the system on damping is equivalent

to determining the Q dependence. The Eq. 2.18 can then be rewritten in terms of Q and

using the ratio uj/uq as a variable,

Fq 1

1 (2.20)
Q

CJQ UJ_
U) UJQ

The Q-factor is particularly useful since it can be directly related to the width of the

resonance curve, via Q wo/Aw. To illustrate this we plot the curves in Fig. 2.5, which

represent the Eq. 2.20 and shows the variations with frequency of amplitude and phase for

different values of Q. Most of the change of 6 takes place over a range of frequencies from

o;o(l - 1/Q) to a>o(l + 1/Q), i-e. in a band width 2wo/Q centred in co0. In the limit Q—* oo

the phase lag jumps from zero to 7r at cjq, i.e. no damping.

The amplitude has a maximum for any value of Q greater than l/\/2, i.e. for all values
of Q except for the most heavily damped systems. This maximum amplitude An occurs, as

mentioned before, at a frequency u>n which is less than ujq. Fig. 2.5 demonstrates how the

sharpness of tuning of a resonant system varies with Q, which shows the importance of this

parameter.

2.4.1.2 Frequency Shift

As it is explained in the previous section, even if the resonant frequency is somewhat less

than luo in most cases the difference is negligible. Therefore, from solving Eq. 2.9 in the case

of free vibration, the resonant frequency of an oscillating cantilever can be expressed as

A =

tan 8 —
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8

Figure 2.5: (a) Amplitude as function of driving frequency for different values of
Q, assuming driving force of constant magnitude but variable frequency, (b) Phase
difference 6 as function of driving frequency for different values of Q.
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u0 = n\—, (2.21)
V m

where n is the modification factor needed to represent the specific geometry of the cantilever

in used, which for a v-shaped cantilever with a paddle at the end, n=1.412.

When mass is uniformly added on the cantilever paddle surface, the resultant frequency

change can be expressed as

ui =n\l * , (2.22)V m 4- 6m

where 6m is the mass change. This interpretation of frequency shift assumes that changes

in spring constant, 6k, are negligible since the mass is added on the paddle.

When changes in mass are very small, the resonant frequency after the mass has been

added can be approximated by,

which can be rewritten as,

Wi =w0(l-~) (2.23)
2 Tfl

^ = -1^ (2.24)
L00 2 m

Eq. 2.24 is only valid as long as 6m <C m. This shows that the frequency shift over this

limited range is linear.
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2.4.2 Q Factor

As explained before, the point of maximum amplitude is at the resonant frequency, therefore

as a structure approaches the resonance frequency, the amplitude of vibration will increase.

This maximum will always be limited by the surroundings, i.e. the damping. These damping

effects need to be minimised, to maximise the amplitude of the resonance frequency.

The Quality Factor (Q-factor) represents the amount of damping present in a system. It

is defined as the ratio of the total energy stored in the system to the energy lost per cycle

due to damping effects, as described in Eq. 2.25. Assuming there is no driving force for

the system, the amplitude of the oscillations will eventually reduce to zero. The higher the

Q-factor, the less the damping effects, and therefore the longer the oscillations will last.

maximum stored energy.
Q== 2?r( - - - )

energy lost per cycle
(2.25)

o.

E
<

3 db

Q=fo/f2"f1

n i r

fl f0 f2
Frequency

Figure 2.6: Typical amplitude frequency relationship.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.6 a high Q-factor represents a well defined and sharp resonance,

which is easily distinguishable from the non-resonant vibrations. The sharper the resonance
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amplitude, the easier it becomes to define the resonant frequency, and the more sensitive

the sensor will become. It will also simplify the electronics since the signal to noise ratio

will be greater. A high Q-factor means that little energy is required to maintain the reso¬

nance at a constant amplitude, therefore weaker driving mechanism techniques can be used.

Nevertheless, if the Q-factor would be too high, it could introduce problems.

The Q-factor can also be calculated from Fig. 2.6 using Eq. 2.26.

where the resonant frequency /0 corresponds to the maximum amplitude, Anmx, and A/ is

the difference between frequencies /i and /2. Frequencies fi and /2 are measured at points

where the amplitude of vibration at which the stored energy within the resonator is equal

to half the energy stored at Amax. In other words, f\ and /2 are found at the amplitude of

From Eq. 2.25 it is clear that the Q-factor depends upon various mechanisms by which

the resonator loses energy. These mechanisms arise mainly from three sources, [10].

1. The energy lost to the surroundings (1 /Qa).

2. The energy lost through the support of the resonator (1/QS).

3. The energy dissipated internally within the material (1 /Qi).

Minimising these effects will maximise the Q-factor, Eq. 2.27, [11].

(2.26)

Amax/V2 or 3dB lower than A.max •

Q Q,
l I_ J_ J_

la + Qs + QiQ.
(2.27)
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2.4.3 Surroundings Damping Mechanisms

The largest energy losses in a resonator are due to the surrounding damping, making this

mechanism the most important of the loss mechanisms. There are different factors which

contributes to this effect [11]. The most relevant factors are the viscous damping, the acoustic

radiation and the squeezed film damping, which depend upon the nature of the surrounding

fluid, the pressure, and size and shape of the resonator.

2.4.3.1 Viscous Damping

At ambient, i.e. at pressures above 100 Pa, the surrounding must be considered as a viscous

fluid. The viscosity of the surrounding gas (fluid) introduces two separate damping mecha¬

nisms [12, 3]. The first mechanism is related purely to the viscosity of the surroundings fluid,

that is, the resistance of one fluid layer to movement over another layer. The vibrations of a

resonator will therefore be subject to a similar resistance as the fluid travels over its surface.

This has an inertial effect on the resonator since its related to the acceleration of the surface

of the resonator. This inertial effect reduces the resonant frequency.

The second damping mechanism arises from the formation of a boundary layer around

the structure. A transverse wave will be created from the vibrational motion. The amplitude

of this wave decreases with distance as it travels through the fluid. The penetration depth

of the wave defines the distance over which the amplitude falls by e. This depth decreases

with viscosity [13], therefore making this effect more important when working in liquids.

2.4.3.2 Acoustic Damping

The motion of the resonator as it vibrates, will cause a displacement of the surrounding gas

in the direction of the vibration. The oscillatory motion of the gas particles can form an

acoustic wave, which will depend on the size and geometry of the resonator, as well as on
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the frequency of operation, wavelength of vibration and properties of the surroundings. This

is the so called acoustic radiation. When the width of the resonator is much smaller than

the acoustic wavelength, the fluid has time to slip around the edges of it [14]. Therefore, the
fluid avoids being compressed and the acoustic wave is not formed. It has also been shown

that when the standing wave forming the resonator vibrations are of a wavelength less than

the acoustic wavelength, the acoustic radiation is the reduced almost to zero [15]. Given the

inherently small size of micromachined silicon resonators, acoustic losses can be ignored in

the vast majority of cases [11].

The surrounding fluid also has an effect on the natural frequency of the resonator. The

mass of the surrounding particles is effectively added to the resonator and hence the natural

frequency is reduced. The order of magnitude of the added mass depends on the density of

the surrounding and of the material.

2.4.3.3 Squeezed Film Damping

When a resonator is placed close to an adjacent surface and vibrates in the direction per¬

pendicular to the surface, the fluid between the two surfaces is displaced and drawn back.

This effect is the so called squeezed film damping, which can become the major damping

mechanism.

2.4.4 Structural Damping

The energy coupled from the resonator through its supports to the surrounding structure

is related to the structural damping, 1/QS. This damping can be minimised by carefully

designing the resonator or by employing a decoupling system between the resonator and its

support.

The term 1 /Qs is of fundamental importance since it not only affects the Q-factor of the
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resonator, but it also provides a key to the performance of the resonator. A dynamically

balanced resonator design that minimises the structural damping, provides many benefits:

• High Q-factor, and hence good resolution of frequency.

• A high degree of immunity to environmental vibrations.

• Improved long-term performance, since the influence of the surrounding structure on

the resonator is minimised.

2.4.5 Internal Loss Mechanism

In the hypothetical case that the external damping mechanisms, discussed above, were com¬

pletely removed, the amplitude of the vibrations will still decay with time. This is due to

the fact that there is an energy loss mechanism within the resonator material. There are

several internal mechanism by which vibrations can be attenuated. However, it has to be

stressed that this effect is negligible.

Movement of dislocations and scattering of impurities affect the natural frequency, but

only at high temperatures, above 130 °C and 200 °C respectively [16]. Therefore, given the

likely operating temperature ranges this form of internal damping can effectively be ignored

in silicon resonators.

Thermoelastic effects are also part of the internal mechanism damping process. The

fiexural vibrations of silicon beam resonators lead to cyclic stressing of the top and bottom

surfaces. The majority of the energy employed in displacing the beam is stored elasticity

but some of the work is also converted into thermal energy. Material on the surface in

compression will rise in temperature whilst the surface in tension falls in temperature. Hence,

a temperature gradient is formed across the thickness of the beam. If the deformation of the

beam is maintained for a sufficient length of time, heat energy will flow across the gradient
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in order to equilibrate the system. Any thermal energy transferred in this way is loss of

entropy, and therefore, the vibrations are attenuated.

2.4.6 Summary of the Q Factor

When designing a resonator, it is important to maximise the Q-factor since it simplifies

the operation of the resonator and improves the performance of the sensor. The Q-factor

is limited by damping effects of surrounding fluids (Qa), losses from the resonator to the

surroundings (Qs), and internal losses (Qi), and these should be minimised in order to

maximised the Q-factor.

The largest effect Qa implies that micromechanical resonators will have problems to

operate in a dense surrounding. Qa can be maximised either by the design of the resonator

or externally with an electronic control.

In micromachined silicon resonators Qi is almost negligible, therefore the key is to design

a balanced resonant structure (to maximise Qs) and to optimise Qa.

2.5 Silicon Properties

Silicon is used for mechanical sensors because it combines well established electronic prop¬

erties with excellent mechanical properties [17], some of which are listed here,

• High strength to weight ratio (850 Kg/mm2)

• High stiffness (190 GPa)

• No inherent hysteresis and yield

• Good conductor of heat, approximately comparable to A1 at room temperature (1.57
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W/cm.K)

• Low coefficient of expansion, close to pyrex glass (2.33.10-6 Ar1)

• Large gauge factor, typically from 50 to 200

• Electrical properties controlled by doping impurities.

Other advantages of silicon include reduced dimensions and mass of the device, batch

fabrication, and the fact that it is highly developed for IC technology. The discovery of the

high piezoresistivity in silicon in 1954 [18] prompted its use for sensors. The first mechanical

sensor was the piezoresistive pressure sensor, but since then an extensive variety of sensors

have been designed and produced [19].

The strength of silicon is as high as steel but it cannot be deformed plastically, i.e.

it is brittle. Hence phenomena such as hysteresis and creep do not exist in silicon. As

consequence, a well designed silicon sensor submitted to a high overload will either fail or

continue to function with the same response as before.

2.5.1 Piezoresistivity

The piezoresistive effect was discovered in 1856 by Lord Kelvin while examining the effects

of induced mechanical strain on conductors. In general metals do not demonstrate a very

large piezoresistive effect, therefore, their usefulness for application as sensors is limited. In

1954 Smith reported the piezoresistive effect in silicon to be about 100 times larger than in

a typical metal [18].

Piezoresistivity is a material property where the bulk resistivity is influenced by the

mechanical stresses applied to the material. Many materials show stress dependence through

the mobility or the number of charge carriers as a function of the volume of the material

[20]. Volume changes affect the energy gap between the valance and the conduction bands.
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This affects the number of charge carriers and, thus the resistivity changes. However, the

observed piezoresistance effect is much larger than the predicted by these mechanisms. This

has been explained by means of the many-valley model.

For a three dimensional anisotropic crystal, the electric field vector E is related to the

current i by a three by three resistivity tensor [21]. Experimentally, the nine coefficients are

always found to reduce to six and the tensor is symmetrical,

( \
Pi P6 p5

(■ \
*1

E2 = p6 P2 Pa ii

^P5 Pa P'iJ V3/

If the system axis is aligned along the (100) crystal directions, the normal resistivity

components pi, p2 and p3 define the dependence of the electric field along one of the (100)

crystal axis on the current in the same direction. The cross-resistivity components pi, p5 and

Pe relate the electric field to the current in a perpendicular direction. For an isotropic con¬

ductor, for example unstressed silicon, the normal components have the same magnitude p,

and the cross components are equal to zero. Resulting in the following isotropic relationship,

E = pi (2.29)

In a piezoresistive material, the resistivity depends on the stress in the material. This

stress can be decomposed into six components, three normal stresses, o\, 0*2 and <73, along

the cubic crystal axis, and three shear stresses, t\, t2 and r3, as defined in Fig. 2.7

When the crystal is under stress, the resistivity components change as,
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f

Figure 2.7: Definition of the normal stresses crj and the shear stresses (i=l,2,3).
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The piezoresistive effect can be described by relating each of these six fractional resistivity

changes Api/p, to each of the six stress components. By definition the elements of the ma¬

trix are called piezoresistive coefficients, 7r^, expressed in Pa-1. Mathematically this yields a

matrix of 36 coefficients. However, since the matrix represents properties of a crystal, it must

be invariant under the symmetry operations of the crystal lattice under study. The sym¬

metry conditions lead to certain relations between the different matrix components, which

reduce the number of independent, non-vanishing components to considerably less than 36.

For silicon, which has a cubic crystal structure, the matrix reduces to three independent

coefficients, 7Tn, nu and 7144, and the matrix takes the following form,
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Material P
(fl cm)

Ml | M2
(10"n Pa

7T44

-1)
p-Si 7.8 +6.6 -1.1 +138.1
n-Si 11.7 -102.2 +53.4 -13.6

Table 2.1: Adiabatic Piezoresistive coefficients for silicon at room temperature.

(A ^Api (
Mi M2 M2 0 0 oN

Ap2 M2 MI M2 0 0 0

1 Ap3 M2 M2 MI 0 0 0

P AP4 0 0 0 M4 0 0

Ap5 0 0 0 0 7T44 0

^Ape j 1° 0 0 0 0 7T44J

(2.31)
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The stress components are also referenced with the system axis oriented in the (100)

directions. Smith [18] initiated the investigations of these piezoresistive coefficients and

found the following values for silicon at room temperature displayed in Table 2.1 [18, 19].

With the values from Table 2.17p and irt can numerically be calculated for any orientation

with the right change of bases. Fig. 2.8 shows the different values of the piezoresistive

coefficients depending on the orientation, for both p-type and and n-type silicon..

The piezoresistive coefficients are also dependent on dopant concentration and tempera¬

ture, they decrease as the temperature increases and/or the dopant concentration increases.

The accepted explanation for this phenomenon is the many-valley model, [23, 24], The

many valley model is based on the constant energy surface near the conduction band mini¬

mum. In the case of silicon, there are six symmetry related ellipsoidal pockets in the (100)

directions [21]. The origin of the piezoresistive effect is illustrated qualitatively for simplifi¬
cation in 2 dimensions in Fig. 2.10, which shows a constant energy surface which could occur

in a two dimensional square lattice.
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Figure 2.8: Room temperature piezoresistance coefficients (a) In the (001) plane of
n-silicon (10-12 cm2/dyne). (b) In the (001) plane of p-silicon (10~12 cm2/dyne). [22]

Py

Figure 2.9: A constant energy surface of a multivalley semiconductor with an axis of
fourfold symmetry.
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The are two types of symmetry in this k space which allow any of the valleys to be

transformed into another, the reflection cra and 07 and the rotation C4, which is a rotation

by 7r/2 around the origin, as seen in Fig. 2.9. Thus, the minima are degenerate in the

unstrained state, and are occupied by the same number of electrons, and the conductivity is

isotropic in the plane [24],

Anisotropic conditions exist when the mobility in one crystal direction is different from

the mobility in other crystal directions. This results when the semiconductor is in a stressed

state. If the crystal is stressed in the x direction, the x axis is no longer equivalent to the y

axis, and the symmetry elements are destroyed. The degeneracy of the minima is therefore

removed. The stress distorts the conduction energy bands of the unstressed semiconductor

by different magnitudes depending on the direction. The energy levels and curvatures of the

energy bands which correspond to the perpendicular directions of the stress, are influenced

differently by the applied strain, as can be schematically see in Fig. 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Two n-type silicon valleys in k-space, aligned with the [100] axes. Ef
is the Fermi level. +AE an energy decrease [19].

The effective masses of the carriers are inversely proportional to the curvature of the

energy band in reciprocal k space. Since the carriers mobility is a function of the carriers
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effective masses, the strain influence on the energy band curvatures results in directionally

dependent influences on the carriers mobility and therefore, the resistivity of the semiconduc¬

tor. The energy band shifts are also influenced by dopant concentration and temperature.

Therefore the energy band sensitivity to stress will also be dependent on these influences.

2.5.2 The Piezoresistive Sensitivity

Based on the theory, the resistance change can be calculated as a function of the cantilever

stress. It has been shown that there is a contribution to resistance change from stresses

that are longitudinal (cp) and transverse (cp) with respect to the current flow. Assuming

that the mechanical stresses are constant over the resistors, the total resistance change AR,

neglecting the dimensional changes, is given by,

= 7p<7/ + 7Tt(Jt (2.32)

where 7p and 7rt are the longitudinal and transverse piezoresistive coefficients respectively;

and ai and crt the longitudinal and transverse stresses.

Since in semiconductors, the change in resistivity in the longitudinal direction is much

larger than in the transverse direction [25], the longitudinal piezoresisitive coefficient is

dominant, and therefore the dimensional change and the transverse piezoresistive effect can

be neglected in the following calculations.

Based on the mechanical theory [26], the stress a on the cantilever can be expressed by,

a =^ (2.33)

where, Iz is the second moment of area, M is the bending moment, and z is the distance

away from the central axis of the cross section of the cantilever.
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If t is the thickness of the cantilever, then z —»t/2, and the maximum stress will be given

by,

'max

Mt

2Tz
FLt

(2.34)

where Iz is given by,

3

h=^ (2.35)

Thus, the fractional change of AR/R is given by,

AR 3-rriFL
R tot2 (2.36)

Eq. 2.36 is the fractional change assuming that the piezoresistors located at the maximum

stress point. However, the piezoresistor has a profile not only within the plane, but also as

function of depth. This factor should be considered if an accurate study is to be undertaken.

Assuming that the profile of the implanted impurity is uniform in depth, the correction

factor (d is [5]

Ri 2xAl — )
(237)

where Xj is the junction depth, Lm the length of the resistor R\ along the cantilever, t the
thickness of the cantilever and L\ the length of the cantilever, as can be seen in Fig. 2.11.

The detailed derivation of the (3 correction factor can be found in Appendix A.l.
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\t x

LJ LJ xj
t

Figure 2.11: A schematic top view of the piezoresistors distribution.

Therefore, the fractional change of AR/R is given by,

AR 3niFL
R U)t2 (2.38)

When a single force is loaded at the end of the paddle, introducing Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7

in Eq. 2.38, then, the fractional change of the piezoresistors is,

AR
= P

SniEtLi
2(L? - L3 + 2LOL2)

y(o). (2.39)

From Eq. 2.5 it was concluded that to achieve the maximum deflection long and thin

cantilevers with a large paddle area were needed.

To simplify the calculation of the sensitivity of the piezoresisitors, the approximation

that the piezoresistors are located only on the root (on the base) is needed. The derived

sensitivity Sp is then,
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AR

Sp = Ry(o)
= g. 3niEtLl (2 40)

2(L\ — L3 + 2ujL2) [ }

From Eq. 2.40 it can be deduced that the sensitivity of the piezoresistor is proportional

to the thickness and inversely proportional to the square of the length.

The minimum detectable force will therefore be determined by the sensitivity of the

piezoresistors. Therefore, using Eq. 2.38, it can be seen that the minimum detectable force

is proportional to the square of the thickness and inversely proportional to the length of the

cantilever.

2.6 Conclusions

From basic mechanics theory first the expression relating deflection to force for the can¬

tilever was determined, and using the force constant definition, the latter was deduced. For

maximum sensitivity, a low force constant is needed, which from its 'unique' dependence on

the dimensions of the cantilever, it was concluded that the longer and thinner the cantilever

are, the lower the spring constant is and hence, higher the sensitivity. Nevertheless, as the

ultimate use of these cantilevers is the detection of mass, the relative change Am/m should

also be considered when designing the cantilevers.

It was shown that the quality factor Q is a key factor when sensitivity is considered. The

different mechanisms by which the resonator losses energy were discussed. From which was

concluded that a balanced cantilever is needed.

The silicon properties were also studied, particularly the high piezoresistivity, since it can
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be used as integrated detection system. Accordingly, the fractional change of the piezore-

sistivity was deduced, and the theoretical minimum detectable force was calculated. From

these calculations it was again deduced that a thin long cantilevers are required with the

largest possible piezoresisitive longitudinal coefficient.
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Chapter 3

Finite Element Analysis of the

Cantilevers

3.1 Introduction

Taking into account the design considerations discussed in Chapter 2, the geometries of the

cantilevers were investigated. To do so, a flexible modelling tool, finite element analysis

(FEA), was used. FEA is a very widely used design tool capable of accurate solutions to

many engineering problems: structural, thermal, magnetic field, electric field, fluid and com¬

binations of these such as thermal/stress problems. This chapter introduces the application

of FEA to determine the appropriate design for an optimum performance of the devices.

Models were validated by constructing simple structures that could be compared with the

theory and then developed to represent the fabricated structures.

Given the expense incurred and time required to develop micromachined structures, finite

element analysis techniques are becoming very important in ensuring competent designs prior

to fabrication for many mechanical silicon devices. FEA can represent complex geometries

56
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with a large number of simply shaped finite elements, with known predetermined properties.

These elements are used to form the matrix equations of the structure relevant to the analysis

type being performed.

Micromachined silicon cantilevers were evaluated by performing static and modal analy¬

sis. A static analysis determines where the maximum stress is created within the cantilever.

The basic modal analysis calculates the natural frequencies of vibration and the associated

modal displacement of the structure. A spectrum analysis combined with the modal analysis

is performed to determine the degree of dynamic balance of the cantilever. The optimisation

routine available within ANSYS finite element software package was applied to achieve the

optimum dimensions for the cantilever paddles.

3.2 FEA Modelling

The FEA study has been carried out using the ANSYS finite element software package. The

stages involved in the modelling process are essentially the same regardless of the type of

model being performed. These may be summarised as:

• Build the model - define structural geometry, element types and material properties.

• Define loads and constraints - specify analysis type, structural constraints and applied

factors.

• Enter solution phase - define solution parameters and solve.

• Review the results - enter post-processor. Results are available in plot, graph or tabular

form.

This can be undertaken either using log files (command code) or a GUI (Graphic User In¬

terface) input. The GUI input is very useful when manipulating the model once constructed
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(changing dimensions, material properties and boundary conditions). Log files were used to

build the model itself.

FEA uses a large number of elements to represent the structure being modelled. Each

element is defined by a number of nodes. The number of nodes determines the accuracy

of the solution. As well as the number of nodes, the arrangement of the elements (i.e. the

finite element mesh) also determines the accuracy of the solution. The mesh density and

the number of nodes should be enough to ensure a suitable degree of accuracy, but without

wasting computer time. The mesh density should also increase around small features, areas

of particular interest and regions of high stress, as larger resolution is needed in these regions.

The elements can be defined either by defining the nodes or by defining keypoints in the

structure. The geometry of the structure can easily be modified if the elements are defined

by keypoints, which is generally a simpler approach.

3.2.1 Model Building

The cantilever structure that was studied is shown in Fig. 3.1. The full model for this

structure can be found in Appendix C.

Figure 3.1: Structure of the catilever model.
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The first step in constructing a model is to enter the pre-processor by using the /PREP7

command. Next, before defining the dimensional parameters, it is necessary to decide if the

model is going to be 2D or 3D. In the model to be studied, the dimensions in x and y are

much larger than in z direction, so it can be assumed that the stress and strain are only in

the plane and thus a 2D model with a given thickness can be used. At the same time the

element type should also be chosen. Parameters have been used to define the key dimensions

of the structure since such parameterisation allows simple modification of the geometry and

subsequent optimisation of the design.

In 2D models, the structure is split into areas which are then meshed. Keypoints are used

to define these areas. The keypoint position is defined relative to the origin using Cartesian

co-ordinates. The cantilever is symmetrical along the x axis and therefore it is only necessary

to model half of the cantilever and reflect it about its line of symmetry.

Referring to Fig. 3.2 keypoints 1 to 10 were defined, and the distances specified using the

K command and the parameters describing the key dimensions defined earlier. 10 keypoints

were needed rather than 7, for the mesh not to go through any sharp corners. The area

defined by these keypoints form half of the cantilever, which is done using the A command.

The model is the reflected in the x axis to achieve the desired structure, this is achieved

with the command ARSYMM. These areas comprising half of the structure, and the key-

points defining these areas are shown in Fig. 3.2. When reflecting nodes and keypoints can

overlap, coincident keypoints and nodes can be merged using the command NUMM. These

compression and merge steps are important since they improve the speed of the analysis.

The next step is to define the nodes where the cantilever is attached, and fixed them.This

is done selecting the nodes at the required location using the command NSEL and fixing all

the degrees of freedom with the command D. It is very important to re-select all the modes

in the model after the required ones have been fixed.
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Figure 3.2: Areas comprising half of the structure and the keypoints defining the
areas.

The last step before solving the model, is to define the material properties. In the case

of silicon, which is an anisotropic material, the properties would be defined by a matrix.

The modelling stage is now complete and the structure can be viewed and checked for

completeness.

3.2.2 Modal Analysis Theory

Once the structure has been defined, the solution phase is entered. Here the boundary

conditions are applied and the analysis type specified, e.g. modal. During the solution

phase the program extracts the stiffness matrix [K] and the mass matrix [M\ from the

model. The solution uses these matrices to determine the resonant frequencies and modal

displacements in the following way [1]:

As explained before, the equation for simple harmonic oscillator is given by:
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[M]z + [K\z = 0 (3.1)

Where z is the displacement and K is the stiffness matrix, z is given by,

Z = Zq cosut (3.2)

where Zo is the maximum displacement. Substituting Eq. 3.2 in Eq. 3.1 the following eigen¬

value equation is achieved:

If the order of the matrices is n, then this results in an nth order polynomial, with n

roots; Ui,cj2, • • • These are the eigenvalues of the equation and represent the square of

the natural frequencies. The eigenvectors (zj) can now be calculated from Eq. 3.3, which

correspond to the modes.

ANSYS has a number of different ways to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The

fastest way to solve the equations is the reduce method using the Householder [2] algorithm.
It works on a reduced set of degrees of freedom (DOF), called master degrees of freedom

(MDOF). This results in an exact [K] but an approximate [M] matrix, which affects the

accuracy of the results, so care must be taken in selecting the number and location of the

MDOF. The second option to solve the equations is the subspace method which uses the

subspace iterative approach based on the Jacobi iterative algorithm. It uses the full [AT]

([K] — u>2[M])Z = 0 (3.3)

which for non trivial solutions (z ^ 0) becomes:

\[K] — U>2[M]| = 0. (3.4)
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and [M\ matrices, therefore is accurate but very slow. Other ANSYS options are for cases

where damping cannot be ignored, or where mass matrices are not symmetric, e.g. at a fluid

structure interface.

The degree of dynamic balance can be determined from the level of stress at the point

where the resonator is fixed to the surrounding structure. This approach is achieved by

performing a basic FEA modal analysis, combined with the spectrum analysis, enabling the

optimum mode for each structure to be found along with its natural frequency and mode

shape. Therefore, the resonant frequencies can be predicted before testing the devices. Prior

knowledge of the mode shape is also important for selecting the most suitable method of

driving the desired mode.

To do the modal analysis, the solution phase is entered with the command /SOLUTION.

If a modal analysis is to be done, modal analysis is defined, then the number of modes to

be extracted and the method of extraction is defined. The solution phase should only be

introduced in the modelling program when the model runs correctly.

3.2.3 Review of the Results

The review of the results given by the analysis is carried out in the postprocessor, which is

entered using the /POST1 or /POST26 command, for reviewing results over the entire model

at specific frequencies or /POST26 command for reviewing results at specific points in the

model over the entire frequency range. The output can be extracted in many different forms,

from simple displacement plots to graphical plots of stress values along specified paths. For

this analysis the displacement and stress contour plots were obtained. When modal analysis

results are to be plotted, the desired mode must first be specified using SET,,n, where n

is the mode number. PLDISP command plots the displacement. The strain contour plot

is obtained with the PLNSOL, EPTO,Z command. The Z label selects the average nodal
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Properties Silicon

Young Modulus (GPa) 170

Poissons ratio 0.28

Density (kg/m3) 2330

Thermal expansion coefficient (10~6/k) 2.36

Table 3.1: Isotropic silicon material properties.

values of strain in the z direction to be displayed. The resonant frequencies are listed within

the plots.

3.3 Model validation

In order to validate FEA modelling, analytical results are compared with the eigenvalues

extracted from the equivalent finite element model for cantilevers. One important part of

this process is the validation of the element type. Elastic shell elements were chosen, in

particular SHELL63 which describes the element using 4 nodes . Shells have membrane and

bending capabilities and are well suited for flexible structures. The shell model is a plan

view of the beam, and a defined thickness gives the required third dimension. Moreover,

their six degrees of freedom allow the boundary conditions to be modelled for the simply

supported structure.

The most straight forward approach to validate the system is to compare the natural

resonant frequencies calculated by the analytical methods used in Chapter 2, with the re¬

sults gained from FE analysis. This validated the mesh densities, element type and material

properties used for the detailed modelling. Mesh densities were set to be 1/4 of the can¬

tilever's legs width using the ESIZE command. Since Shell63 is a 2D element type, where the

thickness of the cantilever is defined with a real constant, the isotropic material properties

of the silicon are used as listed in Table 3.1. The MP command was used to define them.

The natural frequencies calculated with ANSYS are compared with the analytical fre-
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Thickness (^m) FEA Natural Frequency (KHz) Analytical Natural Frequency (KHz)
2 9.240 9.737
2.5 11.550 11.547

3 13.860 13.855
3.5 16.170 16.166

Table 3.2: FEA vs analytically calculated frequencies for different thicknesses.

quencies in Table 3.2. However, it should be pointed out that when solving the differential

equations a modification factor needs to be introduced in the solution. This factor varies

with the geometry of the studied cantilevers. For a simple beam the modification factor for

the first mode is 3.516 [3, 4]. For the geometry under study, the modification factor was

found to be 1.412.

The results showed here prove the element type and mesh densities to be adequate for this

model. Nevertheless, the relative difference between values could result from the approximate

mass matrix used in the FE analysis.

NODAL SOLUTION

STEP-1
SUB -1

FREQ-16170
UZ (AVG)
RSYS-0
DHX -75765
SHX -75765

AN

........ .............

0 16837 33673
8418 25255 42092

Modal analysis of simple cantilever paddles.

Figure 3.3: First mode calculated with the modal analysis.

It is not just the natural frequency which can be obtained from the modal analysis, but
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e FEA Natural Frequency (KHz)
0 15.695 -20

10 15.806 -35

20 16.202 -58

30 17.012 -90

40 18.501 -110

Table 3.3: FEA natural frequencies for different angles of the legs and the respective
longitudinal piezoresistive coefhcientes for n-type silicon.

also the modes related to it. Fig. 3.3 shows the first mode, which is the mode in which we

are interested. The first five modes can be seen in Appendix C.

3.3.1 Determination of the right angle

As explained in Chapter 2, the higher the longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient, 7q, the

greater the change in resistance. For n-type piezoresistor, the higher the angle of the can¬

tilever arm with respect to the (110) direction, the larger is 7p. On the other hand, the

larger the angle with respect to (110) the stiffer the cantilever will become. Therefore a

compromise is needed to achieve the best performance.

Different angles for the same cantilever dimensions were studied. In Table 3.3 the different

values of the natural frequencies for the different angles can be seen, along with the respective

values of 717. The increased in frequency with the angle reflects the higher stiffness at larger

angles.

From these results, and the strain results explained in the following section, it was con¬

cluded that the optimal angle was 20°. The strain analysis shows that the strain distribution

changes with the angle, see Fig. 3.5,3.6,3.7. Therefore, from now on all the FE analysis will

be performed on 20° angled cantilevers.
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Figure 3.4: Strain distribution on a cantilever paddle.

3.3.2 Strain in the Cantilever Paddles

Having verified the element type and mesh density, and optimised the geometry, different

studies on the cantilevers could then be performed. The first was undertaken to determine

where the highest strain is located since that is where the piezoresistor should be placed. In

this study the displacement of the cantilever was chosen to be equal to a typical amplitude

of vibration during operation of the real device. The analysis used is a structural static

analysis with the maximum displacement applied to the end of the paddle, as can be seen

in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.5 shows the strain distribution along a cantilever with legs orientated at 0° respect

the (110) direction, where as expected the maximum strain is at the base of the cantilever.

Fig. 3.6 also illustrates the strain when the angle of the legs is 20°, and Fig. 3.7 shows the

strain for a cantilever with the legs at 40°.
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AN
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Modal analysis of simple cantilever paddles.

Figure 3.5: Strain distribution on a 0° cantilever paddle.
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Modal analysis of simple cantilever paddles.
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ANSYS

Figure 3.6: Strain distribution on a 20° cantilever paddle.
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197E-04 109E-04 -.219E-05 .636E-05 .133E-04
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Modal analysis of single cantilever paddles.

NODAL SOLUTION

STBP-1
SUB -1
TIHE-1
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SMN —.197E-04
SMX -.197E-04

Figure 3.7: Strain distribution on 40° a cantilever paddle.

3.4 Cantilevers with a Long Iron Cylinder attached to

the Paddle

As explained in Chapter 5, an iron small cylinder is attached to the paddle in order to be

able to excite the cantilever magnetically. The following FE analysis was conducted with

the aim of predicting the large natural frequency change. For this new model two different

material types have to be simulated, silicon for the cantilever and iron for the magnetic

particle. The element type SHELL63 does not allow different material types and cannot

describe the interface between them. Therefore, SHELL99 is used for this model. SHELL99

has the same properties as SHELL63 (has 6 degrees of freedom), but it allows the possibility

of defining many different layers. SHELL99 is also a 2D element type, so 2 real constants

have to be defined, one for the cantilever and another one for the magnetic particle.

Fig. 3.8 show the system studied and its first mode. The cantilever paddle dimensions
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First Mode FEA (Hz) Experimental (Hz) % Difference Between Frequencies
Without Particle 12,000 11,700 2.5
With Particle 430.9 367.86 14

Table 3.4: FEA and experimental natural frequencies with and without the magnetic
particle on the paddle, along with the difference percentages.

chosen were 250/im long arms at 20°, 200pm2 paddles, and 2.5pm thickness. As can be seen

the resonant frequency is now of the order of 300 Hz, which is a much lower frequency com¬

pared with the natural frequency of the cantilever. Table 3.4 compiles the natural frequencies

given by FE analysis with and without the magnetic particle, and the experimental frequen¬

cies, along with the difference percentages. The mass of a 100pm diameter and 500pm long

iron particle is about 40pg, which is a big mass relative to the cantilever mass producing a

big change in the resonant frequency.

AN

8253 24760 41267 57774 742B1

Figure 3.8: First mode of a cantilever with a 100*500 pm magnetic particle on the
paddle.

The ultimate application of these cantilevers is to measure very small changes of mass

by means of the resonant frequency change. This was simulated by adding the equivalent
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Mass (/im) FEA A/ (Hz) Experimental A/ (Hz)
0 430.907 367.86
1 426.665 356.86
2 422.291 351.00

5 410.318 342.00

10 392.202 320.00

Table 3.5: Change in frequency per fig for the FE analysis and experimental data.

of lpg, to the iron particle (increasing the thickness of the magnetic particle) and solving

for the modal analysis. Table 3.5 shows the change in frequency per lfig, which it gives a

sensitivity of 276 ng/Hz. The experimental sensitivity, as explained in Chapter 5, is of 240

ng/Hz.

3.5 Cantilevers with the Electroplated Nickel Pillars

ELEMENTS

REAL NUM

Figure 3.9: Simulated electroplated cantilever geometry.

As will be explained in Chapter 6 it was decided to include the magnetic particles within

the microfabication process, electroplating them. Due to the experimental limitation dis-
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cussed in Chapter 6, it was decided to electroplate an array of particles. This new geometry

is defined for FE analysis and the modal analysis was performed in order to see, once again,

how the resonant frequency changes with the additional mass. Fig. 3.9 shows the cantilever

containing the simulated electroplated particles. The element type SHELL99 was also used

for this FE analysis, with the appropriate material properties. Fig. 3.10 shows the first mode

of this new geometry, which is the same as in the previous cases. Since the total mass added

to the cantilever is less than in the case of the iron cylinder, the resonant frequency is not

as low as in the previous case, but 2035.70Hz.

NODAL SOLUTION

STEP-1
SUB -1

FREQ-3869

2125 6376 10627 14878 19129

Figure 3.10: First mode and resonant frequency for the cantilever with the electro¬
plated nickel pillars.

The initial mass of the cantilever is lower than in the previous case, therefore it is expected

to have a larger sensitivity since the relative change Am/m is smaller. To prove this the

same routine was used, adding the equivalent to lng and solving for the modal analysis.

Fig. 3.11 contains the different frequency values for the different masses. From these values

it can be obtained a sensitivity of 5ng/Hz is possible, which is fifty times more sensitive.
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Figure 3.11: FEA frequency change vs. mass, for a cantilever with electroplated
nickel pillars.

3.6 Conclusions

The good agreement between the FEA results and the analytical results proves the models

useful in predicting the resonant frequencies of vibration of the cantilevers, validating the

element type and the mesh density. It can also be deduced from this validation study that

the mode in which we are interested is the first mode, since it is a clean vibrational mode.

In addition to selecting the current mode of vibration, it was also necessary to determine

the correct angle of the legs and the right position for the piezoresitors. Static analysis of the

model predicted, as expected, that the largest stress was produced at the base of the legs.

The modal analysis showed that at higher angles the stiffness of the cantilevers was larger.

This involves a compromise since the higher the stiffness the more difficult it will be to excite

the cantilevers and also to detect the frequency change, but the devices will be mechanically

more stable. This, coupled with the fact that the piezoresistive coefficient is larger at higher

angles implied a choice of a 20° angle, as the optimal values for a mechanically stable system
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with high piezoresistive response.

Experimental results were also compared with the FEA results. Not only did this predict

correctly the frequency shift for the cantilever with the particle attached particle, but also

the mass sensitivity. This is a very encouraging result, since the same study in the models

of the final devices predicted a sensitivity of 5ng/Hz. This is in the regime of sensitivity

required to compete with existing analytical techniques.
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Chapter 4

Batch Process

4.1 Introduction

The results of a review proved that the ideal mechanical and electrical properties of silicon,

together with the highly developed IC technology and micromachining etching techniques,

make it ideal for the fabrication of a great diversity of microsensors. It is important to note

that Si is the only semiconductor whose oxide (Si02) is compatible with photolitographic

masking, has excellent thermal stability, and has very low electronic defect densities at the

Si/Si02 interface. This is one of the reasons why historically silicon has been used more (than

any other semiconductor) in IC development. Silicon micromachining techniques consist

of bulk and surface micromachining. Bulk micromachining processes are those that form

devices within the single crystal silicon wafer, or involve the removal of large parts of the

silicon wafer. Surface micromachining on the other hand, involves processes whereby the

devices are formed on top of the wafer by adding materials, often a layer of polysilicon or

thin metal films.

In the first part of this chapter a review is given of the silicon microfabrication techniques

75
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relevant to this project. This is followed by a discussion of how these techniques were used in

designing and implementing the batch process for these devices, which included the design

of the masks.

The oxidation of silicon is necessary throughout the process of fabricating integrated circuits.

It is used in several ways: as a mask for implant or diffusion of dopant into silicon, as surface

passivation, as an insulator between devices, as a component in MOS structures, and as an

electrical insulator in multilevel metallisation systems. There are also several techniques for

forming the oxide layer, such as thermal oxidation (wet or dry), chemical vapour deposition

(CVD), and rapid thermal oxidation (RTO).

Silicon has a high affinity for oxygen, which makes it very easy to form an oxide layer,

since it is only necessary to expose the silicon to an oxidising ambient atmosphere. The

chemical reactions describing the thermal oxidation in oxygen or water vapour are given by

Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.2

4.2 Silicon Microfabrication Techniques

4.2.1 Oxidation

Si(solid) + 02—>Si02(solid) (4.1)

Si(solid) + 2H20—>Si02(solid) + 2H2 (4.2)

While many materials oxidise by the metals diffusing to the oxide surface and reacting

with oxygen, in the case of silicon, the oxygen diffuses through the oxide and reacts at
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the silicon surface. The basic process involves shared valence electrons between silicon and

oxygen. During the course of the oxidation process the Si-Si02 interface moves into the

silicon. However, the volume expands, resulting in the external surface not being coplanar

with the original silicon surface. Based on the densities (2.22 gr/cc for oxide and 2.33 gr/cc
for silicon) and molecular weights (60 and 28 respectively), it can shown that for growth of
an oxide of thickness d, a layer of silicon 0.44d thick is consumed, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Oxide

Original Si Surface ^

Figure 4.1: Consumption of silicon during thermal oxidation

The oxide occupies more space as it grows than does the silicon consumed, therefore

an appreciable compressive stress in the oxide near the interface is generated. This stress

associated with the film is important, since high stress levels can contribute to wafer warpagc,

film cracking, and defect formation in the underlaying Si. However, above about 950°C,

silicon dioxide has a low enough viscosity for the stress to relax, and little residual stress

remains. Lower stress has been found in wafers oxidised in wet oxygen than in those oxidised

in dry oxygen [1], [2]. This fact is consistent with a lowering of the silica viscosity when it
contains H2O [3].
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4.2.1.1 Wet and Dry Oxidation

The oxidation technique chosen depends upon the thickness and oxide properties required.

Oxides that are relatively thin and those that require low charge density at the interface

are typically grown in dry oxygen. When thick oxides (> 0.5pm) are desired, steam is

used. Higher pressure allows thick oxide growth to be achieved at moderate temperatures

and in reasonable time. Wet oxidation occurs at a substantially greater rate than for dry

oxidation. Since the masking oxide is generally removed, the rate at which it is grown

becomes more important than the charge density, and wet oxidation is more commonly

used. One-atmosphere oxide growth, the most commonly used technique, is carried out in

a quartz or silicon carbide diffusion tube with the silicon wafers held vertically in a slotted

boat made of quartz or silicon carbide, see Fig. 4.2.

OOOO OOOO OOOO

Wafers

Gas In \i

I

Gas Out

Quartz Boat

OOOO OOOO OOOO

Quartz Tube

Resistance Heater

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of an oxidation furnace.

Typical oxidation temperatures range from 800 to 1200 °C and should be held to within

± 1°C to ensure uniformity [4]. In a standard procedure the wafers are cleaned, dried, placed
on the boat, and automatically inserted into a furnace, which is ramped up to the growth

temperature. Ramping is used to prevent wafer warpage. Following oxidation the furnace is

ramped down and the wafers are removed.
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4.2.1.2 Low Temperature Oxidation (LTO)

Oxides used as insulators between conducting layers are firstly deposited, then densified by

annealing, and finally plasma-etched to open any windows. The main difference between

depositing the oxide and growing it, is that when growing oxide, the silicon is consumed,

and when depositing oxide, no silicon is consumed.

Several deposition methods are used to produce silicon dioxide. They are characterised

by different chemical reactions, reactors and temperatures. Films deposited at low temper¬

atures, lower than 500°C, are formed by reacting silane, oxygen and, sometimes dopant gas,

such as phosphine [5, 6, 7]. The use of silane to deposit Si02 at lower temperature was first

reported in 1967 [8]. Using 02, the reaction often assumed is,

However, when the temperature is below about 500°C and the silane concentration is

low, no water is detected experimentally [9], thus leading to the reaction of Eq. 4.4 being

more probable in that temperature range,

The main advantage of silane-oxygen reactions is the low deposition temperature, which

allows films to be deposited over aluminium metallisation. Consequently, these films can

be used for passivation coatings over the final device and for insulation between aluminium

levels.

The main disadvantages of silane-oxygen reactions are poor step coverage and particles

caused by loosely adhering deposits on the reactor walls [4].

SiH4 + 202—>Si02 + 2H20. (4.3)

SiH^ + 02—>Si02 + 2H2. (4.4)
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4.2.1.3 Preoxidation Surface Cleaning

In discussing the technologies used and properties obtained, it should be emphasised that

thin oxide growth is influenced by the cleaning techniques used and the purity of the gases

used.

Before placing wafers in a high-temperature furnace they must be cleaned to eliminate

both organic and inorganic contamination arising from previous processing steps and han¬

dling. Such contamination, if not removed, can degrade the electrical characteristics of the

device as well as contribute to reliability problems.

A cleaning sequence should proceed in the following order:

1. Remove gross organic material and particles.

2. Remove organic films.

3. Remove surface oxide.

4. Remove surface-adsorbed ions and plated-metal contaminants.

5. Reform contamination-free native oxide.

6. Remove all traces of cleaning solutions and all particles from the surface of the reformed

native oxide him.

An alternative cleaning cycle is the RCA clean:

1. Remove gross organics with perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethylene).

2. Remove residual organic films with an H2O2-NH4O (basic) solution.

3. Remove metallics with an H202-HC1 (acidic) solution.
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4. Rinse thoroughly in deionised water.

5. Dry.

Depending on the final clean, substantial differences in the composition of the native

oxide are observed. A hydrogen-peroxide-based cleaner will leave a thinner, cleaner, and

apparently rather volatile oxide [10]. Presumably through the kind of oxide remaining, the
clean affects the linear oxidation rate constant [1].

4.2.1.4 Oxide Charges

The Si-Si02 interface contains a transition region, both in terms of atomic position and

stoichiometry, between the crystalline silicon and amorphous silica. Various charges and

traps are associated with the thermally oxidised silicon, some of which are related to the

transition region. A charge at the interface can induce a charge of the opposite polarity in

the underlying silicon.

When the oxide is grown, it gets positively charged, which induces a negative charge in

the silicon. In the case of p-type substrate, this accumulation of negative charge, can cause

inversion and lead to the shorting of n-type contact windows.

E

Ec
ef

eF

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) The energy bands of a n-type semiconductor, (b) The energy bands
of a p-type semiconductor.
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Fig. 4.3(a) shows the valance and conduction energy band versus distance of a n-type

semiconductor, where Ec is the conduction energy level, Ev is the valance energy level and

Ep is the Fermi level. The fact that Ep is closer to the conduction band indicates that is

a n-type semiconductor. Fig. 4.3(b) shows energy bands of a p-type semiconductors as is

indicated by the Fermi level being closer to the valence band.

An excess of free electrons at the silicon surface, due to the induced negative charge,

causes the energy bands to bend. In the case of a n-type silicon wafer, Fig. 4.4(a), the energy

bands bend downwards, but as the majority carriers are electrons it makes no difference to

the polarity.

/ Ec
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/I

•3&1
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(a)
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/++ + ++ +++ + + + +
'+++ + + + ++ + +++ +

(b)

Figure 4.4: Energy band diagrams when the induced negative charges are present,
for: (a) n-type silicon; (b) p-type silicon.

On the other hand, in a p-type silicon wafer, Fig. 4.4(b), measures to prevent this should

be taken since the addition of free electrons to a p-type silicon surface could cause inversion

to occur.

To avoid this the whole wafer can be implanted with p++ impurity so that there is

an excess of majority carriers, such that when the oxide is grown and the silicon becomes

negatively charged, the excess positive charge will recombine with the electrons so that the

surface retains the characteristics of a p-type semiconductor, see Fig. 4.5.

Annealing is done to reduce the amount of interface traps and trapped oxide charge.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Energy bands of a p++ silicon, (b) Energy bands after the p++
silicon has been negatively charged.

4.2.1.5 Masking Properties

A silicon dioxide layer can prevent dopant atoms from reaching the silicon surface, since it

is a very good mask for both ion implantation and diffusion. For this to be effective, the

diffusion in the oxide must be slow enough with respect to the diffusion in the silicon, so

that the dopants do not diffuse through the oxide and reach the silicon surface, as can be

seen in Fig. 4.6.

V V V V V V V V V V

Oxide Oxide
V ^ V V V

Oxide

Si

Figure 4.6: Silicon dioxide as a mask layer for dopants.

The values of diffusion constants for various dopants in Si02 depend on the concentration,
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Dopants Diffusion constants at 1100°

cm2/s
B 3.4x 1(T17 to 2.0 x 10~14
P 2.9 x 10-16 to 2.0 x 10~13
As 1.2 x 10-ie to 3.5 x 10~15

Table 4.1: Diffusion constants in SiC>2-

properties, and structure of the Si02- Table 4.1 shows some diffusion constants for the

dopants used.

Typically, oxides used for masking common impurities in conventional device processing

are 0.5 to 0.7 pm thick.

4.2.1.6 Passivation

Passivation is the term used for the protection of the junctions and surfaces of integrated

circuits from the environment, minimising unwanted electrical activity at the device surface.

Hence, passivation results in a marked improvement in device performance, stability, and

uniformity of properties from device to device. Passivation is achieved by forming a thin

insulating layer on the semiconductor surface. A layer of silicon dioxide is most commonly

used, though there are some other techniques.

4.2.2 Lithography

The patterns on each layer are defined by a processing sequence called photolithography.

This sequence begins with a computer generated transparent quartz mask which has opaque

regions of chromium to define patterns. The quartz mask is designed to have the exact sizes

and widths of the circuit elements which have been previously determined. A thin layer of

a photosensitive organic material (photoresist), typically 1 pm thick, is then deposited onto

the wafer, covering the him to be defined. After exposing the photoresist with a UV light
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source flashed through the mask onto the sample, the mask image is then transferred into the

photoresist following chemical development. An illustration of the basic photolithographic

process can be seen in Fig. 4.7.

ULTRAVIOLET LIGH

Quartz mask plate

Patterned Chromium

Photoresist

Photoresist removed

during development

The patterned photoresist, in turn, acts as a resistant mask when the underlying mate¬

rial is processed with a wet chemical etchant, reactive ion etch, ion implantation, or other

semiconductor processes. Finally, the photoresist is stripped in either a O2 plasma or fuming

nitric acid, leaving only the layer with the transferred patterns. This photolithographic step
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is repeated for subsequent layers with the corresponding masks.

Usually, more than one mask is required to fabricate circuits or devices in silicon therefore,

masks should be designed to ensure that they line up with each other. It is essential that

the different masks used in the process align correctly with one another. To achieve this,

alignment aids are used. In each case alignment aids are defined and etched into a layer

on the wafer using standard photolithographic techniques. A second mask is for patterning

the subsequent layer is aligned to the alignment aids etched into the previous layer. When

correctly aligned the pattern is exposed to UV-light.

Masks can be light field or dark field. A light field mask is largely transparent with small

features defined in chromium on the mask plate. A dark field mask, on the other hand, is

largely opaque with small features being etched through the chromium. With a light field

mask, the majority of the wafer is exposed. If the photoresist is positive then the exposed

regions will be dissolved leaving the resist defining the small features undeveloped. The

dark field mask, also assuming a positive photoresist, results in only small regions of the

wafer being exposed causing the photoresist in this regions to be developed out. Regions of

the silicon wafer where the resist has been developed out will be exposed to the subsequent

processing step.

4.2.2.1 Photoresist

The first photoresist used in IC fabrication produced a negative image and was thus called

negative photoresist. That is, where the photoresist exposed to light is polymerised and

becomes more difficult to remove, so that when the resist is developed the polymerised

region remains, as shown in Fig. 4.8.

Later on, positive photoresists based on a different chemistry were used. In this case, the

exposure to light breaks bonds in the photoresist making it soluble in the solvent developer
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Figure 4.8: Effect of negative resist on pattern.
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and it is easily removed, as shown in Fig. 4.7. Since the exposed regions are removed, the

resist is referred to as positive.

4.2.3 Impurity Diffusion and Ion Implantation

The key processes to introduce controlled amounts of dopants into semiconductors are diffu¬

sion and ion implantation. The semiconductor substrate can be selectively doped with these

techniques to produce either n- or p-type regions.

Thermal diffusion is a thermally activated process in which atoms or molecules in a

material move from high to low concentration regions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: (a) Diffusion of atoms from high to low concentration regions, (b) Con¬
centration profile of the diffused dopants, [11].

To accomplish this selective diffusion, the wafer is masked and holes are opened where

the diffusion is required, as described in subsection 4.2.1.5. The wafer is then heated to

the required temperature in an ambient atmosphere containing the impurities to be diffused

(usually in a furnace), and held there long enough for the necessary diffusion to take place.

The profile of the dopant distribution is determined mainly by the temperature and diffusion

time. The furnace and gas flow arrangements are similar to those used in thermal oxidation.

The introduction of dopant ions into the silicon by means of a high-energy ion beam is

:«** OF .

A

(a) (b)
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called ion implantation. This can be done at room temperature [4, 12]. The penetration

depth is quite small, and unlike diffusion, the maximum concentration is beneath the wafer

surface. The depth of the peak concentration increases as the accelerating voltage increases,

and the total number of ions injected is proportional to the beam current and implant time.

Fig. 4.10 (a) shows the ion implantation technique and in (b) the concentration profile is

shown.

HIGH-VELOCITY

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: (a) Ion implantation for selective introduction of dopants, (b) Concen¬
tration profile of the implanted dopants, [11].

The advantages of the ion implantation process with respect to diffusion, is the precise

control of the total amount of dopant, the improved reproducibility of the impurity profile,

and the low temperature processing. The practical use of diffusion and ion implantation is

mainly to change the electrical properties of the substrate. Diffusion is usually used to form

a deep junction, while ion implantation is used to form a shallow junction [11],

4.2.4 Etching

In many IC manufacturing steps, whole wafers are completely coated with a layer or layers of

various materials such as silicon dioxide, silicon nitride, or a metal. The unwanted material

is then selectively removed by etching through a mask to leave, for example, holes in thermal

oxide where diffusions are to be made or, long strips of aluminium for electrical interconnects
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between individual circuit elements. In addition, patterns must sometimes be etched directly

into the silicon surface.

The possible kinds of etching are wet chemical, electrochemical, pure plasma etching,

reactive ion etching (RIE), ion beam milling, sputter etching, and high-temperature vapour

etching. Wet etching, in which the wafers are immersed in aqueous etching solutions, is the

oldest and, when applicable, the least expensive process. Electrochemical etching is done in

aqueous-based solutions and has very limited applicability. Plasma etching and combination

plasma/RIE, are performed in a low-pressure gaseous plasma, and are most commonly used

in fine-geometry applications. Plasma etching generally involves fewer safety hazards and

spent chemical disposal problems, but the additional cost of plasma equipment is a deterrent

to its use when fine-line definition (less than 3 pm) is not necessary. Ion beam milling, is

used less often. Sputter etching, done in a relatively low vacuum, is quite slow, produces

surface damage, and is usually used only for cleaning surfaces prior to sputtering. Vapour

etching generally requires temperatures of the order of 1000°C and is mostly used as an in

situ clean before epitaxial depositions.

Most IC etching requires material removal in selected regions only and hence requires a

series of related processing steps, which are:

1. Coat the wafer with an adhesion promoter and etch-resistant photoresist.

2. Selectively remove the resist to leave the desired pattern.

3. Etch to transfer the mask pattern to the underlying material.

4. Remove (strip) the photoresist and clean the wafer.

All these steps but the 3rd were discussed in the lithography section.

The difference in etch rates (selectivity) between different materials is a very important

factor. The individual rate values are also of importance since if the rate is too slow,
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the process may not be economically feasible and if it is too fast, the process may not be

controllable.

In addition to etch rate, selectivity, and anisotropy, other etchant properties of interest

are the effect of the etch on the mask material and the contaminants left behind.

4.2.4.1 Wet Etching

Wet etching in its simplest form consists of a beaker of ctchant adjacent to several beakers

of rinse water. The wafers are loaded into some an appropriate plastic holder and immersed

in the etchant beaker for a specified time. They are then quickly transferred to the first rinse

water beaker in order to abruptly stop etching and then moved in sequence to the others.

When considering wet etching it has to be pointed out that depending on the chemical

used, the etching could be isotropic or anisotropic. The first one shows no preferential

etch rate in any crystal orientation, the latter on the other hand, depends on the crystal

orientation.

Isotropic Silicon Etching

Isotropic wet chemical etching began in the late 1950s, and many references can be found,

e.g. [13]. Silicon etches that are nonselective with regard to crystallographic orientation and
to crystallographic damage, producing smooth surfaces, are primarily based on HF-HNO3-

H20 mixtures. The etching is a two step process in which the silicon is first oxidised by the

nitric acid and then the oxide is dissolved by HF. The etch rate is agitation sensitive and

temperature dependent.

During etching of deep, narrow geometries under stagnant conditions, diffusion of reac-

tants into the small openings becomes a major limitation. This is due to the fact that even

if the etching action may stop when the next step is reached, it still may continue to etch

laterally and give undercutting, as can be seen in Fig.4.11. Since extensive undercutting
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generally occurs in wet etching, small geometries are almost always dry etched.

masking layer

Figure 4.11: Isotropic etching showing undercutting.

Anisotropic Silicon Etching

Anisotropic etching techniques were investigated in the late 1960s [14]. They overcome

the problems associated with precision and sensitivity, but are crystal orientation dependent.

Anisotropic etchants etch much faster in one direction than in another. The most commonly

used is KOH, which slows down markedly in the (111) planes of silicon, relative to the etch

rates for the other planes. This property can be used to form a variety of patterns in a silicon

wafer that would be very difficult to achieve in any other manner. The widely used (100)

wafers are quite amenable to anisotropic etching. The edges of (111) planes intersecting a

(100) surface make right angles with each other. If a mask with a slot opening in it is oriented

azimuthally on the wafer so that the slot edge is parallel to a (111) trace, a trench bounded

by (111) and (1 1 1) planes on the sides can be etched. If etching is allowed to continue to

completion, the trench will be V-shaped, with both the width and depth determined by the

mask opening. Etching can be stopped earlier, however, leaving a flat-bottomed trench, as

can be seen in Fig. 4.12. In this case the depth is a function of the etching time.

When designing the mask for opening a diaphragm using KOH, the anisotropic etch

angle through the thickness of the wafer must be taken into consideration. This means that

the mask window must be larger than the desired diaphragm, the relationship between etch

depth and the increase in diaphragm window size is shown in Fig. 4.13. To obtain a D size

of diaphragm, the mask window should be D + 2X where X=d/y/2 and d is the etch depth.
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Figure 4.12: Sketch of anisotropically KOH etched silicon.
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Figure 4.13: Calculation of diaphragm window size.

One of the problems with the bulk micromachining of KOH, is that it is very aggressive

and can only be masked using an oxide/nitride masking layer. Even this layer cannot

protect polysilicon deposited beneath it. It is usual therefore necessary to perform the bulk

micromachining stage as one of the first steps in fabrication, timing it to leave a diaphragm

of approximately 20 pm thick.

4.2.4.2 Dry Etching

Dry etching, or plasma etching, techniques were developed in the early 1970s [15]. These

are orientation and concentration independent. Sputter etching, ion-beam milling, plasma

etching and reactive ion etching (RIE) have become alternatives to the conventional wet

etching techniques in silicon planar technologies due to the easy control over etch rate and

profile, giving rise to the possibility of etching fine features. Their etch rate and etch profile

are determined by procedural and instrumental parameters such as, reactant gases, flow rate,
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pressure, power density of plasma and bias voltage between the substrate and the plasma

[16]. A dry etch profile can be seen in Fig. 4.14

Energy is supplied by an RF generator. The wafers lie flat on one of the electrodes,

and a plasma is generated between the electrodes. Biasing of the electrodes by the DC

voltage from the RF generator power supply is excluded by capacitive coupling the RF to

the electrode. The chemical species in the plasma are determined by the source gas(es) used.

The operating pressure depends on the plasma mode being used and may range from a few

Torr to fractions of a milliTorr.

In plasma etching mode, the electrode areas are symmetrical, and the DC voltage between

the plasma and either electrode is the same and relatively small [1]. The various ions and free

radicals that are generated in the plasma diffuse to the electrode and wafer surfaces, where

they can react with the material being etched to form volatile products that are pumped

away.

Reactive ion etching uses a negative self-bias DC voltage developed between the plasma

and the wafer electrode to accelerate ions from the plasma to the wafers. An asymmetric

DC bias between the plasma and the two electrodes is developed when the two electrodes

mask layer

Si

Reactive ion etching

Figure 4.14: The etching profile of RIE.
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have different areas, with the larger voltage being developed on the smaller electrode. Thus,

when the electrode on which the wafers rest is deliberately made much smaller than the other

electrode, plasma-to-wafer electrode voltages of several hundred volts are readily achievable.

In the RIE mode, some etching occurs by free radicals, but more is achieved by ions that

are accelerated to the surface. Part of the ion etching is due to the ions chemically reacting

at the surface, and part is by physical removal of material when it is struck by the incoming

ions.

4.3 Mask Design

To fabricate the cantilevers using the previously described techniques, different masks need to

be designed. As a general rule a different mask is needed for each micromachining technique

used.

The masks have been designed using the LEdit CAD package which is a specialist mask

design package for the semiconductor industry. Areas of a design that are repeated through¬

out the wafer, for example contact windows and bond pads, can be drawn once in a cell and

then this cell placed where required on the design. Any changes to the cell will be repeated

throughout the design wherever the cell is used. The use of cells can form hierarchies in the

design with cells being used in other cells that are then used in the final design, this design

being lucaled in what is called the top cell. Once accustomed to their use it becomes a very

powerful tool for the layout of masks.

Since in most cases various masks are needed to fabricate devices in silicon, LEdit has

various layers, each available for a particular mask. These layers can be built up and dis¬

played on top of each other thereby ensuring each mask lines up with each other and enabling

one to view the design as a whole. Each layer can also be displayed or modified individually

and LEdit can support a large number of these layers.
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The number of masks needed for the first cantilever batch is eight, one for the diaphragm,

one for the required double sided alignment marks, three for the contact windows, one for

defining the piezoresistors, one for defining the cantilever paddles, and one for the metallisa¬

tion. The eight masks used in the fabrication of the first batch of simple cantilever paddles

were fabricated at the Southampton University Microelectronics facility.

It was decided to use SOI wafers, with a 3.5pm silicon layer on top of the insulator,

which is where the cantilevers will be formed. To release the cantilevers the 500pm thick

silicon, underneath the insulator, must be removed. To do so, some diaphragms need to

be anisotropically etched. A mask is needed to open the required windows, which must be

larger than the desired diaphragms, as described in subsection 4.2.4. In this case, 3000pm

long and 800pm wide diaphragms were required therefore, 3742pm long and 1542pm wide

windows were drawn.

It is essential that the different masks used in the process align correctly with one another.

To achieve this, alignment aids are used with two types being required in this process. The

basic type ensures masks used on the same side of the wafer align correctly with one another,

as shown in Fig. 4.15.

Mask 1 Mask 2 Mask 1 aligned with mask 2

Figure 4.15: Single sided alignment aids.

The double sided alignment aids ensures masks used on different sides of the wafer align

correctly with each other. This is required since the process involves working from both sides

of the wafer and ensures the resonators are aligned over the diaphragms. The double sided
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alignment aid is shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Mask Dbl 1 Mask Dbl2 Masks Dbl 1 aligned with Dbl2

Figure 4.16: Double sided alignment aids.

In the case of the double sided alignment step, the alignment aid first etched on one side

of the wafer can be observed by shining infra-red light through the wafer. The second mask

is then aligned with the etched marks and when correctly aligned the pattern is exposed

onto the wafer.

Since n-type piezoresistance coefficients are higher than p-type for the direction along

which the implantation is to be performed, it was decided that the piezoresistors would be

n-type. As described in section 5.3, long piezoresistors along the legs of the cantilever and

shorter resistors beyond the fixed edge are needed. The piezoresistors were designed so that

5pm wide and 67pm long, along the legs and 5^m wide and 40pm long beyond the fixed

edge, [17].

The cantilevers were defined according to the theoretical results from Chapter 2. As

concluded, the optimal cantilever was a compromise of various parameters - length, thickness,

and mass. Therefore, it was decided that for this first prototype, different lengths and

different sizes for the paddle would be designed and then experimentally decide which one

is most adequate for the application. A selection of different sizes of cantilevers can be seen

in Fig. 4.17

Three different masks were design for the contact window. One for doping the piezoresi-

tors, one to open contacts before metallisation, and one for the substrate contact doping.
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Figure 4.17: Layout of the design. Superposition of all the different layers.
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The metal pads and the metal tracks connecting them to the piezoresistor contact win¬

dows for electrical connections required another mask.

4.4 Processing of The First Batch

The fabrication method for the first prototype of devices has 88 process steps, which can be

grouped into 6 main stages, according to the masks used. The process listing can be found

in Appendix B.

• The back etching of the SOI wafer

• The doping of the contact windows

• The implantation of the piezoresistors

• The patterning of the cantilever paddles

• The metal him deposition

• The release of the cantilever paddles

1. Backside Etching of SOI Substrate

First of all, a boron implant is made in the fronts of the wafers, which is followed by

an RCA clean of the wafers, after which an initial oxide of 600nm is grown at 1100

°C in wet O2 ambient pressure. This oxide is grown to reduce the stress between the

nitride to be deposited and the silicon, and to use as a mask later on in the process.

160 nm of Si3N4 is deposited by low pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) on

both sides of the wafers. This silicon nitride is deposited to use as a mask layer when

etching in KOH. Windows are opened on the back of the wafers using photolithography

and by anisotropically dry etching the silicon nitride and then wet etching the oxide
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—the fronts are protected with photoresist. After wet etching the oxide, the remaining

photoresist is stripped off, and the wafers are ready to be bulk etched in 440 g/l KOH
solution at 85°C. This is to make a diaphragm with a thickness of 20 pm, where the

cantilever paddles will be defined. The reason for leaving 20 pm is to give some rigidity

to the wafers. A schematic of the first steps can be seen in Fig. 4.18. Finally, the silicon

nitride masking layer is etched away in orthophosphoric acid at 160 °C.

SiaN* (160nm)

2. Contact Window Doping

After the removal of the silicon nitride, the wafers are cleaned in fuming nitric acid and

the required windows are opened by wet etching the silicon oxide after a photolithog¬

raphy step. An n-type impurity, arsenic, is implanted with a dose of 5x 1015/cm3 at

80 keV. These windows will be the piezoresistor contact windows.

3. Implantation of the Piezoresistors

The piezoresistors are implanted using an n-type impurity, phosphorus, with a dose

of 5xl014/cm3 at 80 keV. This implant is done at the same energy as the contact

windows, but the density of the impurity is lower. The reason for a lower density is to

achieve the highest strain gauge coefficient.
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Figure 4.19: Sketch representing the definition of the piezoresistors.

Once the piezoresistors are implanted, the wafers are RCA cleaned and lOOnm of

oxide is grown at 1000 °C. This oxide is necessary so that when the substrate contact

doping is implanted the piezoresistors are protected from this new implant. The p-type

ion BF2+ implanted at 70 keV with a dose of 5x 1015/cm3 is used for making a low

resistance contact to the substrate. This is needed to prevent the piezoresistors from

becoming forward biased and to reduce the resistance when doing the electroplating.

A simple sketch representing this stage in the process can be seen in Fig. 4.19

4. Definition of the Cantilever Paddles

After all the implants have been completed and all the remaining oxide is removed,

400 nm of passivation oxide is grown at low temperature, so that all the implants

are protected and surface leakage current is prevented. After the low temperature

oxide (LTO) is deposited, the wafers are densified, and the implants are driven-in and

activated at 1000 °C in dry 02 ambient. This last step also activates the implants. The

oxide layer is then patterned and wet etched, giving an oxide mask for the patterning

of the cantilever paddles, that are dry etched in the silicon, as shown in Fig. 4.20.
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LTO (400 nm)

5. Deposition of Metal Layers

*■—i i —i

/ \ 5.5 Q. Cm/ \ P-Si

Figure 4.21: Sketch of the metal layer deposition.

Before the deposition of the metal, the contact windows must be opened, as at this

stage they are protected by the oxide layer. Having done this, the wafers are dip

etched in 20:1 BHF in order to remove any native silicon oxide and to allow good

contact between the metal and the substrate or resistors. 100 nm of Ti and 1000 nm
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of Al/Si are sputtered, patterned and wet etched. A cross section of the structure can

be seen in Fig. 4.21. After the photoresist is stripped off, the metal layer is alloyed

for 30 minutes at 350 °C in H2/ N2 ambient. This alloy/anneal is done to reduce the

contact resistance.

6. Release of the Cantilever Paddles

The fronts of the wafers are protected with photoresist in order to etch the remaining

silicon from the backs by RIE up to the SOI layer, after which the oxide layer is

anisotropically dry etched, also by RIE. The release of the cantilever paddles is shown

in Fig. 4.22.

An SEM picture of cantilevers with piezoresistors can be seen in Fig. 4.23.

4.5 Conclusions

The mechanical and electrical properties of silicon, together with the well known IC tech¬

nology and micromachining techniques described here, made silicon the substrate of choice
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Figure 4.23: A SEM photo of the completed cantilevers.

for this project.

The design of the cantilever paddles was performed after a thorough study of the theoret¬

ical properties. The theory only predicted a compromise between the different parameters

for the optimisation of cantilevers hence, a variety of different dimensions were designed.

No major problems were encountered through the processing of the wafers, leading to a

successful completion of the batch.
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Chapter 5

Preliminary Experimental Results on

the Microfabricated Cantilevers

5.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the driving and detection mechanism for the cantilevers fabricated

as described in the previous chapter. A direct mechanism has a better performance than

an indirect mechanism therefore it was decided to use a magnetic held to directly drive the

cantilevers. The magnetic held can be used both in force and torque mode, both are studied

in depth resulting in the choice of force mode. This chapter describes the construction

and characterisation of the electronic system for detecting the change in resistance of the

piezoresitors used in the detection system. The results gained from the test are detailed and

conclusions drawn regarding the experimental results when compared to the FEA.

107
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5.2 Magnetic Excitation

The driving mechanism required to oscillate the cantilever is one of the key parameters in

optimising the sensitivity. As described in Chapter 1 an indirect excitation is commonly

used since is often mechanical in nature, e.g. acoustically [1, 2]. However this has several

disadvantages. When the cantilever is indirectly driven, several modes are excited at the

same time, which makes it more difficult to measure the resonant frequency.

This problem is minimised if the driving force is directly applied to the cantilever. This

can be realised by applying a magnetic field to a magnetic coating or a magnetic particle

fixed on the cantilever [3, 4]. As described in Chapter 1, such magnetically driven cantilevers

demonstrate several advantages compared to the indirect driving mechanism [4]. On the one

hand the response of the cantilever is simpler and no mixed modes appear [5], and on the

other hand, the signal-to-noise ratio improves substantially, especially in fluids [4, 6, 7].

Hence, a magnetic excitation was chosen to drive the cantilevers. Torque and force mode

were considered, as well as an optimisation of the magnetic field generating coil.

5.2.1 Optimisation of Coil Geometry

The simplest way to produce a uniform magnetic field is in a long thin solenoid. If the

solenoid has N turns wound on a former of length L and carries a current i, the field inside

it will be,

Ni
H = -y- = ni (5.1)jL

where n is defined as the number of turns per unit length. However, inside the solenoid there

is no gradient, which requires a study of the field outside the solenoid.
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In order to produce high field strengths from a solenoid, it eventually becomes more

effective to increase the number of windings per unit length N/L than to increase the coil

current. This is because the Joule heating is proportional to /2 whereas the field is propor¬

tional to i. Therefore, if the current is doubled in a coil of fixed resistance the Joule heating

is quadrupled, while, if the number of windings is doubled the Joule heating is only doubled.

Both methods will result in a doubling of the magnetic field. Therefore solenoids are often

wound with several layers of windings and hence are no longer 'thin'. That is, the radii of

the inner and the outer windings are no longer equal or even close to being equal. In the

case of these thick solenoids, the calculation of the magnetic field is more complicated.

To design the optimal coil, it is necessary to know the axial field of a finite solenoid,

outside the solenoid, which can be obtained by integrating the field due to a thin shell

solenoid over the range of radii. This at the same time can be obtained by integrating over

the distance along the axis to each current loop.

5.2.1.1 On-Axial Field Due to a Current Loop

The simplest formula uses the Biot Savart law, integrated over a circular loop to obtain the

magnetic field at any point along the axis of the loop [8], leading to,

S =

2(r2 + x2)3/2 ^5'2)
where x is the distance on axis, from the centre of the current loop, in meters, r is the radius

of the current loop, in meters, i is the current in the wire, in amperes, and H is the magnetic

field, in teslas, at any point on the axis of a current loop. A cross-section of the loop can be

seen in Fig. 5.1.
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t H

Figure 5.1: A sketch of a current loop in cross-section view.

5.2.1.2 Axial Field of a Finite, Thin Shell Solenoid

The next step to determine the magnetic field of a coil, or thick solenoid, is to determine the

field of a thin solenoid, which can be achieved by integrating over a range of displacements

of the field due to a current loop, to obtain the magnetic field at any point on the axis of a

finite, thin shell solenoid. The cross-section of such a solenoid can be seen in Fig. 5.2

f H

Figure 5.2: A sketch of a thin shell solenoid in cross-section view.

Hence, the H, in Teslas, at any point on the axis of the solenoid is described by,

H =
iN, x + 1/2 x —1/2 (5.3)2/ y/(x + 1/2)2 + r2 y/(x — 1/2)2 -1- r2

where x is the distance, on axis, from the center of the solenoid to the magnetic field

measurement point, in meters.
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5.2.1.3 Axial Field of a Finite Solenoid

Finally, integrating the field due to a thin shell solenoid over a range of radii, the magnetic

field at any point of a finite solenoid is obtained. Fig. 5.3 shows the cross-section of a coil.

-+ I ►

►

x-l/2

Figure 5.3: A sketch of a coil in cross-section view.

The required magnetic field is then,

u in yM+¥+VW±r2 7/oN1„ y/r[+(x-l/2)> + r2ff-2(r2-r1)[(X+Z/2)In ,/>? + (* + 1/2Y + n ( ' ] + (x + l/2)» + n"1 ^
where ri is the inner radius of the coil and r2 is the outer radius of the coil.

Often it is necessary to consider the limitations imposed by the available power supply,

which will give maximum field. Clearly, the impedance or resistance of the coil should be

chosen to operate as close to the current and voltage limitations of the supply as possible.

That is, the optimum resistance Ropt should be,

£> h/im-ftopt ~T
tlim

(5.5)
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It was originally demonstrated by Fabry [9] that the field can be written in terms of the

power as:

H= J—G (5.6)
V CP

where all the geometrical terms have been collected together in a single expression G(a, (5)

known as the 'geometrical factor'.

Two parameters can be defined, a and (3, which describe the geometrical properties of

the coil,

a= — (5.7)
n

and

'"ST (58)

Therefore, the geometrical factor is,

~ / 1 ,, . a + a2 + (7 + (3)2 a+ yja2 + (7 - (3)2G = 4 n o—7T (7 + P) In 7 =- - (7 - /3)/n v. v C] (5.9Y 27T^(a2-l)LW 1 +v/f + (7 + /?)2 W ^ 1 + ^1 + ^-/3)2

where 7 =

And A is the so called filling factor which is defined as,

active section of the winding , ,A = 7 — 7— (5.10)
total section ol the winding

p is the specific resistivity of the material used for the coil and 77 is the inner radius.

The examination of the geometrical factor contours for uniform current density coils

reveals a maximum (G=0.179) near a = 3 and (3 = 2 [10]. A coil with a = 3 and (3 = 2 will
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produce the highest field with the lowest power. The fact that there should be an optimum

geometry can be qualitatively predicted as follows. Given a certain number of ampere-turns,

indicates that the smaller the radii, the more field is generated per ampere turn. However,

unless the loops are spread over an adequate cross-section, excessive power would be required

to drive the current. For the case of uniform current density, a = 3 and (3 = 2 represents

the optimum compromise between these conflicting requirements.

The torque due to the force a magnetic field produces on a magnetic moment is [8],

5.2.2 Torque Mode

T = Poh X H (5.11)

Figure 5.4: A sketch of a coil inducing a magnetic torque onto the cantilever.

This means that the magnetic field H tries to align the moment M so that it lies parallel

to the field. In our case, if we had a thin magnetic layer on the paddle, and were to apply a

magnetic held in torque mode, this would excite the cantilever in the z direction as can be
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seen in Fig. 5.4.

At this point it is easy to see that the magnitude of the applied torque is directly propor¬

tional to the magnetic field H. Therefore, the applied torque will be maximum at the point

where H is maximum, and that's in the centre of the coil, as can be seen from the graph of

H versus the distance in Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.5: Magnetic Field versus distance.

5.2.3 Force Mode

The force due to the magnetic field is [8],

F = —fiVH (5.12)

Assuming that the cantilever is aligned exactly with the centre of the coil, from symmetry

it can be deduced that the only term of the gradient which is not zero is dH/dx, as can be

seen in Fig. 5.6.

In this case the magnetic moment and the field must he parallel, and hence, a high

aspect-ratio magnetic particle is needed.

The force applied on the magnetic particle has to be maximised. As the force is propor-
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Figure 5.6: A sketch of cantilever excited in the force mode.

tional to the gradient of the magnetic field, the gradient has to be maximised. In Fig. 5.7

can be seen that the maximum gradient is at 0.5xZ from the coil centre.

Distance x

E

£
■8 -5

§ -10

; -is

-20

Figure 5.7: The magnetic field gradient versus distance.

Therefore, the cantilever needs to be placed outside the coil but very close to the coil for

the force to be maximum.
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5.2.4 Summary of Driving Mechanism

From the previous study it can be concluded that the best excitation mechanism is the mag¬

netic force mode. The torque mode would imply bigger coils which would be incompatible

with the yuTAS technology.

The force mode requires a good alignment of the cantilever with the coil, high-aspect-ratio

particles and working close to the coil.

5.3 Piezoresistive Detection

Difficulties in detecting the signal can occur depending on the detection system. In the

case of optical detection (as described in Chapter 1), if the optical beam has to pass several

interfaces an attenuation of the signal could occur, or even phase changes. Alternatively,

piezoresistive detection can be used. The deflection of the cantilever results in a change of

the piezoresistance and can be read out directly in a Wheatstone bridge. This removes the

complications of detecting cantilever movement under fluids, although absolute sensitivity

is less than on optical system.

5.3.1 Wheatstone Bridge

Wheatstone bridges are commonly used in strain gauges to allow the small changes in resis¬

tance to be more easily measured. In this case the bridge will be driven by AC rather than

DC to enable changes of 2 parts per million to be seen and measured.

Wheatstone bridges are made from 4 similar value resistors connected together as shown

in Fig. 5.8. Typically the bridge is powered by a DC voltage at Vin. As the resistor values

are nominally the same, the voltage across the output is normally small. A change in the
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values of any resistors will cause a change in the output voltage V^.

Figure 5.8: A sketch of a simple Wheatstone bridge, where R3 represents the piezore-
sistor, and x is the fractional change in resistance produced in the piezoresistor.

Following the notation from Fig. 5.8, if x = 0, then for a balanced bridge the balanced

condition can be defined as,

R1
R4

R2
Ro

(5.13)

If the measure taken is the voltage, the equation for the bridge is,

bout — bm(
R* RA

Ri + i?3 RA + R ■) (5.14)

This bridge arrangement also has the advantage that it can descriminate against any

temperature related change in resistance. The overall resistance will be a combination of

stress-induced resistance due to the deflection and an additional resistance variation due to

the temperature. This temperature variation can be compensated with another piezoresistor,

which will suffer the same temperature variation but no displacement, both in the same arm

of the bridge, as shown in Fig. 5.9.

With this arrangement, and solving Eq. 5.14, the following simple expression is obtained
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V|

R4=RQ

Figure 5.9: A sketch of Wheatstone bridge for the compensation of temperature by
means of a passive piezoresisitor, where y represents the change in temperature and/or
any other change.

for V,outJ

V — ^inVout —
X

2 x + 2 (5.15)

The accuracy of measurements taken with this arrangement of resistors depends on the

accuracy with which Vout can be measured. Unfortunately, if Vout is in the region of //V, there

are a number of difficulties in making this measurement accurately. The input impedance

of a measuring operational amplifier would need to be very high to avoid loading the circuit

and the input offset voltage would need to be very small. Under this circumstances the noise

can also become a problem and special care will have to be taken to avoid thermocouple

effects.

By driving the Wheatstone bridge with an AC voltage rather than a DC voltage, a

number of these problems are resolved. The input offset voltage of the amplifier is now not

a problem, and thermocouple effects can be neglected. The problem which now arises is to

be able to measure accurately the AC signal produced by the bridge. To solve this problem

a lock-in amplifier is used (see Fig. 5.10).
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Lock-in Amplifier

0

I

X
v Signal Input

Figure 5.10: A sketch of Wheatstone bridge driven by an AC voltage.

As the circuit is driven at a chosen frequency, it is possible to remove all noise at any

other frequency through the lock-in amplifier process. In particular, DC errors are resolved

and AC noise input such as 50 Hz mains are eliminated.

Nevertheless, when driving the Wheatstone bridge with a sine wave type signal, an extra

complication is introduced. As the drive is AC, any imbalance in the capacitive or inductive

values of the bridge network will cause phase shifts in the bridge output relative to the drive

voltage. This behaviour is best illustrated with a description of the actual experiment, which

is described in section 5.4 later on in this chapter.

5.3.2 Noise in Piezoresistors

Noise is present in all electronic circuits and is important because it specifies a lower limit

to the sensitivity of the devices. Existence of shot noise is basically due to the fact that

electrical charge is not continuous, but is carried in discrete amounts equal to the electron

charge. Some forms of noise, such as that caused by extraneous pick-up of external man-

made signals can be reduced or eliminated by filtering and by paying attention to wiring

and parts location. Other forms of noise, on the other hand, are unavoidable as they are the
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result of charge flowing through the components of the circuits.

Piezoresistive sensor have two main noise sources, both easily distinguishable on a typical

noise spectrum vs. frequency, as shown in Fig. 5.11. At low frequencies, all resistors suffer

from 1/f noise, usually dominated by conductance fluctuations, that is, the noise power

density [V2/Hz] decreases as one over the frequency. In addition to this, there is Johnson

noise, which is independent of frequency, and is represented on a frequency spectrum plot as

an horizontal line. Johnson noise is fundamentally due to thermal energy in a resistor, and

the fundamental cause has long been well understood [11],

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 5.11: Typical measured cantilever noise spectrum showing Johnson and 1/f
noise. Typical cantilevers transition from 1// to Johnson noise is in the low hundreds
of Hertz.

On the other hand, 1/f noise can have a number of underlying causes, and despite the
fact that is the dominant noise source for most piezoresistors, it has not been properly

included in a piezoresistor analysis. 1/f is created by the effect of resistance fluctuations

when an externally applied current flows through a resistor, and is heavily dependent upon

>

X
4

V

N
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the construction of the resistor involved.

5.3.2.1 Johnson Noise

J. B. Johnson first analysed the noise voltage that appears across the terminals of a resistor

due to free electrons moving in thermally excited motion. This noise is known as thermal,

white or Johnson noise. Thermal noise is due to the thermal motion of electrons in resistors

and is unaffected by the presence of a current. Therefore, the Johnson noise is related to

absolute temperature, and as temperature approaches to zero, so will do the thermal noise.

Any resistor sat on a bench will generate a noise voltage across its terminals that will

have a flat frequency spectrum, which voltage generated by a resistance R at a temperature

T is given by,

Vnoiae{rms) = \J(4kBTRAf) (5.16)

where Kb is the Boltzmann's constant, and A/ is the measurement bandwidth.

Although the Johnson noise varies as \/R, minimising R is not the way to proceed, since

the sensitivity of the piezoresistors also vary as \/~R [12], as described in Eq. 5.17

^R/t u ^ 4\ZkBTRAf f ^——{Johnson) — — (5.17)R V

where R and AR are the resistance and its change under strain, and V is the biased voltage.

Since both the sensitivity and the noise varies as \/R, the Johnson noise due to high resis¬

tances could be compensated by an increased bias voltage, but this will cause an increase

in current or heating, which increases shot noise and 1// noise. The minimum value of R

should be high enough to exceed the voltage noise of the first stage of amplification.
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5.3.2.2 1/f Noise

In 1969, F. N. Hooge [13] explained the empirical observation that the 1/f noise spectral

density of an homogeneous resistor is dependent on the total number of carriers in the

resistor, according to,

s" = Xf (518)
where N is the total number of carriers, / is the frequency, Vb is the bias voltage, and a is a

dimensionless parameter, which for an implanted resistor has been found to vary depending

on the annealing [14].

If Eq. 5.18 is integrated from fmin to /max, then the voltage noise power is,

(519)
Jmin

Note that for any decade of frequency, the integrated 1/f noise is constant. The total

noise between 1Hz and 10 Hz is the same as that between 1 KHz and 10 KHz. Although

the bandwidth is much greater in the latter case, the noise level is therefore correspondingly

less.

For a constant doping concentration, the number of carriers is proportional to the volume

of the resistor. Hence, the 1/f noise is inversely proportional to the cantilever volume. 1/f
is not dependent on the resistance since a long thin resistor with high resistance can have

the same number of carriers as a short, wide, low resistance one.
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5.3.2.3 Thermo-Mechanical Noise

In gases at normal pressures or in liquids, the small moving parts are specially susceptible to

mechanical noise resulting from molecular agitation. If the cantilever is intended for low-level

signals, this thermo-mechanical noise can be the limiting noise component.

One of the more well known mechanisms for thermo-mechanical noise is the Brownian

motion. Here, the agitation of an observable is caused by molecular collisions from a sur¬

rounding gas or liquid and the agitation is directly related to the fluid's viscosity [15]. In

fact, any molecular agitation, even through solid structures like springs and supports, can

cause random motion of an object. It is often assumed that the preamplifier noise dom¬

inates the sensor noise floor [16]. Nevertheless, in the case of microminiature cantilevers,

for which the thermo-mechanical noise can be important, the noise can be dominated by

thermo-mechanical noise.

In practice, there are two tools to analyse equilibrium fluctuations [17], The Equipartition
Theorem and the Nyquist Relation. According to the Equipartition Theorem [18], the mean-

square displacement of a mass-spring oscillator resulting from thermal agitation is,

where (x2) is the average of the spectral density over all frequencies, and k is the force

constant.

The Nyquist's Relation [18], gives the spectral density of the fluctuating force related to

any mechanical damping,

ik(x2) = i (5.20)

F = y/AkBTbAf (5.21)

where b is the mechanical damping.
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This is a direct analog of Johnson noise related to electrical resistance [17].

In the non-resonant case, much below or above than uo, the amplitude of the noise

displacement becomes,

Vthermo = 4/CfiTfei (5.22)

where k is the cantilever spring constant. Eq. 5.22 can be expressed in terms of Q since

Q = u)om/b, where m is thw mass of the cantilever. Rewriting in terms of the frequency and

the force constant, the damping factor can be expressed as b = k/u>oQ,

Uthermo — \Z^kBT/ujQkQ. (5.23)

And at resonance the amplitude of the noise displacement becomes [19],

Uthermo ~ y/^kj^Tb—
= yjAksTQ/uok (5.24)

From which it can be seen that the noise displacement not only depends on the thermal

energy but also on the Q of the system, and it is inversely proportional to the square root

of the resonant frequency and the spring constant.

5.3.3 Sensitivity

Having done a study on the possible noise sources, now it is possible to determine which of

these limits the sensitivity of the cantilevers. As it has already been pointed out, the 1//
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noise is only present at very low frequencies. To determine whether the piezoresistor's John¬

son noise or the thermo-mechanical noise is the limiting factor, the theoretical characteristics

of the devices will be calculated.

The limiting factor for the piezoresistors is the Johnson noise, so the minimum detectable

change in the piezoresistors is found by considering Eq. 5.17 and substituting the theoretical

values, ks = 1.38.10~23J/K, R = 15KCt, T = 3001T, A/ = lO.OOO-fiT and the Wheatstone

biased voltage V = 4V,

Ai?
( jj, )Johnson OC 10 (5.25)

Now, considering that the sensitivity of the piezoresistor is given by Eq. 2.40, which with

the values of E = 1.5 x 10niV/m2,7p = 45 x 10~nra2/iV, t — 3pm, Lx — 400pm, L = 200pm,

u = 40pm, and f3 = 0.58, becomes,

=2209m" (526)

Therefore, the minimum detectable displacement is,

AR

y = = 4.5 x 10~nm (5.27)

On the other hand, the displacement due to the thermo-mechanical noise is described by

the Eq. 5.24, which considering that k = 1.36N/m, wq = 11000Hz, and Q = 100 it becomes,

Uthermo — 1.05 X 10 Tfl

which is slightly smaller than the displacement measurable by the resistors.

(5.28)
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From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the dominant noise source is the

Johnson noise in the resistors.

5.4 Experimental Set-up and Electronic Considerations

In order to resonate the cantilevers using a magnetic force, a magnetic moment perpendic¬

ular to the cantilever surface is needed. The cantilevers fabricated so far, as explained in

Chapter 2, are plain cantilevers in the sense that they have no ferromagnetic particles on

them. Therefore, a high aspect ratio iron cylinder is attached to the paddle with the aid of

a microscope and some micromanipulators.

The sinusoidal magnetic field is induced by a coil placed close to the magnetic particle.

The coil is design to possess well defined gradients so that the magnetic dipole will experience

a force perpendicular to the plane of the paddle, as explained in Section 5.2. The input of

this coil is a sinusoidal current generated by a lock-in amplifier.

The piezoresistors, placed at the base of the cantilevers, will experience a large strain

when vibrating at resonant frequency. The Wheatstone bridge which detects this change

in the piezoresistors is also driven by the same sinusoidal signal as the coil. The Wheat-

stone bridge consists of an external 10KQ, resistor and a potentiometer in one of the arms,

and the other arm is an internal resistor (which is under exactly the same conditions as

the cantilever's piezoresistor, except for the strain) and the cantilever piezoresistor. The

potentiometer is used to balance the bridge prior to measurements. The output of the

bridge is detected by the lock-in amplifier and recorded in a computer. The set-up is shown

schematically in Fig. 5.12.
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5.4.1 Study of the Circuit

The phase on the lock-in amplifier was adjusted to maximise the signal. It should be noted

that the drive signal and output signal are not expected to be in phase because of the

inductance of the coil.

1. Drive Circuit

The drive circuit can be seen in Fig. 5.13.a, and it can be modelled as in Fig. 5.13.b.

Figure 5.13: (a) An sketch of the drive circuit, (b) The drive circuit modelled by the
resistance and the inductance of the coil.

Suppose the current in the circuit is,

i = i0 cos ut (5.29)
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The total voltage across the circuit is,

<9<f>
VT = iR-— (5.30)

and writing $ in terms of the current and inductance, $ = iL, then,

Vt = i0R — L—io cos tut
ot

= i0R cosut + Lujio sin u>t. (5.31)

From Eq. 5.31 an important consequence can be deduced.

The reference phase for the phase sensitive detector (PSD) is taken from the voltage,

but it is the current through L which determines the phase of the external circuit.

Vt = ioR cos(uit + </>) + Lu>i0 cos(u>t — 90°) (5.32)

which can be represented as a complex quantity

Vt — io(R — j^L) cosut. (5.33)

This is the sum of two vectors with an angle defined by,

tan 4> = ^-. (5.34)

Thus, there is a phase shift (j) between the reference voltage phase and the drive current

for the coil, and hence the drive field. And the amplitude is,
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\V\ = \i\VR2 + L2lo2 = \i\z. (5.35)

2. Detection System

There are two voltages in the detection system. The voltage due to the piezoresistors

and the unwanted voltage due to pick-up.

The signal from the out-of-balance bridge due to a change in the piezoresistance, is

dependent on time, since the force applied on the cantilever is time dependent. There¬

fore, the output voltage, which is proportional to the change of the piezoresistor is also

time dependent. From Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 it can be concluded that,

Vpiez oc ARpiez(t) oc F(t) oc ABit) oc i0cosujt (5.36)

i.e. Vpiez is in-phase with the current.

On the other hand, the voltage due to the pick-up, which is created by the change of

induction AB(t) (which gives a time dependent flux <P(t) oc AB) in the circuit, is out

of phase with the current.

Vp—u — dt
d

-K— cosut = Klu sin cot
dt (5.37)

Therefore, the total detection voltage off resonance is,
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Vt — Vpiezo T Vp—u

OC Vopiez COS Lot + Vop-uU cos {tot — 90°) (5.38)

which is the sum of two signals with a phase difference of 90°. Therefore, the terms

are completely separable. The amplitude of the voltage from the pick-up is linear with

the frequency and the amplitude of the voltage from the piezoresistors constant. The

behaviour can be seen schematically in Fig. 5.14.a and Fig. 5.14.b respectively.

(a) f
I

(b) f
<

Frequency W Frequency W

Figure 5.14: (a) The piezoresistors absolute amplitude behaviour as function of the
driving frequency off resonance, (b) Behaviour of the pick-up absolute amplitude as
function of driving frequency.

Near the resonance, as explained in Section 2.4, the piezoresistors voltage suffers a

phase change, since the resonance occurs at 90° out of phase from the driving frequency.

The pick-up voltage, on the other hand, has the same linear behaviour with frequency,

as can be seen in Fig. 5.15.a and Fig. 5.15.b respectively.

5.5 Initial Results

First attempts to mount the magnetic particle on the smallest cantilever paddles were un¬

successful, since the magnetic particle was of the same diameter as the paddle and therefore
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Figure 5.15: (a) Piezoresisors absolute amplitude change near resonance, (b) The
pick-up absolute amplitude behaviour near resonance as function of driving frequency.

too big for it, typically of 100 diameter cylinder and 400 pm length. Hence, only the

bigger cantilever paddles were used to performed the following measurements.

Once a magnetic particle is mounted onto the paddle, with the aid of a micromanipulator

and a very small amount of glue. The coil is then placed in the optimal position to achieve

the highest force (Section 5.2) . The bridge is balanced and then the ac current is applied

to the coil and the bridge. Using LabView, the data is read into a computer, where the real

and imaginary part of the signal are recorded.

Before taking any measurement, it is important to optimise the signal by varying the

phase of the lock-in amplifier. Taking the same measurement, lock-in the phase at different

angles, it is found that the optimal angle to do the measurements was 20°, as can be seen in

Fig. 5.16, where optimal is considered when in phase with the current.

As it can also be seen in Fig. 5.16, the resonant frequency of the cantilever and the

particle is a few hundred hertz. This large change is due to the relatively large mass of

the magnetic particle. The current hand-mounted particle is typically of 100 pm diameter

cylinder and 400 pm length, which is of about 8pg. This carries some advantages:

1. The moment is large and hence resonance is easy to excite.

2. The large load leads to a low resonance frequency of a few hundred Hertz, which is
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Figure 5.16: Optimisation of the signal varying the phase of the lock-in amplifier,

easy to measure.

3. The large load also leads to high-Q giving good resolution and performance even res¬

onating in air, since the mass of the system increases but the frictional damping (pro¬

portional to the cross-sectional area) does not. Q can be expressed in terms of the

effective mass as,

which easily explains the Q enhancement when incrementing the effective mass, m*.

The component that is approximately out of phase with i{t) arises from direct pick-up

of the driving magnetic field, so can be easily separated from the resonance signal. This

pick-up can nevertheless be greatly reduced by using a matched pair of piezoresistors on the

device. After optimising the response of the cantilever to the magnetic field is stable and

has a sharp peak at the resonance frequency, as can be seen in Fig. 5.17. This resonant

frequency is close to the one predicted be the FE analysis which was 430Hz.

m*u0
(5.39)

b
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Figure 5.17: Typical response of a cantilever to the changing frequency of the oscil¬
lating magnetic field.

This resonant frequency will be altered if the total mass of the resonating element changes.

As the load on the paddle is increased, the resonant frequency decreases, since the resonance

frequency is given by,

U>0 oc y/k/m0 (5.40)

where k is the spring constant and m0 is the effective mass of the cantilever paddle.

The high sensitivity of these microcantilevers makes it possible to measure small changes

in mass. A mass calibration was performed by adding small cubes of salt, with the aid of

a microscope and some micromanipulators. An estimate of the weight of the salt cubes is

made by determining the size of the cubes and multiplying the volume by the density of

salt. From this, an average of 1100 ng per cube is estimated. As can be seen in Fig. 5.18

the paddle completely loaded. Note that the paddle has been evaporated with gold for the

SEM, which accounts for irregular deposits on the surface.

Fig. 5.19 shows that the resonant frequency shift is linear with mass. The linear nature

of response may be surprising due to the square root dependence of the cantilever mass
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Figure 5.18: A paddle loaded with an Fe cylinder and surrounded by cubes of salt.

Mass (pg) FEA A/ (Hz) Experimental A/ (Hz)
0 430.907 367.86
1 426.665 356.86
2 422.291 351.00
5 410.318 342.00
10 392.202 320.00

Table 5.1: Change in frequency per pg for the FE analysis and experimental data.

Eq. 5.40. However, the estimated total added mass is negligible relative to the mass of the

cantilever and the magnetic particle. Eq. 5.40 is essentially linear over this limited range

and the resonance should follow Eq. 5.41, as explained in Section 2.4.1.2. From the data

in the graph it can be deduced that a sensitivity of 240 ng per Hz is detected. Using the

simple arrangement described here, frequency changes down to 0.01 Hz could be resolved,

which means that a change as small as 3 ng can easily be achieved. These results are in good

concordance with the FEA results described in Chapter 3, as can be seen in Table. 5.1.

^ = -1*2 (5.41)
u)q 2 m

Preliminary measurements have also been performed to dynamically monitor simple in¬

organic chemical reactions, in order to develop software and instrumentation for the desired
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Mass of load on cantilever (ng)

Figure 5.19: The resonance frequency of the cantilever as a function of the load of
salt crystals.
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Figure 5.20: Dynamic monitoring of the hydration of a tiny copper sulphate crystal
adhered to a cantilever.

application. At present experiments which involve submerging the cantilever in a liquid

are difficult because the surface tension tends to dislodge the manually attached magnetic

particle.

Fig. 5.20 is an example of an alternative experiment where the reactant is attached

to the paddle and exposed to a reactive gaseous atmosphere. In this measurement a tiny

dehydrated copper sulphate crystal (ca. 50/xm diameter sphere) is placed on the cantilever,

where the magnetic particle had previously been attached, and exposed to an atmosphere

of humid air, causing the crystal to rehydrate (ca. 10% mass change for this crystal). As
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Figure 5.21: Dynamic monitoring of the hydration of calf's thymus DNA attached
to a cantilever.

the mass of the crystal increases the resonance frequency falls until it reaches a plateau due

to the saturation of the copper sulphate crystal. It should be noted that this represents the

dynamic monitoring of a reaction of a tiny single crystal.

Fig. 5.21 is another example of a dynamic measurement. It shows the dynamic monitoring

of a small sample of calf's thymus DNA in response to step wise changes in humidity. As in

the case of the sulphate crystal, a piece of dry (lypohilised) DNA is adhered to the paddle

and exposed to an atmosphere of humid air, causing the DNA to absorb the water. In this

case the DNA absorption also reaches a plateau although in this case it takes longer to reach

the complete saturation state. It can also be note that due to the experimental conditions,

real measurements could not be taken until the system was in equilibrium.

5.6 Conclusions

A direct excitation mechanism was chosen since it minimises mixed modes. Furthermore,

a magnetic excitation was selected for its compatibility with liquids. The force mode was

considered the most suitable mechanism since it requires smaller coils. Smaller coils for

a given power means smaller magnetic field producing a small torque, but even for small
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magnetic fields the gradient of the field can be large, generating a big force. It is important

to maintain the sensor as small as possible, for it to be compatible with the pTAS technology.

A Wheatstone bridge driven by an AC voltage with a lock-in amplifier was used to read

out the signal. The problems arising from the imbalance in the capacitive and/or inductive

values of the bridge network were discussed and an experimental solution given, by manually

tracking the right phase at which to monitor the resonance signal.

Theoretically, the Johnson noise in the piezoresistors is the dominant source of noise in

the actual devices. Nevertheless, it could be improved by either reducing the resistance to

the minimum possible value, or redesigning the cantilevers (e.g. making them thinner) so

that the minimum detectable displacement is improved.

First measurements were taken on the cantilevers confirming the predictions made by the

FE analysis. A sensitivity of 3 ng over 30 ms averaging time was achieved even though the

relatively large magnetic particle attached onto the paddle decreases the expected relative

change Am/m expected.

Dynamic monitoring measurements of different samples were performed. Our proposed

application in the first instance is to develop a system to measure the occurrence of a reaction

by an initial and final measurement. This example, however, demonstrates the potential of

the method to dynamic monitoring.
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Chapter 6

Microfabrication and Design of

Magnetic Particles

6.1 Introduction

In our preliminary studies the most versatile and robust method of excitation of the cantilever

resonance for this application uses a small permanent magnet attached to the cantilever

which is driven by a small ac magnetic field. A small coil placed close to the device produces

an alternating force on the cantilever due to the switching of the gradient of the magnetic

field associated with the coil. For optimum performance the magnetic particle should be

of high coercivity, that is, the direction of its magnetic moment is not reversed easily when

the driving field changes direction. The particle should also have a high aspect ratio with

the long axis perpendicular to the surface of the paddle. This is to ensure the self-return

field from the particle (the demagnetising field) causes the minimum energy configuration

adopted by the system to be that in which the magnetic moments align along the long axis.

The only force on the cantilever will then be directed towards the coil, thus stabilising a

large-amplitude single-mode oscillation. In our preliminary studies magnetic particles of

140
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transition metal elements were attached to the cantilever after microfabrication. These were

found to perform excellently in combination with the piezoresistive strain sensors. It is

obviously desirable to include the magnetic particles as part of the microfabrication process.

There are several possible approaches to achieving this including lithographic lift-off

techniques or ion-beam milling of deposited films, or electrodeposition of a metallic element.

These techniques and the application to the specific case studied here are discussed in the

following section. The advantages and disadvantages of each technique are discussed and

finally one technique is chosen to implement within the main process. At the end of this

chapter it is explained how the chosen technique is applied and the results achieved using

this technique are shown.

6.2 Fabrication Techniques

Different magnetic materials are used for the different techniques approached. From the

point of view of the magnetic properties of the materials iron is the most suitable element,

and indeed was used in the post microfabrication procedure. For ion-beam milling and lift-off

techniques cobalt was used, since it is the only magnetic material evaporated at Southampton

University. And finally since nickel is the easiest material to electroplate and is a magnetic

material, it was decided to electroplate nickel.

6.2.1 Ion Beam Milling

Ion Beam milling to obtain high aspect ratio structures was first used in 1996 [1]. This is a

very straight forward approach that uses deep anisotropic etching. A diagram of the process

can be seen in Fig. 6.1.

To achieve this high aspect ratio for magnetic particles a very thick layer of cobalt is
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of an Ion beam milling process.
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needed. The minimum feature given by contact lithography is 1 pm, therefore a layer of

at least 2 pm is needed. To evaporate cobalt, the source is heated up to 500 °C with a

high energy electron beam. Once evaporated it quickly cools down. This large change in

temperature subjects the cobalt layer to an enormous stress.

In the facilities at Southampton, evaporation of such a thick layer of cobalt had never

previously been attempted. Therefore, a first attempt was made, and no problems were

found in evaporating 2pm of Co. A thickness of 1/rm was evaporated, left overnight, and

then another 1pm was evaporated, (1pm of Co had previously been evaporated without

problems). No metal layer was evaporated between the Co and Si. When the wafers were

spin coated with the resist, the cobalt peeled off. It was thought that the reason the cobalt

peeled off was due to the lack of a thin metal adhesion layer in between the silicon and the

cobalt.

The next step was to verify whether or not the cobalt would adhere properly with a

metal interfacial layer. In order to decide which of the typically used adhesion layers was

best, chromium and titanium were used. 40 nm of titanium was evaporated on two wafers

and 40 nm of chromium on another two. It was decided that the 2pm of Co could be

evaporated in a single step, since no problems had been encountered in the previous run.

A first attempt was made with the Ti layer, and it resulted in very good adhesion between

the cobalt and titanium, so that there was no peeling when subsequently spinning the wafer

with resist. Nevertheless, a different problem arose due to the contamination from the walls

of the chamber. The very high stress in the cobalt caused the different layers of metal on

the wall of the evaporator to peel off.

During evaporation, not only are the wafers coated, but also the walls of the chamber.

Therefore, when evaporating 40 nm of Ti on to the bare wafers, Ti is also being deposited

on the walls. The evaporated cobalt therefore, not only sticks to the wafer but also to the

walls. The large stress created in the cobalt with the change in temperature causes the
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cobalt to curl up once it has stuck to the titanium layer on the wall. Subsequent evaporation

of different materials creates many different layers on the walls. Therefore, the curling up

of the cobalt not only causes the titanium layer to peel off, but all the different layers on

the walls that were previously evaporated. This is a problem since it causes contamination

within the evaporator.

Due to this problem, only the two wafers with a Ti adhesion layer were used, and the

use of Cr as an intermediate layer was abandoned. The wafers with 2pm of Co and 40 nm

of Ti were ion-beam milled. The first attempt was performed with 2.2pm of resist and 60

minutes of ion-beam milling. We can see in Fig. 6.2 that the milling is smooth and that

although 1pm of photoresist has still not been etched in the large features, 367 nm of Si has

been etched due to the effect of ion-beam milling on the sides. It can also be observed that

the profile is closer to 45° than to 90°.

6,20KX 20KU HO 8MM $08060 P 06605
5 y M

i

Figure 6.2: SEM image of dark and light field features after 60 min of ion-beam
milling.

It had been assumed that the ion-beam milling rates for cobalt and the resist were the
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same, but with the resist used (SPRT518) in practice it turned out that the milling rate of

the resist was about double that of the cobalt. Therefore, for the second wafer 1.1pm of

photoresist was used and, with the aim of minimising the effects at the sides, it was ion-beam

milled for only 50 minutes. In this case, as can be seen in Fig. 6.3 the sidewalls are again

about 45°. There was 250nm of Si etched and 1.6pm of Co was left.

Figure 6.3: SEM picture of dark and light field features after 50 min of ion-beam
milling and only 1.1pm of photoresist.

An attempt was made to repeat this process with another batch, but it was found that

the wafers bowed due to the stress in the cobalt. As described in subsection 4.2.2 when the

wafers are bowed, the light used to expose the resist is reflected and diffraction patterns are

created on the wafers due to the very small pattern features, making it impossible to perform

the lithography. The detailed fabrication process list can be found in Appendix B.

A final trial was carried out. Aiming to reduce the stress created by the cobalt, silicon

dioxide (SiC^) was grown on two wafers -the stress created by the cobalt would be released

through the silicon dioxide . With the same purpose, it was decided to use a shadow mask on
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two wafers (one with SiC>2 and one without), so that less cobalt would actually be evaporated
onto the wafer and therefore the stress would be reduced. The process list can be seen in

Appendix B. The wafers appeared not to be bowed, and were ready to be ion beam milled.

But at that stage, the ion beam miller developed a long term problem which did not get

resolved before completion of the study of the various fabrication methods.

6.2.2 Lift-Off

A simple, tried and tested method to pattern metallic films is simply to allow metal to adhere

to the substrate only in regions where it is ultimately desired. In this process, a layer of

an intermediate film (such as photoresist) is first deposited and patterned on the substrate.

The structural film is next evaporated on the sample. This film is patterned by selectively

removing the intermediate layer (and the structural material above it) as shown in Fig. 6.4.

Lift-off techniques are commonly used for patterning low-melting point metal interconnects.

A first attempt was carried out to fabricate magnetic particles using this method, which

is easy to process. The process listing can be found in Appendix B. Aiming to reduce the

stress created by the cobalt, silicon dioxide (Si02) was grown on two wafers (a sketch can

be seen in Fig. 6.4).

The main problem when attempting this method is the stress created by the cobalt.

When taking the wafers from the evaporator the cobalt was already peeling off from a large

area of the wafer, nevertheless one of the wafers was taken a step further and was introduced

into NMP (N-Methyl Pyrrolidone) for the last step of the lift-off process, to remove the

unwanted metal. At this point, most of the metal was inadvertently removed. The areas

that needed to be removed were much larger than those we wanted to keep. This added to

the high stress on the cobalt layer made it impossible to retain the lpm by 2 pin magnetic

particles. On the two wafers on which the Si02 was grown, the amount of cobalt peeling off
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Figure 6.4: Schematic representation of a lift-off process.
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was less, but nonetheless, the result was the same.

In thinner layers of cobalt the stress created is much lower, but due to the limitations

of the contact lithography, and the requirement to have high aspect ratio pillars, a layer at

least 2 nm thick was needed.

6.2.3 Electroplating

Electroplating is a very useful process for producing additive metal structures above a sub¬

strate and can be done in a beaker with simple and inexpensive equipment. The object to

be plated is metallised and masked to define regions on which metal is to be deposited and it

is maintained at a negative potential (cathode) relative to an inert positive counterelectrode

(anode). The electroplating solution (generally aqueous) contains a reducible form of the ions

of the desired metal. By biasing the surfaces to be plated at a negative potential, electrons

are supplied to the surface of the exposed metallic conductors and metal ions in the solution

are reduced at the surface (one or more electrons are added to each ion so that it becomes a

metal atom), depositing metal there. The metal ions must also bond to the surface for plat¬

ing to be effective (an intermediate layer may be required for some combinations of plated

metal and substrate).

The electrochemical mechanisms underlying electrodeposition exhibit a saturable J — V

characteristic (current density, J, is used rather than the total current, I). Above a certain

applied potential, the total current depositing metal saturates at Jnm. A further increase in

voltage occurs above this point due to the increase of the current, but the excess current ends

up driving unwanted reactions. Thus, for a given electroplating chemistry there is generally a

recommended current density that for a specific temperature, provides an optimal deposition

rate. Often, these recommended current densities do not simply correspond to the maximum

rate, but also take into account the morphology of the plated metal.
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The quality of the plating is mainly assessed by the roughness, uniformity, and purity.

These properties depend on a number of different parameters that need to be controlled.

The most important parameters to control are:

• Plating temperature

• Current density

• Electroplating solution composition, additives, concentration and quality maintenance

• Cell/equipment design (anode geometry, anode position, tank shape etc.)

• Mixing/stirring conditions

• Quality of the seed layer, adhesion layer, photoresist material

• Pre-plating steps, cleaning, rinsing etc.

The plating temperature, current density and electroplating solution composition and

concentration still, have to be controlled precisely and are defined by the electrolyte supplier.

The stirring conditions and the tank shape can also be defined by the supplier, but the seed

layer, plating geometry and pre-plating steps are left to the designer to formulate in the

optimum way. Low aspect ratio geometries are easier to electroplate as it is easier to achieve

a uniform surface, since it is easier to have a uniform current density across the wafer.

With high aspect ratio geometries, such as the ones required here, it is more difficult to

get uniform current density. The uniformity depends on the electric field distribution, and

this in turn depends on a number of factors including the resist pattern. The resist pattern

may affect the field distribution in many ways. The sidewall quality (vertical, slanted, rough,

clean, contaminated etc.) and the actual pattern design (sharp points, edges etc.) are the

most important factors to account for.
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Even with vertical current lines, there might still be a problem with the current density

distribution since the pattern design may generate 'edge effects', thus causing excess current

density in some sites on the wafer. This may be overcome by corrections in the design or by

introducing so called dummy sites, that is, pattern sections that are not a functional part of

the design.

6.3 Moulds for Electroplating

An increasing number of applications in MEMS require high aspect ratio lithography, i.e.

good dimensional control over the vertical sidewalls of tall structures. The most well known

technique is the LIGA (Lithographie, Galvano-formung, Abformung) process [2], which

makes use of synchrotron X-ray lithography to pattern very thick PMMA (polymethyl-

metacrylate) layers. As frequently reported in the literature [3, 4], X-ray lithography is an

ideal technique for achieving high aspect ratio structures with submicron resolution because

of the reduced diffraction, low resist absorption and absence of scattering. However, the cost

of the LIGA process is prohibitively high due to the need of a synchrotron radiation source,

which currently makes it inappropriate for general routine application. This gives rise to

the necessity of finding an UV photolithography based process, which would be suitable for

many MEMS applications, even though the aspect ratio ultimately attainable might be lower

than with LIGA.

Different photoresists were investigated with the aim of achieving the high aspect ratio

geometries needed. In particular polyamide, a thick epoxy based photopolymer (SU-8) [5],
and a commercially available positive photresist (SPR220-7) were tried. In the following

section a description is given of the work undertaken on the different photoresists, SU-8

and SPR220-7, a negative epoxy based photoresist and positive photoresist respectively.

Processes for thicknesses varying from 20pm up to 100pm were developed for the fabrication
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of high aspect ratio microstructures for application in micro-actuation of a micromechanical

cantilever.

6.3.1 SU-8 Negative Photoresist

IBM first developed SU-8 photoresist based on the EPON resin commercially available from

Shell Chemical. There are three attributes which make this photoresist well suited for thick

film applications [6, 7]

• Due to its low molecular weight, SU-8 dissolves in a variety of organic solvents, such

as PGMEA (propylene glycol methyl ether acetate).

• SU-8 has very low optical absorption in the near UV-range. This high transparency can

be exploited to fabricate high aspect ratio patterns, featuring almost vertical sidewalls.

Aspect ratios of up to 18 have been reported [7].

• Because of its highly cross-linked matrix, the exposed resist shows thermal and chemical

stability, making it suitable for prolonged plasma etching and electroplating processes.

SU-8 can be spun to thicknesses from 1-1000 pm using a single coat, thereby reducing

problems. It has excellent mechanical properties and is able to provide structure and support

for microstructures.

There are six standard grades of SU-8 commercially available. The resultant mixture is

characterised by its viscosity, which determines the thickness versus spin speed behaviour,

as can be seen in Table 6.1.

As a chemically enhanced negative photoresist, SU-8 must be spun, pre-exposed baked,

exposed, post-exposure baked, developed and finally removed. These various process param¬

eters determine the characteristics of the final layer.
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SU-8 %Solids Viscosity (c5t) Thickness (p,m) at 900 rpm
5 51.8 265 12

10 59.1 989 30
25 63.3 2646 58
50 69.1 14953 150
100 72.9 52407 320

Table 6.1: Relationship of the commercially available standard grades with the vis¬
cosity and thicknesses.

1. Resist Spin

The standard SU-8 100 was used. By varying the speed at which it was spun, different

thicknesses were obtained. The spin curve shown in Fig. 6.5 represents the thickness

versus spin speed characteristics found. As can be seen the speed at which it needs

to be spun in order to achieve 100 pm is 3000rpm, which is relatively high. This

thus avoids the formation of edge beads (accumulation of the resist at the edge of

the substrate), and leads to a good homogeneity of the resist layer. Due to the high

viscosity of the resist, it was found that it was best to pour the resist directly from

the bottle onto the wafer, measuring by eye the quantity needed to achieve the desired

thickness.
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Figure 6.5: SU-8 100 Spin Curve.

2. Pre-Exposure Bake

The pre-exposure bake stage is one of the most important stages of the process. The

exposure time, development time, structure definition, and the mould's aspect ratio

may vary depending on the chosen bake [8]. The pre-bake was performed at 135°C

on a hot plate for an hour. Since the baking was done without a ramped temperature

cycle high internal stress was generated, which when the resist was exposed produced

cracks. With the aim of preventing these cracks in the resist, a ramped temperature

cycle was used, using 20 minutes to ramp up the temperature from 50°C to 135°C, an

hour at 135°C, and then another 20 minutes to ramp down to 50°C . With this process

the cracks were eventually prevented, but as the polymerisation process also occurs at

high temperatures the resist close to the substrate was more polymerised and it was

more difficult to develop. Further investigation of the cracks show that they were only

superficial and didn't go all the way through to the substrate as can be seen in Fig.

6.6. Therefore it was decided to use the non-ramped cycle.
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Figure 6.6: SEM picture of the cracks created when the SU-8 is being exposed.

3. Exposure

Exposure to UV light promotes cross-linking of the SU-8 negative photoresist. To

ensure uniform illumination through the whole resist layer, a high exposure energy is

required. Exposures performed in contact resulted in the resist becoming stuck to the

mask due to the heat, so all the exposures were performed in proximity using a small

gap. 240 seconds were needed with a lamp of 3.9mW/cm2.

4. Post-Exposure Bake

Post-Exposure bake is best performed on a hot plate. A 10 minutes post-exposure

bake was done on a hot plate at 95°C. After baking, pre and post, the wafer had to

cool down before being taken to the following step, in order for the resist to stabilise.

Throughout all of the steps it is crucial to always keep the wafer fiat in order to produce

smooth, uniformly coated substrates.

5. Developing

EC-solvent was chosen for developing the resist. It does not need to be heated up.
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It takes 40 minutes with constant agitation for complete development. In Fig. 6.7 a

well-developed high aspect ratio square fabricated under the conditions described is

shown. As can be seen, vertical profiles were obtain.

5 8 i X 2 0 K U M D • 2 0 M M S • 8 0 0 9 8 P > 9 0 8 8 1
5 9 U H

Figure 6.7: SEM image of the cross-section of a well developed SU-8 mould square.

Nevertheless, a 5 minutes de-scum provides smoother side walls as seen in Fig. 6.8.

6. Removal

The removal of the SU-8 is very difficult. Oxygen plasma and fuming nitric acid can

be used, though the long times needed for complete removal make both techniques

too aggressive for our application. It was reasoned that depending on the geometry

of the mould the removal could be more or less plausible. With our geometry it was

impossible to remove it, but with 2D geometries the SU-8 can even be removed with

NMP at high temperatures.
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Figure 6.8: SEM image of the cross-section of a de-scum SU-8 mould square.

• Below is a summary of the final Recipe Used with SU-8 100

— Dehydration bake for 10 minutes in an oven at 190°C

— Cool down (in order to be able to handle the wafers)

— Spin with hand spinner at 3000rpm for 60sec

— Bake on hot plate for one hour at 135°C

— Cool down to set

— Exposure with Cannon in proximity for 240 seconds at an intensity of 3.9mW/cm2

— Bake on hot plate for 10 minutes at 95°C

— Cool down to set

— Develop in ec-solvent for 40 minutes with agitation

— Rinse with I.P.A.

— Rinse with water

— Blow or spin dry
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Thickness Number of layers Speed
7pm 1 3000rpm for 60 sec

18/im 1 750rpm for 60 sec -1- 2200rpm for 5 sec

36//m 2 750rpm for 60 sec + 2200rpm for 5 sec, each layer
54pm 3 750rpm for 60 sec + 2200rpm for 5 sec, each layer

Table 6.2: Relationship of thicknesses with respect to speed and number of layers
spun up for the SPR220-7 Positive Photoresist.

6.3.2 SPR220-7 Positive Photoresist

SPR220-7 is a positive photoresist commercialised by Shipley. A number of layers can be

spun up one onto another, creating a very thick layer. There is very good adhesion between

layers, so there are no gaps preventing the photolithography from being performed. Being

a positive photoresist it can be removed with the standard methods, such as acetone and

oxygen plasma etching.

As with most positive photoresists, SPR220-7 must be spun, pre-exposed baked, exposed,

developed, hard baked and finally removed.

1. Resist Spin

With the positive photoresist SPR220-7, as opposed to SU-8, the spinning speed has

to be quite low to achieve thick layers, which brings about a significant edge bead. The

situation may be partially improved if a fast short spin is performed after the thickness

of the layer has been defined, whereby the edge bead will become narrower. The main

characteristic of this positive photoresist is that it is possible to spin layer after layer

increasing the thickness of the layer. In Table 6.9 the relationship between the thickness

achieved and the speed and the different numbers of layers is shown. There is a limit

to the minimum speed at which the photoresist can be spun on, since too low a speed

will lead to a very non-uniform resist layer. Therefore there is a necessity to spin layer

after layer to achieve thicker layers.
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2. Pre-Exposure Bake

The pre-exposure bake is the most difficult step to optimise. Furthermore, the optimi¬

sation depends on the number of layers. In the case of one layer, as it is still not too

thick, there are not too many problems associated with trapping of the solvent or the

temperature gradient across the layer.

For 7 jum, the wafers were baked for 100 seconds on a hot plate at 90°C followed by

another 100 seconds on a hot plate at 115°C.

For 18 pm, the wafers were baked for 60 seconds on a hot plate at 90°C followed by

55 minutes in an oven at 90°C.

For 36 pm, 2 layers of 18 pm each are used ; the wafers were baked for 60 seconds on

a hot plate at 90°C after the first layer, and then after the second layer was spun on

the wafers were baked for 70 minutes in an oven at 90°C.

For 54 pm, therefore 3 layers were used; after the first and second layers were deposited

the wafers were baked for 30 seconds on a hot plate at 90°C. After the third layer

was deposited the wafer was baked for 60 seconds on a hot plate and then a further 90

minutes bake was performed in an oven at 90°C.

3. Exposure

Before exposing these thick photoresists, the wafers must be left for at least one day

after the pre-exposure bake, so that all the solvents evaporate and the resist itself

stabilises. Once the resist has settled down the first thing needed to be done is to

remove the edge bead formed when spinning on the resist. The edge bead prevents good

contact between the wafer and the mask during contact-printing, causing diffraction

during exposure. Therefore, in order to achieve high-aspect ratio structures, the edge

bead must be removed. With this aim, the edge bead was overexposed for 20 minutes

and developed out. Once the edge bead had been removed, the contact between the
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Thickness Exposure Time Developing Time
7pm 270s 3 minutes

18pm 350s 4 minutes

36pm 600s 6 minutes

54pm 800s 8 minutes

Table 6.3: Detailed exposure times and developing times relative to thicknesses.

wafer and the mask was good, and the high aspect ratio structures could be defined.

The detailed exposure times relative to the thicknesses can be seen in Table 6.3.

4. Developing

If any post-exposure bake were to be done, the photoresist would burn and develop¬

ment would become impossible. SPR220-7 can be developed in a standard positive

photoresist developer, for example MF3-22. Times for developing can be found in Ta¬

ble 6.3. An example of the type of mould achieved with this photoresist can be seen

in Fig. 6.9. This is a 36pm thick mould, i.e. 2 layers, and it can be observed that the

side walls are not as well defined as in the case of SU-8, but they are still good enough

for electroplating vertical high aspect ratio columns.

1.46 K ^ S•' U K U M D ' 1 6 f1 M S:00000 p 00000
20UM

Figure 6.9: SEM image of the cross-section of a SPR220-7 mould structure.
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5. Removal

The removal of the SPR220-7 is very easy, which is a clear advantage compared with

the SU-8. The less aggressive method required to remove the photoresist after electro¬

plating involves soaking in acetone followed by oxygen plasma etching of the residual

photoresist.

6.3.2.1 Electroplating of the Moulds

The electroplating of Ni was carried out in a commercially available sulphamate type bath at

55°C. The experimental set up for the electrochemical deposition of nickel can be seen in Fig.

6.10. It consist of an inner tank filled with the plating electrolyte (nickel sulphamate, nickel

chloride, boric acid and sodium lauryl sulphate) placed within an outer tank containing

heated water. Inside the inner tank there is a stirrer for the strong mixing required as well

as a thermometer to keep the bath temperature under control. The two electrodes (anode-
nickel thick foil, cathode-the wafer to be electroplated) are connected to a stabilised power

supply.

There are different electrolyte compositions for nickel electroplating, and therefore dif¬

ferent parameters for each of these electrolytes, as can be seen in [9, 10]. Nickel sulphamate

electrolyte is based on sulphamic acid, which has been commercially available since the late

1930s. It is beneficial to have 3 to 5 g/1 of CI in the sulphamate electrolyte to promote an¬

ode corrosion and to stabilise the pH when not using sulphur depolarised electrolytic nickel

anodes [11, 12],

Nickel sulphamate is more soluble than nickel sulphate, this makes the sulphamate elec¬

trolyte more suitable for electroplating at high rates with low internal stress deposits, assum¬

ing the electrolyte is concentrated enough (e.g. 600g/l) and there is a continuous optimal

conditioning of the sulphamate electrolyte [13]. On the other hand sulphamic acid is not
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Figure 6.10: Experimental set up of the electrochemical deposition of nickel.

as stable as sulphuric acid, therefore sulphamate baths require more careful control of the

conditions; low pH values (below 3.0) and high temperatures (above 60°C) may cause hy-

drolisis to ammonium sulphate [14]. Highly polarised anodes or the use of insoluble anodes

in sulphamate baths cause the formation of azo -disulphonate [13, 15], which introduces

sulphide into the nickel plate and can change a dark columnar low tensile stress structured

deposit into a bright laminar deposit with high compressive stress [13, 16, 17].

As stated before, the main components of the bath are nickel sulphamate, nickel chlo¬

ride, boric acid and sodium lauryl sulphate (wetting agent). The nickel ion content is mostly

provided by the nickel sulphamate, which is highly soluble and commercially available. The

nickel ion concentration in the cathode depends on the metal ion concentration of the elec¬

trolyte itself, which limits the density of the nickel deposition. The chloride is used to

improve anode dissolution by reducing polarisation. It also increases the conductivity of the

bath [18]. Boric acid serves as a weak buffer to control the pH in the cathode. In its absence,

nickel deposits tend to be hard, cracked and pitted [19], During the process, hydrogen ions

are discharged and cling to the growing cathode deposit, which results in pitted plating. To
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prevent this pitting, wetting agents which do not appreciably affect the ductility or stress of

the plating can be used [20]. In this case sodium lauryl sulphate was used.

Sulphamate electrolytes work over a wide range of concentrations. An average cathode

current density of 5 A/dm2 at a temperature of 50°C is usually used. Under such conditions

local current densities of one, half or twice this value will still result in very good deposits.

As explained in subsection 6.2.3, the quality of the plating can be influenced by current

density, temperature, pH and agitation, and all of them interrelated, which means that a

variable cannot be altered considerably without altering other variables if the quality of the

plating is to be maintained.

Taking into account data from the literature, the specifications given by the electrolyte

providers [21] and the geometry of the area to be electroplated, the optimum conditions to

operate the bath are: strong mixing, temperature of the electrolyte 55-60°C, voltage 1.75 V

and distance between the electrodes 5 cm. Under these conditions the electroplating rate

is 3-5 pm/h. In Fig 6.11 an electroplated nickel layer in a SU-8 mould can be seen. The

plating is fairly uniform on the whole surface; there is no pitting or cracks, all the crystals

grew with equal rate on the seed layer, so the top area is completely uniform.

Electroplated nickel in SU-8 moulds can be seen in Fig. 6.12. The pillar open in the SU-8

is 100pm deep and 40pm wide. In Fig. 6.13 we can see a nickel pillar electroplated using

a SPR220-7 mould. The SPR220-7 has been removed but the sample hasn't been cleaned

thoroughly, as can be observed. This pillar is only 10pm in diameter and 45pm tall.

In both cases the electroplating was performed under identical conditions. The electro¬

plating was continuous and smooth, this having been achieved due to the complete control

over the electrolyte.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-section of a SU-8 mould filled with electroplated Ni.
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Figure 6.13: Electroplated nickel pillar using a SPR220-7 mould.

6.3.2.2 Magnetic Properties of the Electroplated Pillars

To determine if the initial aim has been fulfilled, i.e. the magnetic moments in the pillars

are perpendicular to the cantilever surface, torque magnetometry was used.

The torque magnetometer is mainly used for anisotropy measurements. It is based on

the fact that a magnetic dipole jl in an external magnetic field H in free space experiences

a torque f,

f = poh x H. (6-1)

The torque must be measured in a uniform magnetic field. The sample is aligned so that

its magnetisation lies in the plane of rotation of the field.

This involves balancing the magnetic torque. The balancing is achieved by the elastic

deformation of a torsional wire or cantilever, where the strain gives a measure of the magnetic
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moment. The angle 0 through which the torsion cantilever is twisted is dependent on

the length of the cantilever and its shear modulus as well as the torque. 0 is therefore

proportional to the force on the sample,

0 = constant * r

= constant * g0p x H (6.2)

If a is the angle between the magnetisatiton p and the magnetic field H,

0 = constant * popH sin a. (6.3)

The instrument is calibrated using a sample of well known anisotropy, and consequently

since p0, H and the constant are known, the angle a can be measured and the magnetic

moment p can be calculated.

For a purely isotropic system the magnetisation always lies parallel to the applied field,

so the torque on the sample is always zero. On the other hand, for an anisotropic system,

there exist magnetisation components perpendicular to the applied field, and therefore, a

torque may be generated.

For an anisotropic para,magnet, i.e.. small coeroivity, the susceptibility can be represented

as a second order tensor such that the magnetisation is given by Eq. 6.4. Making angular

dependent measurements is a very powerful method to probe this anisotropy [22].

M = po[x]H (6.4)

Fig. 6.14 is the angular dependent torque measured on a 40 pm diameter electroplated
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Angle (degrees)

Figure 6.14: Angular dependent torque measurement on a 40/im diameter electro¬
plated pillar.

pillar. The asymmetry of the curve shows that overall anisotropy has an easy axis directed

perpendicular to the surface of the sample, along the long axis of the pillars.

6.3.3 Summary ofMicrofabrication Techniques for Creating High-

Aspect Ratio Magnetic Particles

Lift-off and ion beam milling techniques were rejected after some experimentation due to

the technological limitations of both techniques. The stress created by the 2 /im of Co along

with the limitations of the photolithography would require two major pieces of development.

This major development together with the equipment limitations involved too much effort

to achieve such a specific application. Therefore, all the effort was then directed towards

developing the moulds for electroplating high aspect ratio pillars.

Positive and negative photoresist were considered for electroplating high aspect ratio, 3D

structures. It has been demonstrated that the negative photoresist, SU-8, offers very well
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defined side walls (90° side walls) and the possibility of achieving very thick layers. SU-8

is therefore a very promising photoresist for very thick layers, but due to the surface stress

created by the large area where crosslinking occur destroys the 20pm thick diaphragms,

making SU-8 only feasible to use when working on bulk silicon. The removal of SU-8 is

especially difficult when dealing with such high aspect ratio structures.

SPR220-7 reveals poorer side walls, which are less well defined than those produced using

SU-8, and inclined at angles of around 80°. On the other hand, it does not present the high

surface stress or the problems associated with the removal of the photoresist.

To electroplate pillars onto micromachined cantilevers for use as magnetic actuators, the

cantilever process has to be considered. In this process the electrodeposition is done on 20pm

thick diaphragms, as explained in Section 4.4. This diaphragm is too thin to cope with the

surface stress created by the SU-8, making it unsuitable for this application. Nevertheless,

SU-8 is a promising resource for applications in MEMS when thick layers are needed, as for

example in the case of accelerometers with disk thicknesses of 200/irn [23]. SPR220-7 on the

other hand, can be used on thin diaphragms making it more suitable for this kind of process

and when less thick features are required.

6.4 Cantilevers With Integrated Ni Pillars

Having determined that the optimal way to achieve the high aspect ratio pillars on the

paddles is to electroplate them using the SPR220-7 positive photoresist as moulds, this

needed to be implemented within the process used to create the cantilevers. It was decided

to implement them at the end of the process, after the metallisation. Therefore, the process

remains the same as in Section 4.4 up until the metallisation stage. The precise listing of

the process can be found in Appendix B.
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With the aim of producing cantilevers closer to our requirements, new masks were de¬

signed with improvements over the previous batch. In the preliminary study it was found

that the ideal dimensions for the cantilevers were 200 x 200pm2 square paddles and 200pm

long legs. These dimensions are to gain a compromise between good sensitivity and feasible

handling of the devices. It was also decided that an integrated Wheatstone bridge would

lead to a more compact set-up and a reduction of the noise in the measurements. Fig. 6.15

shows the integrated bridge within the chip.

Figure 6.15: Mask design of the integrated Wheatstone bridge within the chip.

Along with these changes, a major change had to be made to allow the electroplating

to be done. A conductive seed layer was needed for electroplating and it was decided to

incorporate this at the metallisation stage.

All the electroplating tests were done on a titanium seed layer, since to be compatible

with the main process the seed layer had to be titanium. This is due to the fact that the
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metallisation consists of a thin layer of titanium to improve the adhesion of the aluminium

which follows. Two masks were design for the metallisation step. The first mask would

define the aluminium tracks and the seed layer, and the second mask would etch away the

aluminium from the areas where the titanium seed layer is needed, as can be seen in the

sketch in Fig. 6.16.

Figure 6.16: Design of the SPR220-7 mould for electroplating the magnetic pillars
on the paddles.

To achieve a uniform current density across the wafer it was necessary to design the so

called dummy sites, patterned sections that are not a functional part of the design. This

was implemented on the wafer in the way shown in Fig. 6.17, but the area available was not

big enough to over come the problem. Therefore, an outer copper ring was used, clipped to

the wafer, to achieve the necessary vertical current lines.

In Fig. 6.18 a picture, taken from above, of a SPR220-7 mould on a paddle can be seen,

and Fig. 6.19 is a picture, also from above, of an electroplated mould. These two picture

were taken from the very last wafer left out of the initial 6 wafers in the batch, as the other

wafers had been broken during the process for different reasons, e.g. one wafer broke when

spinning due to a fault in the vacuum of the hand spinner, one wafer was slightly over etched
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Figure 6.17: Metallisation mask layout, showing the dummy sites surrounding the
chips.

Figure 6.18: SPR220-7 mould on a paddle.
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Figure 6.19: Electroplated nickel pillar using a SPR220-7 mould on to a paddle.

After performing the electroplating, the cantilevers needed to be released. To do so, as

explained before in Section 4.4, the wafers were dry etched from the back. The SPR220-7

mould was left on to protect the front of the wafer while etching from the back, but the high

temperature to which the wafer was brought caused all the solvents trapped in the thick

layer of photoresist to escape. This produced a destructive blistering of the photoresist,

which damaged the electroplated pillars.

It was deduced that the pre-exposure bake would have to be changed to allow the solvents

to evaporate completely. The best way to do this would be to use a ramped temperature

cycle on the hot plate.

Unfortunately, at this stage the final wafer broke when handling, so the final stage in

which the cantilevers were to be released could not be completed. Nevertheless, the com¬

pletion of the batch led to several important modification to the process which could be

incorporated into the design of the new batch.
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On a new batch special care was taken to try to overcome all the problems seen previously.

The initial KOH etching was stopped slightly earlier, so that the diaphragms would be 25pm

thick and the wafers less fragile for handling, the pre-exposure bake for the SPR220-7 was

optimised with a ramped temperature cycle, so that there would be hardly any solvent

trapped.

The development work described in this chapter has subsequently allowed staff at Southamp¬

ton University [24] to successfully complete a batch. At the time of writing it just remains

for the devices to be finally released.

6.5 Conclusions

The requirement to include the magnetic pillars as part of the microfabrication process led

to the study of different techniques capable of producing high aspect ratio structures.

The first attempts made were using the most straight forward techniques, Ion Beam

Milling and Lift-off techniques, but due to the lithographic limitations and the problems

encountered when evaporating the necessary 2pm of cobalt, it was decided to study the pos¬

sibility of electroplating the pillars. Even though this required major process development, it

was the most promising technique, since with this technique small photolithographic features

are no longer needed.

A thorough investigation was performed on the different photoresists available for high

aspect-ratio moulds. The work was started using the negative photoresist SU-8 as it allows

higher aspect ratio structures to be patterned. The type of mask used and the conditions of

the wafer when this step needed to be implemented limited the use of the SU-8. The large

areas where crosslinking occurred created high stress in the wafer destroying the 20pm thick

diaphragms. Along with this, the problems found in removing the photoresist discouraged
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the use of this photoresist.

A final attempt was made with the positive photoresist SPR220-7, to avoid the problems

encountered with the negative photoresist SU-8. It proved to be a successful approach and

relatively easy to implement within the main process.

The electroplating was carried out with the electrolyte supplied by TECAN [21], and
after finding the optimal conditions, both of the electrolyte and of the cathode geometry,

the electrodeposition could be conducted repeatedly.

SPR220-7 does not allow such high aspect ratio structures as SU-8, but as the magnetic

measurements show the aspect ratio achieved is high enough to obtain the desired condition

of having the magnetic moments align along the axis perpendicular to the surface of the

cantilever.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Further Work

7.1 Conclusions

The aim of the work described in this thesis is to produce a highly sensitive sensor based

on a micromechanical resonating element which would be suitable for routine application in

molecular probe chemistry research. Representative cantilever geometries were fabricated

and tested and results compared to the theoretical results from the design study. This

allowed both the theoretical modelling techniques used and the structures developed to be

evaluated and conclusions to be drawn regarding their suitability and performance.

The review of pTAS compatible detection systems showed an impending need for novel

sensors. This is unsurprising given that the current technology encounters two major dis¬

advantages. Firstly, end point determination is often the only option available. Secondly,

chemical labelling may be required for specific detection. New approaches towards combin¬

ing the mechanical properties of MEMS with biological materials are being taken to achieve

portable and cost effective specific chemical detection systems. The so-called gravimetric

devices, based on the detection of small mass changes, are the main approach in this new

177
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field.

Much effort has been directed towards the development of piezoelectric crystal based

gravimetric devices. Nevertheless, practical limitations with the piezoelectric crystals suggest

the need for an alternative approach. These limitations can be overcome by oscillating

cantilevers, since their use simplifies the electronic arrangement and brings the final devices

closer towards that required for the /iTAS technology. The design of such cantilevers will

depend upon many factors defined by the nature of the application.

Since the ultimate application of the cantilevers is for dynamic monitoring of reactions,

both the driving and sensing mechanism of the cantilever play an important role. For a

clean and direct excitation mechanism a magnetic drive was chosen. It was decided that the

most practical mechanism was the magnetic force mode since it simplifies the response of

the cantilever and improves the signal-to-noise ratio for the dynamic mode. Piezoresistors

were considered as the sensing elements. These can be incorporated within the cantilever

legs, forming an integrated component which allows the devices to be operated in diffuse

scattering liquids.

The analysis of micromechanical cantilevers was aimed at maximising the sensitivity, by

maximising the Q-factor and optimising the performance characteristics. Taking into ac¬

count the fact that a low force constant is needed for maximum sensitivity, the geometrical

and dimensional dependence of the force constant was calculated using basic mechanics. It

was concluded that long and thin cantilevers give the lowest spring constant and therefore

the higher sensitivity. However, since the cantilevers are to be used as gravimetric devices,

the relative change of mass should also be considered when designing the cantilevers, and a

compromise between spring constant and relative change of mass should be achieved. The

cantilever paddles were designed after a thorough study of the theoretical properties. Never¬

theless, the results implied a compromise between the different parameters for optimisation

of the cantilevers and therefore a variety of dimensions were used for the first generation of
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devices.

A key development of this research project involved using the stress levels at the can¬

tilever's fixed boundaries as the sensing mechanism, since the piezoresistors detect that

stress. This requires accurate calculation of nodal stress values whilst performing a modal

analysis to determine resonant frequencies. All the results gained from FEA were in good

agreement with the predicted values. FEA results also predicted the mass sensitivities of

the different models proposed, giving the second generation of devices a much higher mass

sensitivity.

For the magnetic excitation, the force mode was chosen since it induces a bigger deflec¬

tion on the cantilever than the torque mode. For the initial experiments using the devices

from the first generation batch, a magnetic particle had to be attached manually to the can¬

tilever paddle. Even with an experienced hand the biggest cantilever paddles were needed to

successfully attach the magnetic particles. A simple Wheatstone bridge was used to detect

the signal along with a lock-in amplifier. These preliminary results were very encouraging

since they confirm the predictions made by the FE analysis and demonstrate the potential

of this method for dynamic monitoring detection.

It soon became evident however, that the magnetic particles should be integrated within

the fabrication process since the repeatable fabrication of the cantilevers is of fundamental

importance in achieving suitable structures for mass-produced sensor applications. This

led to the study of different techniques capable of producing high aspect ratio magnetic

structures. After the failure of ion beam milling and lift-off techniques, it was decided to

approach the problem with electrodeposition.

Following a thorough investigation on the different available photoresists for high aspect-

ratio moulds, it was decided to use the negative photoresist SU-8. SU-8 proved to be a

suitable photoresist when used in bulk silicon. However, the use of this polymer resist on
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20pm diaphragms was impractical due to the large surface stress created by the crosslinkage

. A final attempt was carried out with the positive photoresist SPR220-7, which was suc¬

cessful. SPR220-7 does not allow such high aspect ratio structures as SU-8. Nonetheless,

the magnetic measurements show that the aspect ratios are sufficient to align the moments

along the axis perpendicular to the surface of the cantilever.

This work has demonstrated the feasibility of this technology for application in specific

chemical detection, and forms the basis for future development work. Some suggestions for

how this work might progress further are discussed below.

7.2 Future Work

The development of cantilever devices for operation in liquids presents two major drawbacks.

For bending mode operation there exists long-term drift of the cantilever deflection. For the

resonating devices, the quality factor Q is reduced by roughly two orders of magnitude when

immersed in a liquid [1]. The quality factor is defined by Q = m(27r)/o/7, where 7 is the

damping constant of the cantilever, and effectively defines the line width of the resonance

peak A/0//0 ~ 1 /Q ■ The frequency and hence mass resolution of a resonating device is thus

severely reduced under liquids. Nonetheless, by careful experimental design and by choosing

an appropriate frequency, SFM images have been successfully obtained under liquids e.g.

[2, 3]. Suitable choice of shape and composition of magnetic material and careful design

and placement of the driving coil can lead to large applied forces or torques. This may

be particularly important under liquids due to the inherently low Q -factor, since the force

required to excite a cantilever at resonance at a particular amplitude is proportional to k/Q.

The low-Q-factor typically obtained under liquids would thus seem like a severe limitation

on achieving high signal levels and good frequency resolution for application in specific

chemical detection. A promising way forward has been proposed recently e.g. [4, 5, 6]. In
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this scheme active feedback is used to greatly enhance the effective Q-factor, whereby part

of the time-dependent cantilever response is phase shifted by ir/2 and fed back into the

driving signal. This leads to an effective damping constant 7e// = 7 — G/u>, where G is the

gain of the feedback signal and u is the angular frequency, and an effective quality factor

Qeff — muj/jeff. Care must thus be taken, since too large a feedback will lead to a negative

damping and self-sustained oscillations. In order to lock the system into resonance, a phase

locked loop (PLL) is also employed to maintain a 7t/2 phase difference between the driving

signal and the cantilever response, as is the case for a dissipative resonator at the point of

energy resonance. Using this approach, quality factors of up to 1000 have been achieved

under liquids, although in practice this is usually limited to a few hundred to maintain

stability.

For chemical detection we also conclude from the foregoing discussion that one requires a

large area for adsorption, preferably at the end of the cantilever if it is intended to concentrate

on contributions to the shift of the resonant frequency due to the changes of mass. Other

considerations for the design of a system might include simplicity of operation and complexity

of ancillary equipment.

In order to undertake specific chemical detection, schemes must be developed which allow

molecular probes to be attached to the surface of the device. There are two basic approaches

to this problem. The first, most desirable approach is to covalently bond a material to the

surface onto which a highly specific molecular probe may subsequently be attached. The

second method is to non-covalently attach a coating to the surface, the molecules of which

contains a specific molecular probe. This could be, for instance, the hydrophilic attraction of

a protein that is conjugated with an antibody. One problem here is the need to subsequently

block the possibility of non-specific attachment, of the target or an impurity species, directly

to the protein. Ultimately the first approach will give much greater control over surface

modification, but may be harder to achieve.
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One possible approach to covalently bonding to silicon involves the use of organofunc-

tional silanes followed by covalent attachment of a biological molecule to the functional group

of the silane. This type of approach is commonly used on glass substrates [7]. For modifi¬

cation of silicon surfaces an oxide layer is required, although there exists the possibility of

using the thin native oxide which is always present. The oxide must be activated, usually

by reaction with a peroxide solution, to yield hydroxyl groups at the surface. One suitable

material is (3-mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane (3-MPTS), where the reaction is thought
to proceed by the initial hydrolysis of hydroxyl groups that can covalently interact with the

hydroxyl groups present on the surface. The result is that one or more colvalent Si-0 bonds

form between the molecule and the surface. For the case of MPTS, the terminating thiol

group may subsequently be used to covalently bond to a specific biological molecular probe,

including oligonucleotides [7]. The use of the native oxide could be important for microcan-

tilever based systems, since it is already present on the paddle surface following processing,

and negates the need for further surface coating or oxide growth.
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Appendix A

Detailed Resolution of the Mechanical

Properties

A.l Cantilevers Design Criteria and Selection

Based on basic mechanics and assuming that the lateral stress is zero, the force constant of

the cantilever paddle is determined. First the deflection of the cantilever is calculated using

the equation of deflection Eq. A.l,

EIz~ = Fx (A.l)

with the following boundary conditions:

x = L1 , ^-=0 (A.2)dz

x = Li , y = 0 (A.3)
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Where E is the Young's modulus; Iz the second moment of area of the cross-section with

respect to the neutral axis Z; Lx the total length of the cantilever paddle and F a single force

at the end of the cantilever.

The second moment of aread of the cantilever is defined by,

/»— /»—

= J t [J w V2dy]dz (A.4)
This integral should be solved for the two different geometries, for when x goes from 0

to L, and for when x goes from L to L\. Therefore we have,

hLt3, x e (0, L)
Iz={ (A.5)

\ut3, xe(L,Li)

where L, t, and u>, are the size of the paddle, the thickness and the width of the cantilever

respectively.

Therefore, Eq. A.l, is also solved considering these two regions. For x in the range of 0

to L we have:

\yi-iw-io)
1 Ft

dx (A.6)Jo EIzl
F x2

EIzl 2

Integrating Eq. A.l for x in the range from L to Lx, we have:
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fL Fx , fx Fx ,
- Jo W,dx + JL

F I? F x2 — L2

EIZ i 2 EIZ2 2

Now, using the boundary condition Eq. A.2,

- o-iw
JLE + JLfDF (as)
£/2l 2 jE/22 2 ( ^

Introducing this result in Eq. A.8, the first derivative for a: G (0, L) is,

^(.v) F X2-L* F L'-L2 (A 9)
dx > EL, 2 EL_, 2

and for x G (L, Li),

Integrating Eq. A. 10 for x from 0 to L\, the deflection of the cantilever is obtained.
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[ dy = y(x) - y{0)Jo

-1 [^y-L2)-du(L]-L2)]ix+L 2^(i2-i?)<te(An)
FL3 F ,x3 r, 2I1,

+ - Llx +—)
3EIzl 2EIz2 v 3 3

Now, using the boundary condition Eq. A.2, and substituting Iz\ and Iz2, the deflection

y(0) of the cantilever becomes,

y(Li) — y(0) = —y(0)

~(2wL2 - (L3- L3))(A.12)

Therefore,

9 P1
»(0) = ~ Lf» (A 13)

The force constant is defined as,

F = ky{0) (A.14)

and, k is then
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* = f
2/(0)

(A'15)

This is proportional to the thickness to the cube and to the effective width of the cantilever

arms, and is inversely proportional to the total length to the cube of the cantilever paddle.

Therefore a small force constant is achieved with thin and long cantilevers.
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A.2 [3 Correction Factor for the Piezoresistors

To determine the sensitivity of the piezoresistors it is necessary to take into consideration

the fact that the piezoresistors have a distribution along the stress direction and along the

depth of the cantilever. Therefore, it is necessary to determine (3 the correction factor, which

allows for this real approximation.

L1

M x

1 1 LJ XJ
t

Figure A.l: A sketch of the resistors in the cantilever. Where Lr\ is the length of
the resistor along the cantilever, Lri is the extension of the resistor beyond the fixed
edge, and Xj is the junction depth.

The features to be taken into consideration are sketched in Fig. A.l. Here, it can be

assumed that there is no stress beyond the fixed edge of the cantilever. Hence, the part of

the resistor located on the cantilever, Rl, is in the maximum stress area. The piezoresistive

output can for the ideal case, and for the real case is given by Eq. A. 16 and Eq. A. 17,
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AR
ideaiy(fl)
ARl
Ri (A.16)

AR

~R SrealUi
Ai?i

i?l + i?2
(A.17)

where SideaZ and Area/ are the real and ideal piezoresistive sensitivity, and y(0) is the deflection

of the cantilever. From Eq. A.16 and Eq. A.17, the first modification factor is,

A ■ ra (A18)
Since the resistors also have a junction depth, and the maximum stress is only located

on the surface of the fixed edge of the cantilever, a second modification factor, /?2 must also

be considered. Therefore, let SR at (x, y) be the resistor element defined by,

5R =^ (A.19)Ludy

where p is the resistivity, dx is the length increment of the resistor in the x direction, dy

is the depth increment of the resistor, and u> the width of the resistor. Following the same

reasoning as in subec 2.5.2, the transverse piezoresistive coefficient is neglected, and the

fractional change of the resistor becomes [1],
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A(SR>
~SR~ = 1X1(71

-KiFcy(0)xy
h

(A.20)

where 7p is the longitudinal piezoresistive coefficient, oi is the longitudinal stress, Fc is

the force constant of the cantilever, x and y the position of the resistor element, and Iz the

inertial moment.

Substituting Eq. A. 19 into Eq. A.20,

A (SR) = vjXBLPjr (A.21)Iz udy

L sz \ "**
Rt

SiMcon x' X ♦<!*

PZ

±
2

JpU
<
L
i

cross section

JfXdyji

f*,y»
resistor emmmi

Figure A.2: A sketch of the cross-section of the resistors in the cantilever.

Integrating Eq. A.21 with x from 0 to Lri and y from | — Xj to |, see Fig. A.2, the total
change in the resistance R\ is then given by,

= xiFcLxty{t)) (1 '
2L

(A.22)
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Comparing this expression with the corresponding equation for the ideal case, Eq. 2.36,

AR TriLitFcy(0)
R ~ 2 Iz

the correction factor fa can be deduced,

(A.23)

Therefore, the total correction factor (3 is given by,

P = Pi-fa
R, 2xAl - If1)

- —^ A- t2Ll' (A.25)

In summary, the fractional change of the piezoresistor from an ideal model is given by,

AR xiLxtFcy(R)
R ~ 2 Iz

and the fractional change of a piezoresistor from the rfeal model is given by,

AR
= xiLitFcy(0)

R 2Iz
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Appendix B. Process Listings

Appendix B

Process Listings

B.l Simple Cantilever Paddles
EPWfG Noll!2 3 4 5 6 ID Description Itou j
2 1 k174Bs JH-Naiara Elejalde Micrumachined magnetometers

j i redl backside

1 gi BACK ETCHING IN KOH

1 £.s e-ss Tilte page 8 wafers ""*SOF""* p-type Si thickness 3.5 micron 8

z ip G-1P Lithography Notes K7MM 0

m 3 yp H G-1 Notebook page 0 J
I 1 1 BACK ETCHING IN KOH 0 ;

......

4 yp W-C1 RCA clean 0
s yp F4-W1861 Initial ox. 680nm»-20nm. 11 BOdegC. ld02.rmp02.x'wet02.unldN2 8

B yp LN-160 Deposit Si3N4 ISOnm - 20nm on BOTH SIDES 0

p P-GB Ptiotohth mask K714M BK. Dark Field 2 7urn Resist
on BACKS Fronts protected

8

8 yp P RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 0

9 Bp P-0 Paint resist around edges 0
s 10 B P-RHBD * Hardbake for dry etch 0
-

ii yp D+IOIS Etch Si3N4 . Anisot from BACKS OPT80* CHF3»Ar 0
.rt 12 yp WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. o t

13 yp
"""

P-RS Resist strip 0
'

14 yh I WS-3 Etch silicon in KOH leave ~20um Si film 0 I
m is yp H WN-1 * Strip/Wet etch Si3N4. Orthophosphoric acid 1 BOdegC o r
£ r j '

, ■ ' •— ■ ■ , • - „ , r-r

1 |N r rod? frontside

A 02 TP mask tor alignment
I 1 TP FOR ALIGNMENT 6 r

16
nH"' W-C2 * Fuming Nitric acid dean. 2nd pot only 0

ir LP PGDF Fh&tolfth: Bauble sided alignment. K714M Mask TP. Light Raid oa FRONTS,
Us# special alignment mark ~ ASIC JFC or GE 2Jam Resist

8 '

is yp P-RHBW *Hardbake for wet etch 0

19 yp D-D60 Descum. 1 min. SRS bonel 02 0 j
2° yp WH-7E1 ♦ Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. o r
21 yp P-RS Resist strip 0

1H 1f 03 IMPLANT B* for whole areaII it BLANKET IMPLANT B*
"

0 [
22 yp J W-C2 Fuming Nitric acid dean. 2nd pot only 0

23 yp IB-303S Implant Boron: 5E13B* 30KeV Waterfronts 8

f IJ g-f PIEZORESISTOR

[i "1 P1EZ0RESIST0R 0

24 y> :w-ci RCA dean 8

yP i *.-y a* *IMf &

2B yp "1p-G5 Photolith mask K?14M PZ. Dark Field: Z,2wm resist «
_ap P-RHBI * Hardbake forwet etch and implant 0

W

28 yP D-D60 Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel OZ 0

29 yp WH-7E1 ♦ Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. 0 I

ILIp fP*D Implant PW03*, 5EI4 #
™

of
a11 P-RS Resist strip 0
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G; No | 1)2 3 4 5 6 ID Description Sou
M

■ ; g5 CONTACTWINDOW DORNG
CONTACT WINDOW DOPING 0

"*132 1 W-C2 Fuming Nitric acid clean, 2nd pot only 0

133 E PG2 Photo!ith mask K714M NA Dark Field 2 2am Resist 8
34 E P-RHBI * Hardbake for implant 0
35 IA-8055 Implant Arsenic: 5E15 As* 80KeV 0
36 P-RS Resist strip 8

1
i 9B SUBSTRATE CONTACT DORNG

■ SUBSTRATE CONTACT DORNG 0
'37 E WC2 Fuming Nitric acid clean, 2nd pot only 8

~T38 1 P-G2 Photolith mask K714M PA Dark Raid: 2 2urn Resist 0

J39 i P-RHBI * Hardbake for wet etch and Implant 0

40 £ D-DSO Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel 02 8

41 £ WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide, 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si * 20secs. 0

42 £ IBF-7055 Implant BF2+: 5E15BF2« 70KeV 0

> £ P-RS Resist strip 0

| 37 PATTERN CANTILEVER
PATTERN CANTILEVER 0

44 12 W-C1 RCA clean 8

"*45 2 LO-4O0 LTO deposition: 480nm «- 40nm at 480degC SiH4 and 02 0
iTT

n
ft.M mmm* imwmn mumrntmmm, tmmmc wmm @mm,

rmim
n

1 47 d P-G2 Photolith mask K714M CL, Dork Field 2.2um Resist 0

■- 48~fi P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 0

h|43 "I D-D60 Descum: 1 min. For OPTICAL resist SRS barrel 02 0
50 2 WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si + 20secs. Q

851 t D-S2S Deep etch Si. w3.5ttm Partially anisot OPT80+ SF6
THROUGH TO SOI OXIDE

5? d P-RS Resist strip

A g8 CONTACTWINDOWS

jl CONTACT WINDOWS 0
53 y W-C2 | Fuming NWric add dean. 2nd pot only 0

"I'M | IM*2 Phfitritilt, rrm«k IC714M CW. Ourfc Field 2 2um Rnsittt 8
55 y P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 8

,.,56 i D-D6D Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel 02 0

'57 I WH-7E1 ! Wet etd> oxide. 7:1 BHF 25d«gC To hydrophobic Si ♦ 2Dsecs. 8

58 y P-RS i Resist strip 8

# 1 1
il qS DEPOSIT METAL FILM

J DEPOSIT METAL FILM 0

59 i W-C2 1 Fuming Nitric odd dean. 2nd pot only 0

so y WH-2D2 Dip etch. 28:1 BHF 25degC. 3D seconds. (Pre-metafisation) 8

6i y MS-TA10 Sputter 1OOSnm Ti-AI/Si 1% in TRIKON SIGMA 0

62 0 P-G2 Photolith mask K714M Ml, Light Field: 2.2um resist 0

63 0 P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 0

64 y WM-AST Wet etch AI/S»«Ti. 3 Stage etch: Phos acid, Ti etch. Oefreckle. 0

165 y P-RS Resist ship 8

^66 jj F9-H35 AHoy/Anneal: 38mms H2/N2 35fldegC 5,N2.30,H2/N2.5,N2. 8

L
red3 photoresist to protectmetal film and dry etching backside hi release cantileverf g10 RELEASE CANTILEVER

3 1
__

RELEASE CANTILEVER 8

j®' A Photoldh mask K714M MP, L»fht Field; Z.hm resist 8

2§68 6 P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 8

8§69*1 D-S2S Trench etch Si. BACKS OPT 80* SF6 . ~14um through to SOI oxide
ITTI3 WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide (front ♦ back). 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si + 20secs. 8

71 d3 P-RS Resist strip 0

I" s P« i<mmm anmim §
' 73 '?

1

G-2 See Naiarafor sawing instructions 0

"3 TTP P-RS Resist ship 8

f
T] 1
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B.2 Cobalt Etching with Ion-bem Miller
b|R|G|NO i|z 3 5 E ID Description 3os

k18B4s NE-cobalt etching with ioir-benm milter
r1

Ql
X G-S1Z Title Page 4watars. MATERIAL fM 00 17-33 test (PVM) •
2 'G-1P Lithography Notes 0
3 G-l Notebook page 0

8
4 W-CZ * Fuming Nitric acid dean. Znd pot only WAFERS #1.3 ONLY 0

I 0
S W-Cl "RCAdean WAFERS#2.4 ONLY • j|
S F4-W006I * Wet oxidation: SOOnm. 10OOdegC: LrOZ.x'wOZ.uNZ 0

0

7 A* Cr-3 Evaporate at same lime as Co t itt olt Batch (nelitt) 8

IP
r i
71 8

■ * MM * vaparate tNaikd * Zvm La WA» 1 It. II > tatl t
WMimAetlJWl AMP-AM .9

J fmipwnif fer » lent €a MMi? WAi"tPS#l,4 <®tS'
WA tUM ntaotd AutT.-IIAUtr*Arf0

§

8

» ■ P-SSX * STEIVEtt FteBuWft"Mile RM8% l.isjbtFWd' persist! p» amtatM tMHk
SOUS

i

ll P-RMBX * • la'dteme Iter v>niv"t «tth fJM 05 i

6 8 ten Tteam Mr# Ca #
n P-RSX '•it* «t< «wt|> III.- «>,!.it. <r •« -.»>>: •», t

14 '%4 §

B.3 Cobalt Lift-off

IBPIG l.Nohjz|1 4 £[6 ID Description EWjl
JJ kl865s NE-Cobolt lift-off

ri ri..ti TP-" i 1
S&
mem

T gi
■ ■

■ "|

D Q-S1Z Title Fag© 4 waters. MATERIAL: F108 17 33 test (PVM) a |
8_a3 G-1P Lithography Notes

"

0
3

nc G-1 Notebook page 0

i]E a

4 "1s W-C2 * Faming Nitric acid dean, Znd pot only WAFERS #1,3 ONLY 0

~J| ] 0
5 ! li W-C1 * RCA dean WAFERS #2,4 ONLY a

Bjlm *Wet oxidation: 60flnm. 10OOdegC: LrOZ,x'w02,iiN2 D
' 1XT 0

? y3 i'tiu *Flipiy^hoifprwtif mmk 'KtliM, &mk . twm tt

15' p-mt *FMGI x M i:M Hm&tm&M « «m it

l c1r 51 n T$?sm Cr # iSi&
wmmcwn0m

i

1 IE J3 FMM.S ■* LIFT-OFF' nsaftaf (FMISt n

SI rriI X* u

[
h. A 1 i r7

m- _
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B.4 Test for Electroplating
R G NO|1]2 3 4 5 Bl ID Description

k1957s NE-test wafer tor etadmplating
rl

M-
G-St2 Title Page 4 waters, MATERIAL. 17 33 test wafers
G 1P Lithography Notes
IG-1 Notebook page

' RCA clean
* Wet oxidation 10Onnn-1 Bnm. IQOfldeqC. 1Q'Q2.x'wetO2.30'N2_

P-G2 ' Photolith mask KSB5M CW. Dark Field: man 2.2am resist
P-RHBW * Hardbake lor wet etch
D-O60 " Descutn: 1 min. For OPTICAL resist Technics eWave Asher
WH-7E1 k Wet etch oxide, 7:1 BHF 2SrfeqC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs:
IBF 7B5S * Implant BF2«: 5E1SBF2+ 7BKeV (CMOS P-ch S&O through gate ox.)
P-RS 'Resist strip

SEED LAYER
12 W-C2 * Fuming Nitric acid clean. 2nd pot only
13 1W-C1 " RCA dean
14 RA-1 RTAimplant activation 1 Usees HOOdeqC (Std.CMOS S & D)
15

life
Dip etch, 2Q8.1 BHF (Pre-metaHization for silidded CW)

T# m 1
(K€ SiST PWflHMMTCQ

CiteA Wm*

12 ]P~G2 * Photolith mask K9hSM Ml. Light Field. 2.2um resist
G-2 * See Engineer: INSPECT
P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch
WM-AST Wet etch Ti
P-RS * Resist strip
JW-C3 * Faming Nitric Acid dean, metallised wafers
F9-H3S *Alloy/Anneal. 30mins H2/N2 350deqC S'N2.3rH2/N2.5'N2.

5 more wafers same process
W-C1 ' RCA dean
F4-WB811 *Wet oxidation 1DOnm-Hlnm. lBOOdogC. 1 D,02.x,wet02,38lN2.
PG2 ' Photolith mask k%5M CW. Dark Field: new. 2 2am resist
P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch

D-D60 * Descent: 1 min. For OPTICAL resist Technics vWave Asher
WH-7E1 ♦Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF Z5dejC. To hydrophobic Si * 20secs
IBF7BS5 * Implant BF2»: 5E15 BF2+ 70KeV (CMOS P-ch S*D through qate ox.)
P-RS [* Resist strip

SEED LAYER
W-C2 * Fuming Nihric acid dean. 2nd pot only
W-C1 * RCA dean
RA-1 RTA implant activation IDsees HODdegC (StdCMOS S 4 D)
WR-2BD Dip etch. 286:1 BHF (Pre-metalliration for silidded CW)

37

38 G-2

Sp«»r IMmo TimlWNWQMA Mm*
mwmprnMrntm
' Photolith mask K965M ML Light Field: 2.2utw resist
' See Engineer: INSPECT

39 P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch

WM-AST1 Wet etch Ti
P-RS !* Resist strip
W-C3 ;* Fuming Nitric Add dean, metallised wafers
F3-H35 • Alloy/Anneal 3tlmins H2/N2 350degC 5,N2.30'H2/N2.5,N2.

Ml
ELECTROPLATING AW wafer join 9 total
Will. f.lt * ask KJ4U* EP Dark f -*»l«t SU «

G-2
"G-3

* See Engineer: INSPECT
*

Special Instructions— Hardbake

G-3 Electroplate Nickel
Kii
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B.5 Cantilevers with Electroplated Nickel Using SU-8

Photoresist
B R!G|NO|1 |2 3 4 5 6 ID Description 3ou

i ] k201Os NE-Noiara Elejalde Micromachined magnetometers
lyy f redl backside

■Hi 1 gt1

11 P j
i Q-tlt •Title Pegs: 12 wafers. 5 ""SOP**, fHypa Si thickness 4m« S check waters 17-33

testwafers, #1-8
0

t 1 [32 3 P-EM E-BEAM Mask/ReticleWriting 0
! 1 i3 T

G-1P Lithography Notes K965M Di!
- ? [ U 3 i 1 fG-1 Notebook page 0
Hi i |
nn i i M IMPLANT B* tor whole area

T BLANKET IMPLANT B*. —SOI~ waters 0
■fi J 5 IW-C2 Fuming Nitric acid clean. Znd pot only *"** SOI waters only ■""* E

[ } | *6 I 18-3035 Implant Boron: 5E13B* 30KeV Waterfronts 6

|gi BACK ETCHING IN KOH

j BACK ETCHING IN KOH all wafers 0

0
jw-ci RCA clean ALLWAFERS 12

H is 5 F4-W10SC initial ox B00nm«-20nm. f 10QdegC. ld02.rmp02.x*wet02.unldN2 12

■H 19 s LN-1E0 Deposit Si3N4 1B0nm*-2Onm on BOTH SIDES 12

1" T
P-G8 PfMtttMr mask K98SM OK Dark Held 2.2am iSrSisst

on BACKS Fronts protected
12

H ii i m P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch 12

mm 112 *5 P-RG * Spin resist on edges 12

i-i I It3 6 P-RHBD * Hardbake for dry etch izji
( | J'1A jp D-N01F Etch Si3N4 . Anrsot. from BACKS OPTBO* CHF3»Ar D/F EBMF/OPTICAL resist 12

r |H |i5 6 WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. 12 ii
■'•f1 [ |16 S P-RS Resist strip 12

H '17 £ W-C2 Fuming Nitric acid clean. Znd pot only 12

■§ 1.18 O WS-3 Etch silicon in KOH leave ~20um Si film 12

1 *19 V WN-1 ♦ Strip/Wet etch Si3N4. Orthophosphoric acid lEQdegC 12
^ If Oil
' | r® 1 P&5 * Special Instructions Standard waters Nos t - 6 only tor spinning SU-8 photoresist E

gIS Electroplating
■fi i I I Electroplating 0

S Pgn I PI ♦•tinaohte m »•» ««rr,',M t »' f >«»*.< t Stff »» t.
' 1 I22 G-Z * See Engineer: Inspect 6

;
. ■?) P4 * mnrjt LillyVl rii-rk field: i itm mstot ft

■ * l2'* 1 G-Z * See Engineer for instructions 6

IHHI m, 1 £§ ♦ Bwdfcske ft
'

- M2® 1 G-J Ftectsoplate Nickel 5
; 0r? f G-3 " No further processing of wafers 1-8 S

WR 1 i i
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]5IR GJNO 1 2 3 4 5 si ID Description lou
|'1 Ired2 frontside CONTINUE WITH SOIWAFERS ONLY

H |gn CONTACT WINDOW DOPING and mask tor alignment
H CONTACT WINDOW DOPING and FOR ALIGNMENT Oil

[if 28 jwCZ Fuming Nitric acid clean. 2nd pot only si:
I I ** P-G2 Phototith mask K9SSM NA Dork Field: 2,Zum Resist Oil

! | 38 ;G-Z * See Engineer tor instructions 6 1

[ I I 31 IP-RHBW * Hardbake far wet etch Eli
i I L 32 '[WH-7E1 * Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. SOI WAFERS 1 611
i y 33 lA-8055 Implant Arsenic: 5E1SAs* SOKeV Sti
Tf 34 P-RS Resist strip 6

IRS 35 jw-cz * Fuming Nitric acid dean. 2nd pot only 6
■B
■ i I9* PIEZORESISTOR

'■H PIEZORESISTOR Oil
n 3$ : Photnlith mask K9S5M PZ. Dork Fteld 2 Zum resist 6

Li: g 37 G-2 * See Engineer. Insped 6
r 38 'PRHHI * Hardbake torwet etch and Implant Eli

1 t 33 ID-D60 Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel OZ 6

H 48 (WH-7E1 ♦ Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si -> 2Bsecs. SOI WAFERS! «II
^Hnl i "* p-« Sflltilirr'-w'. VE»« ® Mikity &

1'" p 42 1P-RS Resist strip Bii
f 1 | A3 fw-CH Fuming Nitric acid denn. Znd pot only 6

"f
jg6 SUBSTRATE CONTACT DOPING
f '
I SUBSTRATE CONTACT DOPING ON

\ ' ] IW-C1 RCA dean 61!
f « f~ 45 1F4-W0D1I -Wet oxidation 100nm—IDnm. 10D0degC. 10'OZ.xNretOZ.3rN2. Ell
-- 4 n 48 Tp-gz Phototoh mask K965M PA Dark Itstlri Z 2um Ressst 6
r P 47 !g-z - See Engineer Insped Si

; ; 1 '48 IP-RHBI * Hardbake tor wet etch and Implant eji[f 1 49 iD-osa Descttm: 1 min. SRS barrel OZ 6

^ FT so IWH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. SOIWAFERS! 6

It 51 IBF705S Implant BF2»: 5E15 BF2* 70KeV 611
HH |P-RS Resist strip 6
m 53 W-cz Fuming Nitric add dean. Znd pot only E

p X | - 54 1 IWH-7C1 Strip all SiOZ from wafer 7:1 BHF Z5degC E|
B "i [ i
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PATTERN CANTILEVER
Description

PATTERN CANTILEVER
RCA clean

LO-4GQ LTO deposition: tODnm *- 40nm at tOOdegC SiHt and 02
OwtMfy tn> teammmnriaMw. ttMdegC Sfain

Photolith mask K9S5M CL. Dark Field: ? Zam Resist
* Sea Engineer: Inspect

P-RHBW Hardbake (or wot etch
D-D60 Descam: 1 min. For OPTICAL resist SFtS barrel 02

WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:t BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. SOI WAFERS I
ID-S2S Deep etch Si ~3 5um Partially anisot. QFT80* SFfi THROUGH TO SOI OXIDE

Resist strip

CONTACTWINDOWS
CONTACT WINDOWS

IW-C2 Feeling Nitric acid clean. 2nd pot only
P-G2 Photolith mask K965M CW Dark Field 2 2um Resist

G-2 See Engineer Inspect
IP-RHBW Hardbake for wet etch

(D-DBO Descant: 1 min. SRS barrel 02
[WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si * 2asecs. SOIWAFERS I
iP-RS Resist strip

DEPOSIT METAL FILM
DEPOSIT METAL FILM

!w-C2 Fuming Nitric acid clean. 2nd pot only
IWH-2D2 Dip etch. 21:1 8HF 25degC. 3B seconds. (Pre-metalisation)
IMS-TA10 Sputter lOMnm TFAI/Si1% in TRIKON SIGMA
P-G2 Ptiololilh mask K965M Ml. Light Field 2.2um resist
iG-2 * See Engineer. Inspect
iP-RHBW Hardbake (or wet etc*
iWM-AST Wet etch AI/Si«TL 3 Stage e<t*: Phos acid, fi etch. Detretkle.
IP-RS
[W-C3

Resist strip
* Fuming Nitric Acid dean, metallised wafers

-ft
F9-H35 Alloy/Anneal: 30mins H2/N2 358degC 5'N2.3B,H2/N2,5'N2.

m Seed Layer
Seed Layer

SW-C3 Fuming NitricAcid dean, metallised wafers
[P-G2 Photolith mask K9B5M M2. Dark Field: 2„2um resist
G-2 See Engineer Inspect
iP-RHBW Hardbake tor wet etch
IWM-A2 • Wet etch At Orthophosphoric acid. 37degC. Wl clear.
iP-RS * Resist strip
W-C3 * Fuming Nitric Acid dean, metallised waters

Electroplating
Electroplating

IP# matn— mesh MRUCPOmk FWMt: SOB 1Mm rmrn
G-2 * See Engineer Inspect
P-« • phswtMfi mmk K9BSM ¥8, iiaik (Bold tmmmmm
G-2 * See Engineer tor instructions

HiMBKraiMl ti saiakgisri f-ti

Tf
6-3 Electtoptntn Nicket

red3

glfl
dry etching backside to release cantilever

RELEASE CANTILEVER
RELEASE CANTILEVER

HJ-S2X i,At I\ OTINIW *'! IMS hW
D OIK si** sm)s Anteat

th ki SOI si#
AnOONTfAM PTJWSB CMfuRAr BMSfcxi irttnaMMk

[G-2 See Naiara (or sawing instructions
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B.6 Cantilevers with Electroplated Nickel Using SPR220-

7 Photoresist

riRISjttalljZ] ID Description
k2059s NE-NoiofaElajaide Micromachined magnetometers
redl backside

all..
P-EM E-8EAM Mask/ReticleWriting
G-S12 Title Page: 12 wafers,

test wafers, #16
£ fMype Si thickness 4w&l. 6 cfwack wakars 17-33

IG-IP Lithography Notes K96S14
iG-1 Notebook page

iaP IMPLANT B* for whole area
BLANKET IMPLANT B*. —SOI—wafers

•W-C2 Fearing Nitric acid dean. 2nd potonly * SOI wafers only *
IB-3035 Implant Boron: 5L 13 B * 30KeV Wafer fronts

BACK ETCHING IN KOH
BACK ETCHING IN KOH oM wafers

1W-C1 RCA dean ALLWAFERS
F4-WT06I Initial ox SOOemr-ZOnm. HOQdegC. IdQZ.rmpQZ.x'wntQZ.unldNZ
LN-160 Deposit Si3Wf 1 fiOnm 20nm on BOTH SfOES

110 PG8 Photolith mask K3SSM BK Oortc Fteld 2 turn Resist
on BACKS Fronts pmlecrid

111
BF
III"
liT"
lor
fir
fl7
JiF

iFHRHBW * Hardbake forwet etch

iP-RG Spin resist on edges
IP-RHBD HardbakeJor dry etch
ID-N01F Etch Si3N4 Anisot from BACKS QPT80+ CHF3+Ar D/F EBMF/OPTfCAL resist
SWH-7E1 Wet eteh oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ ZOsecs.
iP-RS Resist strip
IW-CZ Fuming Nitric add dean, 2nd pot only
iWS-3 Etch silicon in KOH leave "ZOum Si film

19 <WN-1 Strip/Wet etch Si3N4. Orthophosphoric add IBDdegC

izd G-3 Special Instructions Standard waters Nos I - h osfy tor spinning SU-8 photoresist

a—\ liis" Electroplating

iw-cz
Electroplating

jWH-7D1
FumingNiriic add dean. 2nd pot only

wso
Dip etch. 7:1 BHF 2SdegC. To hydrophobic Si ■* 20sacs

IP-GZ
ytmm smmA spmm it nmm

:G-Z

* Photolith mask k96Sa> Ml L/Field ooro Z Zum resist (for trench or metal dry-etch)

P-RHBW

* See Engineet: INSPECT
* Hardbake for wet etch

Wur« WD etch f»
;P-RS
W-C3

Resist strip
Fuming Nitric Add clean, metallised wafers

iih *<tM,M I i&M' Mi st
)G-2 'SeeEngineer: Insped
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lolnolili 3 si ID ' Description ptouB'

mil: IP* - MM*♦ «?,M V? ««•* '-milt lam ««%,.< »

Hi G-2 * See Engineer lor instructions SI
EUl! |m m «

□II |W-C3 * Fuming Nitric Acid clean, metallisedwafers 6

Ell P»| Electroplate Nickel S
8 Dili * No further processing of waters 1-8 *
..HI i |
BPII i
■HI i i fredZ frontsidu CONTINUE WITH SOI WAFERS ONLY

"HII CONTACTWINDOW DOPING and mask tor alignment
Hill CONTACT WINDOW DOPING and FOR ALIGNMENT s

am [WC2 Fuming Nitric acid dean. 2nd pot only s

EH" 1! [P-G2 Photofcrh mask KS8SM NA Dark Field 2 2um Resist 8

CI" I! jG-2 * See Engineer tor instructions 8

El"1! iP-RHBW * Hardbake torwet etch 6

*0931! - -
[WH-7E1 ♦ Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si ♦ 28secs. SOI WAFERS! 6

CM:[1!
.

lA 8055 Implant Arsenic: 5E15As» SBKeV 8

CI" II P-RS Resist strip 6

M II
8

•W-C2 * Fuming Nitric add dean. 2nd pot only 6

t..HI [
"HI !34 PIEZORESISTOR

HII
lOri

P1EZORESISTOR
_

ip-G2 PhotoliSi mask K9S5M PZ. Dark Field 2.2um resist 8

Eli* G-2 * See Engineer: Insped 8
P-RHBI * Hardbake tor wet etch and Implant 61
ID-D60 Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel 02 Si
SWH-7E1 ♦ Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF ZSdegC. To hydrophobic Si <• 20secs. SOI WAFERSI 8

■ EH" «'* Willi"*PW»*. « *4» 011k a* »
'

EH" P-RS Resist ship 6

EH" W-C2 Fuming Nitric add dean. 2nd pot only
"

6

g« SUBSTRATE CONTACT DOPING

-44 1 SUBSTRATE CONTACT DOPING

II W-C1 RCA dean 6

-.Mil F4-W0011 "Wetoxidation 1Q0nm—10nm. lOOOdegC. 10'02jr-wet02.30'N2. 6

■EH"1$
1!

P-G2 Phololah mask K.86SM PA. Dark Field 2 Zura Resist 6

sm G-2 * See Engineer: Inspect 6

EH*-: II P-RHBI * Hardbake tot wet etch and Implant 6

■Mil D-DBO Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel 02 6

'Mil WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 2SdeqC. To hydrophobic Si * 2Bsecs. SOI WAFERS! 6

Sip IBF-7055 Implant BF2»: SE15 BF2» 70KeV 6

'..Mil P-RS Resist ship
'

6
'

liBrt II W-C2 Fuming Nitric add dean. 2nd pot only 8

L3;i WH-7C1 Strip all Si02 fromwafer. 7:1 BHF 25degC 8

m 11
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iBlRlGlt ID Description
PATTERN CANTILEVER

PATTERN CANTILEVER
W-C1 RCA clean

LO-W8 LTO deposition: 400nm <- 40nm at 400degC Sim and 02
B*«it%LT© the# aesMtaii»»«!!«. tMMdegC .TmMt flrytfcf

i w.tao

PG2 Photolilh mask KS65M CL. Dark Field 2 ?um Resist
G-2 * Sea Engineer Inspect

' Hardbake for wet etch

D-DSQ Descent: t tnin. For OPTICAL resist SRS barrel 02
WH-7E1 Wet etcfi oxide, 7:1 BHF 25degC. To hydrophobic Si * 2Dsecs SOI WAFERS I
P-S2S Deep etch Si. ~3.5em Partially anisot OPT88* SF6 THROUGH TO SOI OXIDE
P-RS Resist strip

SL CONTACTWINDOWS

CONTACT WINDOWS
W-C2 Faming Nitric add dean. Zed pot only
PG2 Photolilh mask MjgMCW. Dark Field 2 ?em Resist
G-2 "See Engineer:Inspect
P-RHBW * Hardbake forwet etch
D-DSfl Descum: 1 min. SRS barrel 02
WH-7E1 Wet etch oxide. 7:1 BHF 25degC.To hydrophobic Si ♦ 20secs. SOI WAFERS I
P-RS Resist strip

DEPOSITMETAL FILM
DEPOSITMETAL FILM

W-C2 Faming Nitric acid clean. 2nd pot only
WH-2D2 Dip etch. 28:1 BHF 25degC. 3D seconds. (Pre-metalisation)
MS-TA1D Sputter 1 QOBnm TiAI/Si 1X in TRIKON SIGMA
PG2 Photolith mask KHb'iM Ml. Light field Z.Zum resist
G-2 "See Engineer. Inspect
P-RHBW * Hardbake for wet etch
WM-AST' Wet etchAI/SRTt 3 Stage etch: Phos acid. Ti etch. Detreckle.
P-RS Resist strip
W-C3 * Fuming Nitric Acid dean, metallised wafers
F9-H35 Allay/Anneal: 30minsH2/N2 350degC 5,N2.38'H2/N2.5'N2.

9.11 Seed Layer

192 W-C3
Seed Layer
* Faming NitricAcid dean, metallised wafers

PG2 Pfiotolith mask IC365M M2. Dark Field: 2.2um resist

G-2 * See Engineer: Inspect
P-RHBW "Hardbake forwet etch
WM-A2 * Wet etch AL Orthophosphoric acid. 37dagC. till dear.
PRS * Resist strip
W-C3 " Faming Nitric Acid cfean, metallised wafers

Electroplating
Electroplating

PI! Pfwr. ;lrth frifi ' 'IL'.M F I'llnm ' i-ot SPRfZiF ? Main fpmk!
G-2 * Sea Engineer: Inspect
G-2 ' See Engineer lor instructions

> Wardbate M aim imn wetwra 1*H
G-3 Electroplate Nickel

red3 dry etching backside to release cantilever
g10 RELEASE CANTILEVER

RELEASE CANTILEVER
ItIM French p. HAr"Ap Ait t *. tH'i A%A P A P'P PA PPAP :1 P'AAA'PA :i:i PPA APAA.

|Hi',
1106

• I !< H SiOZ A»#M» AaCQNTAM PI MLSf GHRWM «i •(!«>«
G-2 See Naiara for sawing instructions
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Finite Element Analysis

C.l Determination of The Right Angle

/COM FEA model of a simple cantilever defined respect the angle theta of the arm.

/UNITS,SI

/PREP7

/TITLE, Modal analysis of simple cantilever paddles.
Stheta=0

Ftheta=0.698

Itheta=0.1745

*DO, theta,Stheta,Ftheta,Itheta

/prep7
K=0

*dim,fres,,l
arm = 250e-6 ! length of the arm

w2 = 40e-6 ! Width of the arm

arm/=armx cos {theta)

pad; = 200e-6 ! length of the paddle from the base
wl = 30e-6 ! Width from the edge of the paddle to the arm

t = 3.5e-6 ! Thickness of the cantilever

w3=w2+wl-arm; x sm(theta)

205
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si = 1

! Keypoint defined

k,l

k,2,wl

k,3,w2+wl

k,4,w3,-arm/

k,5,w3-w2,-arm/

k,6,wl+w2+wl

k,7,wl+w2-j-wl,pad/

k,8,wl+w2,pad/

k,9,wl,pad/

k,10,,pad/

!AREA DEFINED

a,1,2,9,10

a,2,3,4,5

a,3,6,7,8

a,3,8,9,2

/COM Reflect half model
local,11,0,(wl+w2+wl)
arsymn,x,all

csys

/COM Definition of the elment type
mat,si

et,si,63

r,l,t

! young's mod.

mp,ex,l,1.7ell
! Density

mp,dens,si, 2.33e3
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IPosson ratio

mp,nuxy,si,0.28

!thermal expansion

mp,alpx,si,2.36e-6

/COM compress model and merge coincidences

numm,node,le-6

numm,elem,le-6

numm,kp,le-6

numc,node

/COM Mesh the cantilever paddle

kesize,all,w2/4

amesh,all

/COM Fix nodes at base of Cantilever

nsel,s,loc,y,-arnp

d,all,all

nsel,all

/COM reorder nodes (to obtain a matrix easier to diagonalise)
waves

save, paddle

/SOLU

antype,2

modopt,subsp,l

mxpand,l

solve

FINISH

Ipostprocessing

/postl
K=K+1

!Smod=l
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!Fmod=5

!Imod=l

*get,fres(K),mode,mod, freq

*CFOPEN,results,txt,,APPEND

*VWRITE,

("THETA" ,8X,"mode" ,8X," Freq")

*VWRITE,theta,mod,fres(l)

(F6.5,6X,F3.1,8X,E12.6/)
*CFCLOS

FINISH

!redirect output, clear screen and restart analysis with incremeneted angle

/output,junk

/clear,start

/output
*ENDDO

C.2 Iron Magnetic Particle

/COM, FE model of a simple cantilever paddle with an iron particle attached to it.

/UNITS, SI

/prep7

/title, Iron Magnetic Particle
! Parameters used to define keypoint positions

arm/ = 250e-6 ! Length of the arm

wl = 40e-6 ! Width of the arm

pad/= 450e-6 ! Length of the paddle from the base.
w2 — 130e-6 ! Right width of the paddle
w3 = 160e-6 ! Left width of the paddle

w4 = 90e-6

w5 = 60e-6
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t = 3.5e-6 ! Thickness of the cantilever paddle

si = 1

fe = 2

c — 2.5e-8

/COM, Keypoints and area geometry.

IKepoitns defined

k,l

k,2,wl

k,3,w2,arm;

k,4,w3,arm;

k,5,w3,pad/

k,6,w2,pad/

k,7,w4,pad/

k,8,w5,pad/

k,9,w5,arnp

k,10,w4,arm/
!Area defined

a,1,2,3,10

a,3,4,5,6

a,3,6,7,10

a,7,8,9,10

/COM, Reflect half model

local,11,0,w3

arsymm,x,all

csys

/COM, Definition of element type

mat,si

et,si,shell99

r,l,l
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rmore

rmore,l„t

rmore

i,2,2

rmore

rmore,l,0,t,2,0,c

[Young's Mod.

mp,ex,l,1.7ell

mp,ex,2,211.4ell
!Density

mp,dens,si,2.33e3

mp,dens,2,8000

[Poisson Ratio

mp,nuxy,si,0.28

mp,nuxy,2,0.293

[thermal expansion

mp,alpx,si,2.3e-6

mp,alpx,2,11.8e-6

/COM, Compress model and merge coincidences
numm,node,le-6

numm,elem,le-6

numm,kp,le-6

numc,node

/COM, Mesh the cantilever paddle

kesize,all,wl/4
amesh,all

/COM, Fix nodes at base of cantilever
nsel,s,loc,y

d,all,all
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nsel,all

esel,s,elem,,224

esel,a,elem,,223

and all the other needed elements

emodif,all,real,2

emodif,all,mat,2

esel,all

/COM, Reorder nodes
waves

save,paddle

finish

/solu
antype,static

acel,0,0,10

pstres,on

outpr,basic, 1

solve

finish

/solu

antype,modal

modopt,subsp,2

mxpand,2

pstres,on

solve

! finish

C.3 Mass Sensitivity with Iron Magnetic Particle

/COM FEA model of the cantilever sensitivity, change of frequency vs. mass.

/UNITS,SI
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/PREP7

/TITLE, BLABLABLA
Sthick=600e-6

Fthick=7.875e-4

Ithick=0.125e-4

*D0,thick,Sthick,Fthick,Ithick

/prep7
K=0

*dim,fres,,l
! Parameters used to define keypoint positions

arm; = 250e-6 ! Length of the arm

wl = 40e-6 ! Width of the arm

pad; = 450e-6 ! Length of th paddle from the base.
w2 = 130e-6 ! Right width of the paddle

w3 = 160e-6 ! Left width of the paddle

w4 = 90e-6

w5 = 60e-6

t = 2e-6 ! Thickness of the cantilever paddle

si = 1

fe = 2

c = thick Ithickness of the magnetic particle

/COM, Keypoints and area geometry.

IKepoitns defined

k,l

k,2,wl

k,3,w2,arm;

k,4,w3,arm;

k,5,w3,pad;

k,6,w2,pad;
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k,7,w4,pad/

k,8,w5,pad/

k,9,w5,arnp

k,10,w4,arm/

!Area defined

a,1,2,3,10

a,3,4,5,6

a,3,6,7,10

a,7,8,9,10

/COM, Reflect half model
local,11,0,w3

arsymm,x,all

csys

/COM, Definition of element type
mat,si

et,si,shell99

r,l,l

rmore

rmore,l,,t

rmore

r,2,2

rmore

rmore,l,0,t,2,0,c

rmore

lYoung's Mod.

mp,ex,l,1.7ell

mp,ex,2,211.4ell
!Density

mp,dens,si,2.33e3
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mp,dens,2,8000
IPoisson Ratio

mp,nuxy,si,0.28

mp,nuxy,2,0.293

!thermal expansion

mp,alpx,si,2.3e-6

mp,alpx,2,11.8e-6

/COM, Compress model and merge coincidences
numm,node,le-6

numm,elem,le-6

numm,kp,le-6

numc,node

/COM, Mesh the cantilever paddle

kesize,all,wl/2

amesh,all

/COM, Fix nodes at base of cantilever

nsel,s,loc,y

d,all,all

nsel,all

esel,s,elem,,54

esel,a,elem,,41

and all the other needed elements

emodif,all,real,2

emodif,all,mat,2

esel,all

/COM, Reorder nodes
waves

save,paddle

/solu
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antype,modal

modopt,subsp,2

mxpand,2

solve

finish

Ipostprocessing

/postl
K=K+1

Smod=l

Fmod=2

Imod=l

*Do,mod,Smod,Fmod,Imod

*get,fres(K),mode,mod,freq

*CFOPEN,results,txt„APPEND

*VWRITE,

("THICK" ,8X,"mode" ,8X," Freq")
*VWRITE,thick,mod,fres(l)

(F6.5,6X,F3.1,8X,E12.6/)
*CFCLOS

*enddo

FINISH

Iredirect output, clear screen and restart analysis with incremented thickness

/output junk

/clear,start

/output
*ENDDO
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be able 'to pay back', but rather than in Southampton, in Bilbao!!!, after all you must be
dying to visit, like Sandrine and Mikael, and Michael, and Dominik, and Mir, and Nele, and
Jim, and Ketan, and Becky, and all the others I came across...

Shannon and Paul should also be mentioned, even if I told you a thousand times you

wouldn't be mentioned... after all you've always been in the thick of it...

And Ben, for that needed last push.



*2 OP!NARIA QUE,
PERO mjOQ MO - .

TOCAR ELTEHA ^NO?

I would have to' say that...

but it's probably best to

avoid the subject, isn't it?




